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IN SEARCH OF A ‘NEW HOME’: ANGLO-INDIANS IN THE

DARJEELING HILLS, 1900-1947

DR AMRITA MONDAL1

Abstract:

In the second half of the nineteenth century, most Anglo-Indian, being a Kolkata

based community in Bengal, started to move out of the city in search of new employment

opportunities. Some of their destinations were the newly established tea gardens of

Darjeeling hills and Assam.  Mostly they were appointed as managers in the tea estates.

The Anglo-Indian community, not being accepted by both the British or Indian society,

started to reimagine their identity while settling down in the hills. However, education

of their children was turned into a severe problem for them. Some of the Christian

missions came forward and opened boarding schools cum ‘home’ for the Anglo-Indian

children in the Darjeeling hills. Later these mission schools also became a shelter for

the orphan Anglo-Indian children of Kolkata and played an important role in their

identity formation. The paper highlights whether these initiatives could able to give a

new future to the Anglo-Indian community and if the Anglo-Indian community could

able to accept Darjeeling Hills as their ‘new home’. Further, the paper also discusses

other nuances, like how did the indigenous people of the hills and the British Raj

look at this identity formation, and what kind of new developments started in the hills

with the coming of the Anglo-Indians. The paper is based on the archival sources, like

newspapers, education, finance and home department report, missionary documents

and memoirs.

Keywords: Anglo-Indian, Darjeeling, British Raj, Education, Missionary

The Anglo-Indian group started to appear in the social scenario of Bengal from the mid-

eighteenth century onwards. Being ‘a mixed racial community’, they faced problems socially

and economically. The Indian society ostracised these group of people socially and, the

British Government in India ‘forced the status of being “native Indian” upon the community’2.

This community, despite the negligence, able to grow in numbers, wealth and power with

the help of Christian missionaries’ philanthropy, private schooling and knowledge of English

in the early nineteenth century.3 Christian missionaries took help of this community to preach

1Assistant Professor, Department of History, North Bengal University, West Bengal
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Christianity, which made the condition more complicated.  The East-India company put the

restrictions on the activities of the missionaries and as well as on this community. Despite

this, the community could succeed in finding jobs in the offices of the East-India company

due to their knowledge of English. Soon this picture changed from 1840 due to the company’s

new education policy which allowed Indians to enter in the company’s service. The Anglo-

Indian society, therefore, lost the opportunity to work in the company offices but managed

to survived getting jobs in new emerging service sectors, like railways, telegraph and customs.

The shift in the occupation had affected the group financially, and soon this group of people

started to identify as ‘white poor’ by the colonial government. This deviation in the job

status forced the Anglo-Indian community to migrate to the suburbs, like Darjeeling, Assam

and other parts of Bengal. This dislocation from the Kolkata brought several problems to

this community. Among them, educating the toddlers was severe. Railways schools were

established to address the issue, but those were inadequate in number. Besides, good numbers

of Europeans moved to the Assam and Darjeeling hills with the spreads of the tea plantation.

Union of these Europeans with local people and tea garden’s labourers gave birth to the first

generation of the Anglo-Indian community in the area. The local people and the European

planters ostracisednew-born community. Thus, they suffered due to poverty, lack of education

and identity.  Despite this suffering, soon the Darjeeling hills became a shelter for the Anglo-

Indian people where they could able to find a home to nurture their souls.

The paper, while bringing all these issues under speculation, discusses how the

Darjeeling hills became a home for the Anglo-Indian community and if the Anglo-Indian

Community could able to accept Darjeeling Hills as their ‘new home’. Besides, the paper

tries to find out how did the indigenous people of the hills and the British Raj look at this

identity formation in the Darjeeling hills, and if any new developments started in the hills

with the coming of the Anglo-Indians. The paper has been divided into two parts to discuss

all these nuances. The first part focuses on the process of building up the connection between

the Anglo-Indian community with the Darjeeling hills and the second half of the paper

highlights the interaction between the Anglo-Indians with the local people and European

society.

I

The connection between the Anglo-Indian communities with the Darjeeling hills was built

up through education, migration, and tea plantation. Until 1858’s the British government

turned a blind eye to the condition of the Anglo-Indian Community. After 1858, the colonial

government considered educating the domiciled community as their moral obligation.4 Thus,

the British government formulated an official educational plan for the Anglo-Indian and

European children through Canning’s Minute in 1860.5Some schools were open for these

two particular communities while followingthe Canning’s Minute. Besides, the growing

poverty among the Anglo-Indian community became a point of humiliation for the British

2
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Colonial government. Thus,the government took punitive and reformative measures to shield

the empire from this humiliation. On the one hand, the passing of the European Vagrancy

Act XXI of 1869 was one of such punitive measure taken to restrict the movement of these

‘white poor’ and vagabonds in the public domain. On the other hand,the government took

some reformative stands to rescue these poor people, especially children and young people.

These initiatives were providing education and employment.6 Therefore, the colonial

government planned to establish schools for the Anglo-Indians. It was Lord Lytton who

started this initiative,and it was carried out by other viceroysas well. The revenue department

resolution of 31st August 1881 depicts;

“the Government is forced to admit the necessity of separate

schools for European children during the age when their habits

and principles are in the process of formation.”7

After that, two kinds of schools were opened to educate the Anglo-Indian community; i.e.,

government-aided European school and private schools opened in plains and the in the hills

and Railway schools at several urban and suburban areas. These schools started to workwith

the fundamental principles like keeping the Christian character and European tone in the

view.8 Following this, numbers of schools were built up,and some of them were built on the

hills of Darjeeling. The first government school for Anglo-Indians and Europeans established

in 1856.The governmentalso established some other schoolsfor the Anglo-Indiansin

Kurseong.Among these schools,the Victorian Boys School and Dow Hill Girls’ School were

founded by Sir Ashely Eden. The government maintained both of the schoolswere providing

education to the children of its servant, who otherwise might not be able to afford their

offspring the benefit of a hill climate.Thereafter, missionary schools were opened by Scottish

missionaries, and these schools attracted many European boys and girls from the plains and

tea garden areas. Later these schools opened its door for the subaltern.9 Rev. Abraham

John Graham was the pioneer in the process of opening the door of the schools to the

subalterns.

Rev. John Graham came to Darjeeling hills in the year 1887 and soon his wife

Katherine McConachiealso joined him. Both of them started preaching and philanthropic

work in the area. Besides, they used to teach slum children and healing the local people.

Along with the development of reading and writing skills, the female students were given

lessons ‘in knitting, sewing, conduct, and cooking’10. It showsthat the missionaries were

giving importance to domestic skills along with spreadingliteracy and numeracy. Later,

Graham Homes also followed the practice of assigning several domestic duties to the pupils.

Jane McCabeargues that Graham Homes justified the reason for using child labour as ‘a

method of preparing the students for colonial life’ and bring to an end of any lingering

“native” tendency’.11Katherine McConachie opened a girls’ school at Kalimpong in 1890,

3
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which provided training on handicraft to its students. The school also offered handicraft

training on carpentry and rug making to the local Lepcha, Bhutia and Tibetan men as well.

The Scottish mission of Kalimpong, however, identified the government’s

initiativesasinadequate to improve the life of ‘white poor’, especially the orphan Anglo-

Indian children of the tea gardens. Thus, John Graham planned to open a home for the

domiciled European and Anglo-Indian. Main intentions forthe establishment of St. Andrew

Colonial Home were, first, to train this particular community for migration at the other

European colonies.  Second, Graham found the climate and surrounding of Kalimpong suitable

for the mental and physical development of Anglo-Indian and domicile Europeans’ children.

Alison Blunt argues that Graham had chosen Kalimpong to keep the Anglo-Indian children

away from any injurious native influence and wanted to train them in thoroughly home

lives.12The training of the Anglo-Indian children started in the Graham Colonial Homes

while following these agendas.

It has been mentioned that this Homes gave proper training to Anglo-Indian so they could

migrate to other British colonies. Thus, the curriculum and teaching methods at

Graham’sHomesalso preparedaccordingly. Students were, therefore, given lessons on

agriculture and carpentry along with traditional education under strict discipline. Jane McCabe

identified the strict discipline at Homes as a battle against ‘Indian sloth’.13Rev. Graham took

initiatives and visited New Zealand to help the Anglo-Indian children in smooth migration to

New Zealand. The first batch of Anglo-Indian Student migrated to New Zealand in 1908

and settled in South Island. Next year Rev. Graham visited New Zealand to check the

progress of the Homes’ student and to establish a Presbyterian connection.Jane

McCabeargues that sixty-two graduates were migrated to New Zealand from Graham

Colonial Home in between 1908 to 1921 and settled in South Island and the lower North

Island. Most of these Anglo-Indians were employed as the labourer in the southern

farms.14These settlers did not forget their life in Kalimpong. Most often, these migrated

Anglo-Indians, later in their life, recalled boredom and drama of the Graham’s Homes’ life.

Every one of them talked about the majestic view of the Himalayas.15 However, they hardly

mentioned their life beyond Graham’s Homes. These reflect that John Graham nurtured

these Anglo-Indians children intending to erase their memories associated with Indian society

and he succeeded in that.

However, the new amendment to New Zealand’s Immigration Actpulverized the Anglo-

Indians’ dreams of settling into the British land.The act declared that a migrant should not

be native of any other colonies and they could only enter the country under a permit system.

The Act says:

‘…it is here by enacted that no person other than a person of British

birth and percentage shall (expected as by this Act is specially provided)

4
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enter into New Zealand unless he is in possession of a permit to enter in

the form and to the effect provided by regulations under this Act.”16

The act further says:

“A person shall not deemed to be of British birth and percentage by

reason that he or his parents or either of them is a naturalized British

subject, or by reason that he is an aboriginal Native of the descendant of

an aboriginal Native of any dominion other than the Dominion of New

Zealand or of any Dominion of New Zealand or of any colony or other

possession or of any protectorate of His Majesty.’17

Rev. Graham was critical about this stand of the New Zealand Government and proposed

that the act should be modified while allowing people ‘not less than 50 per cent of European

blood’ and allowed the Homes’ graduate to migrate. Thus, a new Homes emigration scheme

had been introduced, and under this scheme, fifty-four new graduates migrated to New

Zealand in between 1923 to 1929. The great depression decreased the migration in 1929,

and gradually, the migration stopped after 1930 due to the strong implication of the

Immigration Restriction Act. Rev. Graham wrote a letter to the Customs Department

while asking to give work and residence permits to the Anglo-Indian graduates of the

Homes. However, that letter hardly impacted New Zealand’s immigration policy. In this

situation, the Homes once again turned its eye to educating the Anglo-Indian and keeping

students aloof from the on-going national movement. During the Second World War, many

graduates of the Home joined the British Army. Besides, many of the students went to

teachers’ training institutes at Kalimpong and Kurseong. John Graham also searched for

other alternative placement in India for the Homes’ Anglo-Indian students. Some of the

boys of Graham’s Homes won scholarships to universities, and the majority found jobs in

the army, engineering, railways, mining and business. Unlike men, most of the St. Andrew

Colonial Homes’ girls found difficulties in getting placements in India. Some of the Homes’

educated women went into nursing or took the teaching profession and clerical jobs or got

married.18 After the abandonment of the New Zealand dream, John Graham aimed to build

enclaves of Kalimpong’s Anglo-Indians graduates in different parts of India, especially in

places with the Anglo-Indian connection. These places were Calcutta, Dhanbad, Jamshedpur

Asansol and the northern provinces of Bihar and Uttar Pradesh.19 In the later phase, some

of Graham’s homes Anglo-Indians migrated to England or Australia with the change in

Australian immigration policy.20

5
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II

Local people of hills and Europeans’ responses towards the Anglo-Indians of Darjeeling

were bit different from the plains of Bengal. Rev. Graham had chosen Kalimpong for the

colonial home because of its climate and the openness of the Local People. Because the

migrated Nepalese of the area were ‘free from the institution of caste, in having no powerful

priesthood, and in being far less bound by religion’.21 Tea Planters had also extended financial

support to the Graham Homes, and many of them had sent their children to the Homes.

These local approaches towards the Anglo-Indians of the area were quite helpful.

It has already mentioned that the British government took an interest in Anglo-

Indian education from 1860 and established several missionary schools in the hills.These

schools received government financial help. Darjeeling hills’ Anglo-Indian schools were not

out of that. Colonial Government agreed to provide financial assistance to these schools on

the condition, i.e., 15per cent of the student in the government-aided schools should be non-

European. Thus, this became a point of disagreement between the government and school

authority. The authority argued that the existed numbers of schools were already insufficient

for the Anglo-Indians and Europeans; therefore, the government rule would once again

deprive the Anglo-Indians community of education. Besides, they also argued that the non-

European parents might question the Christian tone of the school which may destroy the

aim of the school, i.e., preparing the loyal citizens while following the truth of Christianity.

Colonial Government called several meetings to resolve the issue but failed. Ultimately, the

government discontinued the grants of Anglo-Indian and European missionary schools. After

that, these schools sustained with the grant given by the private enterprises and individual

philanthropy.

In this condition, the government started ‘boarding grants’ for the poor and orphan

Anglo-Indian students. The government agenda of starting this grant was to help the Anglo-

Indian community and Anglo-Indian and European school indirectly. The government said

that students with ‘boarding grants’ should send to boarding schools and orphanages. Besides,

the government also relaxed its rules for the Anglo-Indian Schools. For instance, the All-

Indian European School Code of 1905, however, prescribed a maximum of 15% for the total

number of Indians in any European School, but this restriction has either been relaxed or

abrogated in most provinces.22 Therefore, these Anglo-Indian boarding schools in the

Darjeeling hills got government grants. In 1924, therefore, the Kalimpong Homes got a

grant of Sixty thousand from the Bengal legislature.

After 1947, the Government of India decided to continue the special grants to the

European and Anglo-Indian students for the next ten years. At the same time, the

Government of India asked the schools to full fill the fifteen per cent of the seats with

non-European students to avail the gran. Besides, the government also declared:

6
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‘…in accordance with the article 377 of the constitution, the grant to

the Anglo-Indian Institutions during every succeeding period of three

years after the commencement of the constitution may be reduced by

10 per cent of the grant for the immediately preceding period of three

years.’23

The Graham Homes got this grant since 1947- 48. While reporting about this financial

assistance, the Ministry of Education said:

‘The first and second cuts on the grants given to this institution were due

during 1953-54. After taking into account the second cut due on the

grant to this institution during 1957-58.For the year 1957-58 a budget

provision of Rs. 8,100 hasbeen made for the grant-in-aid to this

institution.’24

Despite all these initiatives, the Anglo-Indian community in the Darjeeling hills moved

out from 1960 onwards.  Many Anglo-Indians argued that the reason formigrationwas losing

jobs due to the government’s fund cut for the hills’ schools and the community’s incompetency

in Hindi. However, another reason for this migration may be the existed sense of being

ostracised by both Indian and European society among the Anglo-Indian community which

was further nurtured by the Christian missionaries, especially by Rev. Graham. The aim of

Graham Homes’ was to prepare the pupil mentally for migration. Unlike other Anglo-Indian

boarding schools, St. Andrew’s Colonial Homes or Graham Colonial Homes trained boys to

work at the school’s farms in preparation for their emigration from India to Australia or

New Zealand. The governors of the school believed there was no place for their wards in

India. Besides, assigning child labour for several duties at Graham Homes and not appointing

any local labour indicates that the Homes did not encourage any direct interaction between

the Homes’ students and locals.25

Conclusion:

The Anglo-Indians’ search for a ‘home’ in the Darjeeling hills was a successful attempt

from 1860 to 1929. During this period, the Darjeeling hills turned into a home for them as

they found a safe shelter in the Anglo-Indian boarding schools. These schools provided a

chance of isolating themselves from rigid Indian society and preparing themselves to enter

into a European world while acquiring educated and dreaming of migrating to Australia and

New Zealand. This sense of security stated to disappear from the life of Darjeeling hills’

Anglo-Indians with the passing of strict New Zealand’s immigration act and crushed their

dream of migration from the Darjeeling Hills to New Zealand. Anxiety among the community

increased when the British government identified them Indian and left India. After

independence, the Government of India extended support to the Anglo-Indian schools. Despite

this, the community felt more insecure with the cutting down of financial assistance and

7
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imposition of the studying of Hindi along with local languages in the Anglo-Indian schools.

As a result, many Anglo-Indians migrated from Darjeeling. This migration indicates that the

search for ‘home’ by the Anglo-Indian community of Graham’s homes was an endless

journey because of their identity problem and mental disassociation with India and the Indian

culture. Even the placement of Graham’s Homes’ wards in different parts of India after

1930 failed to provide them with a sense of belongingness in India. However, several schools

were established in the Darjeeling hills for the improvement of the Anglo-Indian from the

mid-nineteenth century onwards. Therefore, the area turned into a schooling hub of Bengal.

1Sen, 2017, p.2.

2Ibid.

3Grievances of the Anglo-Indian and Domiciled European Community in India, Case no: 27397 of

1925, Pro. Nos. 1-4 and appendix, Defense Department, Branch: B, 1925, Indian National Archives,

p.5.

4Chhabra, 2015, p. 315.

5Sharma, 2017, P.43.

6Grievances of the Anglo-Indian and Domiciled European Community in India, Case no: 27397 of

1925, Pro. Nos. 1-4 and appendix, Defense Department, Branch: B, 1925, Indian National Archives,

p.3.

7Ibid.

8 Sharma, 2017, p. 39.

9Ibid, p. 36

10 McCabe, 2014, p.73

11Blunt, 2005, p.115.

12McCabe, Ibid.

13 McCabe, 2014, p. 31.

14Ibid, p.85

15Immigration Restriction Amendment, 1920, No. 23, p.79, http://www.nzlii.org/nz/legis/hist_act/

iraa192011gv1920n23429/

16Ibid.

17 McCabe, 2014, p. 226

18Ibid., p.228.

19ibid, p. 220.

20 Sharma, p. 31.
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22Dr. Grahams Homes Kalimpong Grant in Aid Rs. 8100/- for 1957-58, Department: Ministry of Education,

Branch: 5, 1958.

23Ibid.

24 McCabe, 2017, p. 53
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Sahib’s Nautch Girl: Colonial Archaeology and the Identity

Formation of A Bronze Girl Statue From Mohenjodaro

Dr. Ashish Kumar1

Abstract

The paper studies the process of identity formation of the Harappanartifacts (mainly,

bronze girl statue from Mohenjodaro) under the colonial archaeologists. John Marshall

and his fellow archaeologists popularized the term nautch girl or dancing girl for the

bronze girl statue by connecting it to the public dancer-prostitutes and devadasis.

They attributed this statue the identity of a dark-skin aboriginal (negro) girl of kulli

or baluchi ethnicity. The nude body of the bronze girl statue captured the imagination

of the colonial archaeologists, who applied the theories of racial differences, inverted

growth in Indian art, and the feminine Hinduism for the study of the Harappanartifacts

including terracotta female figurines, male stone images and the bronze girl statue.

The paper argues that the bronze girl statue was culturally reconstructed in the writings

of the European scholars, who also showed the possibilities of using the later date

Sanskrit Hindu literature for the study of the Harappan civilization.

Key words: John Marshall, Mohenjodaro, dancing girl, nautch girl, devadasi

Introduction

In the year 2016, a writ petition was filed by barrister JavedIqbal Jaffrey in the Lahore High

Court with a request to issue direction to the federal government of Pakistan to bring back

the famous ‘Dancing girl’ bronze statue from India. Since this bronze girl statue had been

discovered from Mohenjo-daro in 1926, Pakistan was held to be the real owner of this five

thousand years old Harappanartifact. In Jaffrey’s words, this statue retains the same historic

significance for Pakistan that Leonardo da Vinci’s Mona Lisa in Europe has. The same

views are endorsed by Jamal Shah (director general of the Pakistan National Museum of

Arts), Qasim Ali Qasim (director of the provincial archaeology department), and several

others in Pakistan. In response to this Pakistani claim, Vansant Shinde (then Vice-chancellor

of Deccan College, Pune) questioned Pakistan’s exclusive claim over the Harappan

civilization. Since this civilization was considered a common heritage of South Asia, in the

1The author is working as an Assistant Professor in the Department of History, Panjab University

(Chandigarh).
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1950s after the partition the archaeological remains and artifacts of the Harappan civilization

had been divided equally between India and Pakistan. Resultantly, India had gained proprietary

rights on the dancing girl statue and Pakistan obtained the same rights on the Priest king

statue.2

Bronze Girl Statue from Mohenjodaro

(National Museum, New Delhi)

This controversy on the ownership of the bronze girl statue shows the importance of the

Harappanartifacts in the national politics of India and Pakistan even today. In the official

history of both, India and Pakistan the Harappan civilization (also known as the Indus

civilization or the Indus-Sarasvati civilization) is considered the first civilizational step towards

the formation of their respective national identities.3 In their respective histories, this bronze

girl statue has consistently been labelled as the statue of ‘Dancing Girl’ - an identity that

was first suggested by John Marshall4, the director general of the Archaeological Survey of

India (ASI, from 1902 to 1928). After him, this identity was accepted by scholars in India

and abroad without raising any doubt. In the absence of any deciphered Harappan written

record, not only the identity of the bronze girl statue but also its ‘use’/ ‘purpose’ could not be

deduced conclusively from the available archaeological evidences. To address this ontological

issue, John Marshall situated the Harappanartifacts within India’s Hindu tradition and used

10
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later date Sanskrit literature for the study of the Harappan civilization. Having assumed a

connection between the bronze girl statue and the profession of nautch girls/devadasis,

Marshall and his fellow archaeologists in the ASI invented an identity of a ‘dancing girl’ for

the bronze girl statue.

In the present paper this very process of identity formation is mapped out to underline the

ways colonial perceptions and biases had have influenced John Marshall’s inferences about

the Harappan civilization. It is argued that this bronze girl statue, like several other Harappan

archaeological artifacts, was culturally reconstructed by attributing an identity of a dancing

girl to it in the second quarter of the twentieth century.

Bronze female statue as a cultural artifact

In this paper, the ‘cultural biographical’ method of Richard H. Davis is adopted for the study

of the bronze girl statue from Mohenjodaro. The image – either religious or secular, is

studied as a culturally constructed entity that in different spatial and temporal contexts tends

to acquire culturally specific meanings through the human agencies. In other words, both

meaning and social value of an image remains subjected to the changes under different

circumstances. Therefore, Richard H. Davis considers them as ‘social beings, whose

identities are not fixed once and for all at the moment of fabrication, but are repeatedly

made and remade through interactions with humans.’ The ‘identity’ (or ‘meaning’ of the

image) formulates ‘through the relationship of image with a viewer, who brings his or her

community’s own interpretative strategies to bear within the encounter.’5 The identity

formation is suggested to be based on the ways interpretative community encounters and

perceives the visual object and subsequently it produces supposedly authoritative knowledge

about it.

The metaphor ‘cloister’ is used by SumitGuha for the group of scholars, which forms the

institutions of knowledge production (for instance, Indic matha or vihara, the Sufi dargah,

the college temple priests, English universities, etc.) in different temporal and spatial contexts.

The ‘cloister’ refers to a ‘protected space separated from the regular life of society,’ and in

the context of the British Raj, it refers to multiple colonial institutions that produced knowledge

about India’s past.6 Here it is noticeable that the human sense perception (in our case

perceptions of an interpretative community) about the objects of study is culturally organized

and ‘the medium in which it is accomplished is determined not only by nature but by historical

circumstances as well.’7 Therefore, if the historical circumstances, within which an

interpretative community has encountered and perceived the visual object, are mapped out,
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then the changes in meanings and identities of the visual object can be explained to write a

cultural biography of it.

In this paper, the ASI, as a cloister of knowledge producers, is argued to have formed an

integral part of the colonial interpretative communities. In the nineteenth and the early

twentieth century, the colonial archaeologists (Alexander Cunningham, John Marshall, Ernest

Mackay, Stuart Piggott, Mortimer Wheeler and others) employed theoretically defined as

well as socially acquired frames of assumptions (theories/models) to deduce meanings and

identities from variety of visual objects.8 Since the frames of assumptions and interpretative

strategies that they adopted had been institutionalized through modern education system,

these could be learnt, shared, improved, contested, and, if need be, rejected by members of

the colonial interpretative communities. The theories, such as oriental despotism, race science,

self-sufficient village economy, insular Indian society, and so forth were widely accepted by

the colonial scholars, who used these with or without modifications for the study of India’s

past.9 The colonial archaeologists of the twentieth century produced the knowledge about

the Harappan civilization and the colonial state legitimized the colonial reading of the

Harappanartifacts through its centralized archaeological institutions as well as education

system. Resultantly, the Harappan civilization was casted in a mould that fitted well in the

colonial perception of the orient.

In the 1920s the professional archaeologists of ASI brought into light the archaeological

artifacts of diverse types and forms of the Harappan civilization through excavations at the

sites of Harappa and Mohenjodaro.10 Several of the artifacts were easily identified due to a

remarkable commonality in their intended purpose (‘utility’) that they shared with the similar

artifacts of the historical period. Accordingly, these artifacts were put in the category of

utensils, ornaments, weapons, carpentry tools, seals and so forth. Several terracotta and

bronze human figurines too reached into the hands of the colonial archaeologists, who

attributed specific sex, gender and intended purposes to these. These Harappanartifacts

including terracotta and bronze images therefore were culturally reconstructed by classifying

in different analytical categories. Through the process of de-contextualization these were

brought under the analytical lenses of the archaeologists for reimagining their past social-

values. Subsequently, select pieces from these were re-contextualized by putting on display

in museums for public gazing. In our case, the bronze girl statue from Mohenjodaro underwent

a similar process of de-contextualization and re-contextualization, and it through an encounter

with the colonial archaeologists acquired a culturally constructed identity of a dancing girl.
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A bronze girl: found and named

The colonial archaeology gave new meanings to pre-modern artifacts and monuments through

the production of state sanctioned historical narratives. As the British authority expanded

across South Asia, the colonial official-cum-archaeologists launched extensive surveys in

systematic manner of relevant sites and antiquities to generate information regarding India’s

past to help the British government in the exploitation of India’s resources. A well maintained

distinction between the inferior natives and superior Sahibs was drawn through the historical

narratives and in these narratives the archaeological remains of pre-modern India were

transformed into an object of inquiry. With the turn of the century, Lord Curzon (the Viceroy

of India, from 1899-1905) inaugurated the policy of conservation and preservation of India’s

monuments and antiquities to project the British Raj as more enlightened and benevolent. To

carry forward this policy, Curzon revived the post of director general of the ASI and ensured

the appointment of John Hubert Marshall at this post.11 At the young age of 26, Marshall

assumed the charge in February 1902 and directed the energies as well as resources of the

ASI in the conservation and restoration of pre-modern monuments, sites and artifacts of

India. However, his major achievement as director general of ASI was the discovery of the

five thousand years old Harappan civilization in the valley of Indus.

In the 1920, excavations at Harappa in the Sahiwal district (now Pakistan Punjab) were

started by Daya Ram Sahni, an official from the ASI. The next year, Rakhal Das Banerji

began excavating Mohenjodaro in Larkana district of Sind (now in Pakistan). In these

excavations identical seals were found and it was realized that these sites belonged to the

same culture. On the 20th September 1924, the discovery of the Harappan civilization was

announced in the Illustrated London News, which placed the artifacts from Harappa and

Mohenjodaro in public domain. Soon scholars like Archibald Henry Sayce, C. J. Gadd and

Sidney Smith – all involved in the excavations as well as study of the Mesopotamian and

Egyptian civilizations, found close similarities between the seals found in the Near East and

the Indus valley. Resultantly, the Harappan civilization, of which Harappa and Mohenjodaro

were projected as twin capitals, was dated to the third millennium BCE.12

Among the several artifacts that were found in excavations was included a small bronze

statue of a girl (measuring 10.8 cm x 5 cm) that was discovered in a Late-level house of

Block 7 at Mohenjodaro. This bronze girl statue was identified as a representation of a

female dancer. The statue is casted in bronze, using the lost wax process. It is a figure of a

slander young girl, standing up-right, with her head slightly tilted backward. Her left leg is

bent at the knee and right hand is placed on the back of her hip. The left hand is placed on

the thigh of her left leg. As her left thumb and fingers form a circle, it appears that she once
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held a small object, perhaps a baton of some sort. Her naked body is adorned with ornaments

like necklace with large pendant beads. About twenty four or five bangles are on her left

arm, and she wears two bangles at the wrist and two above the elbow of right arm. Her

hairs are tied in a bun along the back of her head.13 Currently on display in the National

Museum at New Delhi, this statue along with other Harappanartifacts became the bone of

fierce diplomatic contestation between India and Pakistan in the 1950s.

About 12,000 Harappan objects from Mohenjodaro were in Delhi on the eve of India’s

partition and these had been brought from the Lahore Museum to New Delhi by Mortimer

Wheeler (director general of the ASI between 1944 and 1948) for an exhibition. Owing of

partition, almost all of the Harappan sites including Mohenjodaro and Harappa went to

Pakistan leaving with India only two minor sites (Rangpur in Gujarat and KotlaNihang Khan

in East Punjab) of the first urban civilization of the Indian subcontinent. Since the

Harappanartifacts had been found in the territory of Pakistan at Mohenjodaro, the Pakistani

officials demanded all these artifacts back from India. But the Indian officials refused to

entertain this demand and put forth an equal claim over the Harappan civilization by demanding

a share in the artifacts of this civilization. Eventually both the nation-states, India and Pakistan

agreed upon a 50/50 division of the Harappanartifacts found at Mohenjodaro and Chanhu-

daro with the help of Mortimer Wheeler.14 As a result of it, the statue of ‘Dancing Girl’ went

to India and Pakistan obtained the ownership of the statue of ‘Priest King’. However, it is

usually believed that the Indian officials when refused to hand over both the statues- dancing

girl and priest king, and offered the Pakistani officials to choose either of it, then the Pakistani

officials chose the priest king to avoid any possible backlash at home that a figure of naked

teenager could have invoked from religious quarters.15 Here the ‘nudity’ of a teenager girl

impacted the decision of the Pakistani officials, who considered its sexuality a threat to their

moral beliefs.

Interpreting the Harappan past

In the excavations at both Harappa and Mohenjodaro variety of objects and artifacts were

found. A large number of terracotta female nude or semi-nude figurines, ‘wearing a band or

girdle about her loins with elaborate head-dress and collar, and occasionally with ornamental

cheek cones and a long necklace’, turned up in excavations. The Harappan people were

mentioned to have used these figurines of Mother or Nature Goddess either as votive

offerings or cult images for household shrines. The origin of the Mother or Nature goddess

cult was situated within the matriarchal Harappan society of the non-Aryans. Even a long
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continuity of the Mother or Nature goddess cult was suggested by drawing a parallel between

the Harappan goddesses and the Gramadevatas of the twentieth century Indian villages.

The remarkable resemblance to one another, and frequency of their occurrence in all parts

of the excavated sites were the main reasons for the identification of terracotta female

figurines as sacred images. The nudity was one of the common features of these terracotta

female figurines that the colonial archaeologists particularly have highlighted in their writings

on the Harappan civilization.16 In the colonial discourse on the Harappan civilization, these

terracotta female figurines were transformed into an object of inquiry to deduce inferences

regarding their gender, sexuality, race and social relevance. But the approach of the colonial

archaeologists to the Harappanartifacts is notoriously problematic mainly because of the

predilection for assumptions and the biases of their own cultural filters.17

Since all the early Chalcolithic cultures spread over a vast region between the Mediterranean

and the Ganga valley, were considered to be matriarchal, the Mother goddess cult was

assumed to be central in the Harappan civilization.18 This idea of the matriarchal character

of the Chalcolithic cultures was based on the belief that the human societies have progressed

from the matriarchal stage to the male dominated patriarchal stage.19 John Marshall underlined

the Indianness of the Harappan faith by arguing a continuity in the pre-Aryan Mother

goddess worship, Shiva cult, and practice of Yoga from the third millennium BCE to the

modern times. He rejected the views of earlier scholars that painted the pre-Aryans as

untutored savages. Instead, he argued to locate the origin of the Hinduism in the soil of the

highly civilized Harappan civilization.20 Subsequently, Stella Kramrisch identified the nude

images of females as a symbol of the primitive beliefs of the Harappan people; but the male

figures in stone, in her view, expressed an attitude of concentration with yoga-glance. Having

being devoid of nudity, the Harappan male figures displayed fixation of mind.21 Later Mortimer

Wheeler expressed similar views and connected the terracotta figurines of nude females

with the domestic Mother goddess cult. Contrary to it, seated male figures (possibly, Shiva)

of the stone statuary were suggested to be associated with a hieratic cult of the pre-Aryan

Harappan society.22 In this way, female nudity was suggested to be a feature of lower

primeval beliefs, which were comparatively lesser in stature to the belief that gave preference

to mind over body. The Harappan religion thus lacked homogeneity and like Hinduism

comprised variety of ritual practices and beliefs. This approach to the Harappan religion

fitted well in the colonial characterization of the Hinduism as a jungle or a sponge.23

Contrary to the discovery of hundreds of terracotta female figurines (identified as mother

goddesses), only one bronze statue of supposedly a dancing girl was found in excavations,

and it made it a unique art object for the colonial archaeologists. The bronze girl statue
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was discovered by Daya Ram Sahni during the 1926-27 field seasons, and it is described

by John Marshall in the following words:

“The only other sculpture in the round from Mohenjo-daro that claims notice here is

the bronze dancing-girl… This is a small figurine of rather rough workmanship with

disproportionately long arms and legs. Almost, indeed, it is a caricature, but, like a

good caricature, it gives a vivid impression of the young aboriginal nautch girl, her

hand on hip in half-impudent posture, and legs slightly forward, as she beats time to

the music with her feet. Small, too, as this figurine is, the modeling of the back, hips,

and buttocks is quite effective, and in spite of obvious defects shows sound

observation on the part of the artist.”24

John Marshall highlighted the three key characteristics of this image: nudity, aboriginality

and professional affiliation (‘dancing’). In a same way, some of the stone male statues from

Mohenjodaro attracted his attention. Since the script of the Harappan civilization had not

been deciphered, the responsibility of identifying and naming these Harappanartifacts –

bronze image and stone statues, fell on the shoulders of John Marshall. He attributed to

these Harappanartifacts certain specific meanings that they perhaps had never intended to

have. He utilized the Greco-Roman sculptural art as a ‘standard of assessment’ to study the

pre-historic remains from Mohenjodaro. The lack of ornamentation in architecture, realistic

and natural depiction of animals on seals, and anatomical perfection in human figurines

distinguished, according to him, the Harappan art from the Indian art of the historical period.

In fact, a close similarity between the Harappan and the Greek art was suggested by John

Marshall; he argued ‘a certain kinship between the two, both in the “monumental” treatment

of the figures as a whole and in the perfection of their anatomical details.’25

John Marshall believed in the superiority of the Greco-Roman art, and accepted the theory

of an inverted development (or progressive degeneration) of Indian art. The colonial

archaeologists and art historians considered the Buddhist art due to a remarkable Greek-

Roman (Hellenistic) influence, best in comparison with the Hindu art of the subsequent

period. It was believed that the artistic standards in sculptural and architectural fields were

diluted gradually due to the intermixing of the Aryan and the non-Aryan races26, and the

proliferation of the nude as well as copulating female figures in the context of Hindu temples

displayed the artistic decay. The nude female body thus was seen as a signifier of obscenity,

indecency, and immorality. In fact, naked female figurines of Yakshis and Shalabhanjikas

found at Buddhist and Hindu sacred shrines/monuments had invariably been labeled by the

western scholars, for instance, James Fergusson, H. Coussens, Alexander Cunningham, J.
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Ph. Vogel and A. Foucher, as debased or grossly indecent due to their erotic and sensuous

character. The colonial scholars usually held all the figurines of ‘Voluptuous women, copulating

couples, gods signified by phallic symbols and goddesses by vaginal symbols’ as obscene

and a symbol of moral decadence. The Indian art, lacking robust rationality, had therefore

been identified in the European writings as internally feminine opposite of the rational as

well as masculine European mind.27

Following the writings of his predecessors (Alexander Cunningham, James Fergusson and

others), Marshall identified the foreign influences as a driving force in the development of

Indian art under the Mauryan kings. According to him, the Indian art in the Mauryan age

displayed remarkable Persian and Greek influence, and same was the case with the post

Mauryan artistic developments. The techniques and forms of foreign backgrounds had

been adopted by Indian artists for giving a shape to their indigenous Buddhist and Hindu

themes. Even the artistic growth in the golden age of the Gupta rule was held to be caused

by the foreign (Persian, Roman and Chinese) influences. After the Guptas, gradually an era

of artistic decadence set in due to the Mohammadan invasions in the medieval times.28

Owing of his strong belief in the European superiority, Marshall in spite of a long periodic

gap between the Harappans and the Greeks employed the standards of the Greek art to

judge the Harappanartifacts. Yet, to highlight the Indianness of the Harappan human images,

he consistently used the Hindu imagery and concepts of the historical period. Resultantly,

the bronze girl statue, whereas became a nautch girl (dancing girl), the depiction of Shiva

was found in youthful Nataraja form in one of the Harappan stone statues and in a similar

manner, in the Pasupati form on a terracotta seal.29

John Marshall is the earliest colonial archaeologist, who showed the possibilities to find

meanings of the Harappan art objects in the Hindu social and religious traditions. In his

view, the Indian art in spite of having the foreign impacts on techniques and forms was

thematically Indian. It exhibited the people’s faith, their spiritual beliefs, their deep as well as

intuitive sympathy with nature (in the Shunga-Satavahana phase) and conscious intellect,

subconscious aesthetic sense, and constraints of reason (in the Gupta period). In his analysis

of Indian art objects, Marshall maintained a distinction between the outer form and style

(showing the foreign impact) and the inner meaning of the art objects (showing Indian mind,

belief and themes).30 He relied on the Sanskrit Hindu traditions to speculate the inner meanings

as well as identities of the Harappan figurines (both animal and human), and this approach

of Marshall corresponded well to the theoretical frameworks of the leading art historians of

the early twentieth century. Unlike the nineteenth century European scholars, who had

mainly focused on the outer forms and styles, E. B. Havell and Ananda K. Coomaraswamy
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shifted the focus on the inner meanings of the Indian art objects. They laid an emphasis on

the use of Sanskrit literature to find the inherent meaning of the art objects and artist’s

purpose. Their works on Indian art popularized the idea that ‘Indian art was the visual

embodiment of Indian philosophy’31 at a time, when John Marshall ran the ASI as its director

general.

Following John Marshall, scholars and archaeologists in India and Europe designated the

bronze girl statue from Mohenjodaro as dancing girl. Ernest Mackay further elaborated

Marshall’s inferences by connecting this bronze girl statue with the ritual dancers, known

as devadasis, of the Indian temples:

“In connection with the subject of ritual dancing, allusion must be made to the

wonderful bronze figure of a dancing-girl… The dancer, who from her features is

obviously an aboriginal type, may represent the predecessor of the dancing-girls

(Devadasis) who are attached to many temples in modern India. The status of

these girls is considered quite an honourable one, as in many cases they are either

married to the god to whose temple they belong, or are regarded as handmaidens of

a goddess. It is interesting to think that this bronze figure may represent very probably

a temple-dancer of Mohenjo-daro”.32

According to Mackay this bronze girl statue represents a dancing-girl and it ‘is quite possible

that, as in ancient Egypt, followers of this profession appeared without clothing in certain

dances.’33 Her bare body, exhibiting breasts and genitalia, and a confident posture without

any display of shame, is the most highlighted feature in the European writings. For the

colonial scholars, this bronze girl’s naked but still a confident body had been for public

display. The bronze girl statue found a newer interpretation in the writing of Stuart Piggott,

who associated it with the Harappan slave trade and identified this bronze girl statue with

the girls of Kulli culture of South Baluchistan. Piggott opined that:

“…the bronze of the Dancing-Girl from Mohenjo-daro, so closely representing the

type of hairdressing and adornment of the Kulli Culture of South Baluchistan, does

at least suggest that the merchants returning along the southerly caravan routes

may have brought with them girls whose exotic dancing and unsophisticated charms

might be thought to tickle the fancy of the tired business men of Harappa or Mohenjo-

daro.”34

On the other hand, Mortimer Wheeler described this image in following words:

“…the most remarkable of the authenticated Indus figurines, [is] the dancing-girl

from Mohenjo-daro. Without the missing feet and ankles, this charming little statuette
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is 4½ ins. high; … The right hand rest on the hip; the left arm, covered almost

entirely with bangles, hangs loosely, and the posture of the legs is easy. The head,

provocatively titled, is a skillful impressionistic rendering of a prognathic “aboriginal”

type, with large eyes, flat nose and bunched curly hair...”35

The naked body of dancing girl appeared ‘pert and provocative’ to Wheeler, who described

her ‘attitude’ as ‘one of assurance.’36 In a same manner, he described her in a television

interview as a little Baluchi girl of fifteen years of age, who was ‘perfectly confident of

herself and the world’.37 Above all, an Indian archaeologist K. N. Dikshit even speculated

the darker complexion of this dancing girl and lowly social status in the Indus society due to

her Negroid race.38  In different writings, this bronze girl statue was either associated with

the Dasas of the Rigveda due to her negroid features39 or identified with ‘the model of

Nrita, a female dancer with whom Usha is compared in the Rigveda’.40 In one study, this

bronze girl statue has also been attributed the identity of ‘a sacred prostitute’, who carried

‘out her duties within the precincts of the temple of some mother goddess’.41

Sahib’s nautch girl

The expression ‘young aboriginal nautch girl’ that John Marshall has used for the Harappan

bronze girl statue shows his belief in the changeless and static nature of Indian society42 that

according to majority of the European scholars had remained the same from time immemorial.

Thus, Marshall imagined a direct link between the bronze girl statue of the third millennium

BCE and the nautch girls of the early twentieth century. The term nautch, an Anglicized

word, is derived from a Sanskrit term nritya and Prakrit term nachcha, and it simply refers

to a dance or dancing. The nautch girls, who are mentioned numerously in the writings of

European officials, travellers and Christian missionaries of the eighteenth and nineteenth

century as professional indigenous dancers, indeed fascinated most of their viewers. The

programs of nautch girls were often organized on special occasions for special guests in

their honour by Hindus, Muslims and Parsee elites. Initially, the Europeans found these

dance programs extremely boring and repetitive, but gradually they developed a taste for it.

The Europeans, particularly British soldiers and officials, who had left their families back

home, spent considerable time of their life in India alone, and they often found comfort in the

arms of the nautch girls. These nautch girls, who were considered the votaries of pleasure,

became an important form of entertainment for them.43

In the category of nautch girls, colonial scholars usually also included the devadasis. From

a historical point of view, devadasis first appeared in the Arthashastra of Kautilaya as
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temple prostitutes and dancing girls. They are generally identified as ‘a female in the services

of gods or temple’ and also as a courtesan employed as a dancer in a temple. They figure

prominently in several early medieval and medieval writings of Hsuan Tsang (7th century

CE), Alberuni (11th century CE) and AbdurRazaak (15th century CE). Not strictly a distinct

caste, the profession of devadasi was in fact ‘a way of life or professional ethic’, and she

was considered to be ‘the vital link between the god, the temple, the priest and the street.

Her domestic duties were for the god only’. However, she could be bodily consumed either

by a temple brahmana priest or a wealthy patron, who would, ideally, then support the

devadasi and her attendant musicians. But for the English officials she was ‘just another

form of nautch girl’ involved in prostitution.44 The image of the nautch girls and their craft

perhaps was deeply instilled in the mind of John Marshall and his fellow archaeologists.

Therefore, the bronze girl statue from Mohenjodaro, when reached into the hands of Marshall,

he saw glimpse of a nautch girl in it. He detected in the slender and nude body frame of this

bronze girl statue, a nautch girl’s delicate limbs and artful gait. He gave a name – dancing

girl- to this bronze girl statue, and resultantly, this Harappan bronze artifact was trapped in

a colonial archaeologist’s mental image. The bronze girl statue was assigned a professional

identity of a dancer/temple dancer (‘nautch girl’, ‘devadasi’), racial identity of a ‘negroid’

aboriginal person, and an ethnic identity of a ‘kulli girl’ or ‘baluchi girl’. In this way, the

colonial mind perceived an “Other” (different from the Aryans and their descendent fair

skin Europeans) in this bronze girl statue.

Some scholars in recent decades have expressed their doubts –however, in a passing manner,

on Marshall’s inferences regarding the identification of this bronze girl statute (‘Dancing

girl’). Gregory L. Possehl says that even though we are not certain ‘that she was a dancer,’

she appears to have been ‘good at what she did and she knew it.’45 In a same way, Upinder

Singh has expressed her doubts. She says that ‘…the ‘dancing girl’ may not have been

dancing at all, and even if she was, she may not represent a professional dancer’.46 In fact,

the identification of the bronze girl statue as dancing girl is not at all supported by the

material context of its discovery. This statue was discovered from House LV in Mohenjodaro

and Daya Ram Sahni (then superintendent ASI) describes the material context, within which

it had been found, in the following words:

“House LV has come down in a much ruined condition… this structure must also

have been entered from Ninth Lance, though there might have been another doorway

opening into the lane on the west… Room 40, with a well-preserved brick pavement,

may have been a bath. This pavement consists of a single layer of kiln-burnt bricks

laid flat upon a substratum of alternating rows of burnt and sun-dried bricks… At
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one end of this paving is a little fireplace, by the side of which was lying one of the

most interesting antiquities unearthed during the season. It is a bronze statuette of a

naked, slender-limbed dancing girl cast in the round… The figure is characterized

by negroid facial features, and executed with some primitive vigour.”47

Daya Ram Sahani’s identification of this bronze image with a dancing girl was based on the

inference and opinion of John Marshall, who was not only the editor of the excavation

report of Mohenjodaro but also had been the director-general of the ASI. The bronze girl

image was discovered next to a fireplace in the room number 40 that had been a bath of

House LV in Block 7 of the HR area. From the same room an artifact similar to a copper

spoon with a tubular handle, and a copper statue of an elephant cast in the round are found.

None of the European scholar took into account the material context of this statue’s discovery

before drawing his fanciful conclusions. If they had, then this Harappanartifact might not

have been identified as a dancing girl at all. Based on the material context of its finding and

in the absence of any textual evidence, this bronze female statue at best may tentatively be

identified as a decorative piece of some kind. And it’s any connection with professional

dancing or devadasi tradition may be dismissed as an unsubstantiated inference of John

Marshall.

Conclusion

In the British Raj, the European officials-cum-scholars constituted the interpretative

communities that comprised diverse cloisters of knowledge producers (historians,

archaeologists, geologists, and so forth). The institutions like schools, universities,

archaeological survey, and such like formed the protected spaces, where the cloisters of

knowledge producers functioned under the protection of the British government. They

developed frames of assumptions and interpretative strategies based on philology, epigraphy,

archaeology, and textual analysis to name a few, for the study of India’s past as well as for

the production of knowledge that legitimized the colonial authority in India. John Marshall as

being a part of the colonial interpretative communities managed the cloister of the colonial

archaeologists that discovered as well as interpreted the Harappan civilization. The racial

conflicts, religion based periodization, oriental despotism and changeless Indian society were

some of the predominant theories that the colonial archaeologists employed to study the

Harappanartifacts. In the case of bronze girl statue from Mohenjodaro, Marshall and his

fellow archaeologists constructed the professional identity of a dancer (nauch girl or

devadasi) and racial identity of an ‘aboriginal negro’ for it. This statue in the European
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writings thus became a cultural artifact that represented the racially different non-Aryan

and dark-skin ‘Other’ of the white skin Aryans and their fair skin European descendents.
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Post-Independent Administrative Reorganisation and Changes in

Jurisdiction of Jalpaiguri District of West Bengal (1947-1997)

Arun Ghosh1

Abstract

In 1947, during the time of independence of India, there was a plan of partition of

Bengal by the British Colonial Government. So, a Boundary Commission was formed

to decide the political boundary between two parts of Bengal province (West Bengal

and East Bengal). This Commission was under the chairmanship of Sir Cyril Radcliffe

and he was assisted by two Muslim and two non-Muslim members. During that time,

there was tug of war situation between the Congress, Hindu Mahasabha and Muslim

League regarding the district of Jalpaiguri. However, after the publication of Radcliffe’s

Award this district was divided into East Pakistan (now Bangladesh) and West Bengal

(India). Five police stations of this district were added with East Pakistan, and rest

police stations were added with West Bengal. With that partition, jurisdiction of this

district compressed from its earlier position. After independence of India and partition

of Bengal, till the 50 years of independence the district was administratively reorganised

several times, whenever it needed. So in this way the reorganising process of the

administrative level of this district took its place, which effected upon several aspects

of this district.

Keywords:  Partition, Boundary Commission, Jurisdiction, Reorganisation,

Demography.

Introduction:

Jalpaiguri district is a district of the Indian state of West Bengal.Jalpaiguri is said to have

derived its name from the olive (Jalpai in Bengali) trees which grew in the town. The suffix

guri means a place. The name might as well as associated with Jalpes, the presiding deity

(siva) of the entire region. This district situated in the northern part of West Bengal. In 1947,

there was thought regarding the transfer of power to the Indian by the British Colonial

Government. At that time, the plan of partition of Bengal province came into their mind. So,

Bengal Boundary Commission was formed for demarcation of boundaries, under

1The author is working as an Assistant Professor in the Department of History, Darjeeling Govt.

College, Darjeeling.
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Chairmanship of Sir Cyril Radcliffe. With the award of that Commission, Bengal was divided

into two parts namely, East Bengal and West Bengal under two national Governments of

East Pakistan and India respectively. After partition of Bengal the district of Jalpaiguri of

West Bengal reorganised in administrative level, whenever it needed. During the time of

partition of Bengal and demarcation of boundaries in 1947, there were claims and counter

claims in between the Hindu Mahasabha and the Muslim League regarding the district of

Jalpaiguri. Though this district was predominantly non-Muslim majority district; the non-

Muslim population of this district was 76.2% and out of seventeen police-stations only three

had Muslim majority. Still the district of Jalpaiguri was claimed by the Muslim League on the

ground that this district was catchment basin of the Tista river system, which would be

useful for irrigation purpose as well as for the supply of electric energy. Apart from that this

district provides tea, timber and forest produce, which helps to grow economy of any region.

However, with the Radcliffe’s Award, the district of Jalpaiguri was divided between East

Bengal (East Pakistan) and West Bengal; out of seventeen police-stations five (two non-

Muslim and three Muslim majority police-stations) were added with East Bengal and rest

police-stations were added with West Bengal. So in this way the reorganisation in

administrative level took its place, which had also been changing whenever it needed. In this

political background of Bengal, the paper attempts to analyse about the political, geographical

and administrative condition of the district of Jalpaiguri of West Bengal state of India during

the time period of 1947 to 1997. It means the period from independence and partition of

Bengal in 1947 to the time period of 50 years of the partition of Bengal and the independence

of India. It highlights about the tug of war regarding the district of Jalpaiguri between the

Muslim and non-Muslims during the time of partition of Bengal of 1947. It also highlights the

administrative reorganisation and changes of jurisdictions after independence of India and

partition of Bengal till its completion of 50 years.

Formation of Bengal Boundary Commission:

After the end of Second World War (1939-45), the British politicians realized that the colonial

rule in India could no longer be sustained. On 20th February 1947, Atlee, the British Premier,

declared that they want to transfer power to the responsible Indian. At that time, there was

a thought about partition of Bengal and Punjab by Mountbatten, last Viceroy.2 In 1947,

during the time of independence of India, and partition of Bengal, Bengal Boundary

Commission was formed for demarcation of boundaries, under Chairmanship of Sir Cyril

Radcliffe, he was neither an officer of the Indian administration nor a person with prior

experience in adjudicating disputes of this type. Along with Radcliffe, there were two non-

Muslim and two Muslim members in the Commission. Two Hindu members of Bengal
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Boundary Commission were Justice Bijan Kumar Mukherjee and Justice Charu Chandra

Biswas, they both were Justice of Calcutta High court. The other two Muslim members

were Justice Abu Saleh Mohamed Akram and Justice S. A. Rahman. As a notification of

30th June from Delhi, they were appointed. It was declared that Commission will demarcate

boundary of non-Muslim (Hindu) and Muslim majority area as their terms of reference.

During the time of demarcating, Commission will take care of the contiguous areas of the

habitations of both community and as well as consider the other factors.3 In this way the

Bengal province was divided into India and Pakistan as West Bengal and East Bengal (East

Pakistan). The Radcliffe’s Award had changed the jurisdiction of northern part of Bengal or

North Bengal and shaped the boundaries of the region.

The Hindus demanded to form West Bengal with Presidency Division including Kolkata

and whole Burdwan and Darjeeling, Jalpaiguri, Dinajpur, Maldah and the Hindu majority

areas of Bakharganj and Faridpur districts and also the areas which are interested to unite

with India. But it was clear that if the partition would be in the basis of religious majority

then many of the demands should be rejected. So that, Hindus remembered the contiguity

and other factors mentioned in terms of references of Commission to the authority. In a

meeting of ‘MurshidabadJatiyaBangaSammelan’ held on 1st June 1947, in the Grand Hall of

Berhampore, Maharaja of Kashimbazar, Srish Chandra Nandy, President of Reception

Committee of that Sammelan, told for the rationality of the demand of Hindus that, they

want to establish National Bengal with Burdwan and Presidency Division, Jalpaiguri,

Darjeeling Districts, and Maldah and some parts of Dinajpur from North Bengal.4

On the other side, in May 1947, a Congress sponsored body called the West Bengal Provincial

Committee put out a pamphlet entitled ‘The origin and progress of the partition movement in

Bengal’. According to its authors, in January 1947, the Congress Provincial Committee had

split over the boundaries proposed for West Bengal. After the split, break way dissidents in

the committee formed the ‘JatiyaBangaSangathanSamiti’, with JadabendraPanja of the

Burdwan District Congress Committee as President and AtulyaGhosh (secretary of the

Hoogly District Congress) as Secretary. This organisation lobbied to give away to Pakistan

not only the Muslim-majority districts but also Hindu majority districts of Darjeeling and

Jalpaiguri on the ground of contiguity.5 In 1947, in striking contrast to the wild claims of the

Hindu Mahasabha and other parties, they insisted that less was best. Their extraordinary

proposals thus needed to be considered, to see which areas they proposed to include, which

they were ready to jettison, and the reasons why. The dissidents’ proposal deserves particular

mention because, it would have surrendered to Pakistan the tea-growing districts of North

Bengal. This frontier tract in the north was vitally important to Bengal’s economy. It produced
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practically all of India’s finest teas and was potentially a significant source of revenue for

the new state.6

As soon as the decision of partition was declared, both the Hindus and the Muslims disputed

for self-interest and final political promptness started. It was seemed that in the Radcliffe

Boundary Commission, Hindu and Muslim member should never be agreed. Being compelled

to, Hindus (as Government language non-Muslim) and Muslims submitted two separate

report. The report of Justice Mukherjee and Biswas was submitted on 29th July 1947. The

report of Justice Akram and Rahman was submitted just before a day, i.e., 28th July 1947.7

For the assistance of the task of the members of the Boundary Commission, Government

had divided the undivided Bengal district wise and allotted 16 districts for East Bengal. But

in the beginning of Commission’s work, it was understood that if administrative unit should

accept as the unit of division for partition of country, many stoppage and disadvantages may

be seemed and the process of partition of country may be completed mechanically in spite

of realistic necessity. But according to non-Muslim members, if one unit like district should

be rejected by considering as an unusual vast area then the village units (Mauzas), smallest

division of rural autonomy of the administration should be accepted as the main unit of

partition. According to Muslim League, to decide the majority of the Hindu and Muslim

population, Commission should prepare the figure according to the village unions. But the

Congress thought that continuing process by this small unit, there might come confusions in

the load of various information and as the Commission was said to submit the report in the

very short time, was almost impossible. It should also be kept in mind that the Commission

was directed to begin the work in the basis of the Census Report of 1941. But in this report,

though the figure of villages and unions were taken but those were not officially published.8

On these grounds the non-Muslim members of Commission decided to reject the union as a

basis for ascertaining the communal distribution of population in Bengal. In their opinion, the

only possible unit to adopt for this purpose would be the Thana or Police Station, this being

the smallest unit for which published figures and maps were available and which gave a

well-defined picture of the relative distribution of the two communities in the province.

Then, when the proposal of union wise division was refused by the Congress, the Muslim

League in their memorandum said that if the union would be rejected, the sub-division

should be adopted as the unit. The non-Muslim members, however, considered the sub-

division to be the equally unacceptable for several technical reasons.9 However, Thana or

Police Station was accepted as the unit of division for partition of country.
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According to the terms of reference of Boundary Commission which was directed in the

time of formation of Boundary Commission, Commission should demarcate boundaries

between Hindu majority (non-Muslim) and Muslim majorities. In this demarcation Commission

should observe that the contiguous Muslim and non-Muslim areas should incorporate in

same block and they should also give importance upon other factors as well as the population

density.10 According to the Census of India of 1941, the communal percentage of the Muslims

and non-Muslims of the district of Jalpaiguri were 23.8% and 76.2% respectively.11 From

the Census report, it had been clear that the district was a non-Muslim majority district and

it should be given to West Bengal. But on the basis of contiguity, it was difficult to decide

that the district would be incorporated with which state.

Report of the non-Muslim members regarding the district of Jalpaiguri:

According to the report of the non-Muslim members, there was an important fact which

they must not loss side of, namely, that the division that was to be made was not an

administrative or internal division between two provinces, or between two units of a federation.

The boundary will be an international boundary, separating two independent sovereign states.

Such boundary marked the limit of the region within which a state can exercise its sovereign

authority, and with its location, various matters relating to the immigration and restriction on

visitors, imposition of custom duties and prevention of smuggling and contraband trade,

were bound up. The boundary should undoubtedly be drawn up in such a manner as would

obviate chances of friction and clashes in peace time, in addition to this peace time functions,

the requirements of military defence would also have to be considered. Natural boundaries

were certainly to be preferred, but when they were not available recourse could not but be

had to artificial boundaries.12

The non-Muslim members had to pass on to the Rajshahi Division, and proceeding from the

extreme north starts with the districts of Darjeeling and Jalpaiguri. In Jalpaiguri district, the

Muslims constitute 23.8 percent. of the total population. Out of seventeen police-stations,

only three had Muslim majority, namely, Tetulia, Pachagar and Boda. Pachagar was not

contiguous to Domar police-station in the district of Rangpur which has a Muslim majority;

as between them, the non-Muslim majority police-station of Debiganj intervenes. Both

Darjeeling and Jalpaiguri had been placed in the non-Muslim block by the notional division

of the Viceroy, and on the principle of contiguity and majority of populations, no portion of

this districts could be claimed by East Bengal.13
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Report of the Muslim members regarding the district of Jalpaiguri:

The Muslim League claimed Darjeeling and Jalpaiguri districts on the ground that they were

the catchment areas of the Tista river system. It was argued on the behalf of the other

parties that the Tista is a snow-fed river, and the catchment areas of Darjeeling and Jalpaiguri

were not essential for its existence. This contention had not much substance in it.

Deforestation in these areas would undoubtedly affect the dry season flow of water in Tista

and the other rivers, the physical and economic health of the territories comprised within

this region would be entirely dependent on a proper resuscitation of these rivers beside the

Tista. They therefore considered that the claim of Muslim League for the control of the

catchment areas was well founded.

Another very important reason why two districts should formed part of East Bengal is that

the Tista Dam project, which was a multipurpose scheme, involves the building of dams in

the Darjeeling and Jalpaiguri districts on the Tista, and this scheme could only serve the

interests of the Muslim majority areas that would be included in east Bengal. The water of

Tista would be harnessed to provide electric energy for the areas of East Bengal which had

neither coal mines nor any other source of power. All the coal mines were situated in West

Bengal areas. The scheme also visualizes the prevention of floods, and the provision of

irrigation facilities for North Bengal areas.Darjeeling and Jalpaiguri districts had no contiguity

with the main west Bengal non-Muslim area. They were on the other hand contiguous to

the main Muslim majority block in East Bengal. In view of the special factors outlined above

these districts should, in their opinion, formed part of East Bengal. Their means of

communication were also through Muslim majority areas of North Bengal, and the bulk of

their part passes along those routes. The upshots of the above discussion is that if a natural

boundary would be considered desirable, the Leagues claim could not be described as

unreasonable.14

Sir Cyril Radcliffe’s Award and the district of Jalpaiguri:

According to Sir Cyril Radcliffe, he did not attend the public sitting in person, but made

arrangements to study daily the record of the proceedings and all materials submitted for

consideration. After the close of the public sittings the remainder of the time of Commission

was devoted to clarification and discussion of the issues involved. Their discussions took

place at Calcutta. The question of drawing a satisfactory boundary line under their terms of

references between East and West Bengal was to which the parties concerned propounded

the most diverse solution. The province offers few if any satisfactory natural boundaries,

and its development had been on lines that did not well accord with a division by contiguous
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majority areas of Muslim and non-Muslim majority. In his view the demarcation of the

boundary line between the East and West depended on the answers to basic question that,

which states claimed ought to prevail in respect of the district of Jalpaiguri, in which the

Muslim population amounted to 23.8 percent. of the whole in case of Jalpaiguri but which

constituted an area not in any natural sense contiguous to another non-Muslim area of

Bengal?Radcliffe’s colleagues, after much discussion found that they were unable to arrive

at an agreed view on any of these major issues. His colleague assented to the view at the

close of their discussions that he had no alternative but to proceed to give his own decision.

The demarcation of the boundary line was described in detail in the schedule which forms

Annexure A to this award. According to the Annexure A of Radcliffe Award, a line should

be drawn along the boundary between the thana of Phansidewa in the district of Darjeeling

and the thanaof Tetuliain the district of Jalpaiguri from the point where that boundary met

the province of Bihar and then along the boundary between the thanas of Tetulia and

Rajganj; the thanas of Pachagar and Rajganj, and the thanas of Pachagar and Jalpaiguri,

and should then continue along the northern corner of the thanaDebiganj to the boundary of

the State of Cooch Behar. The district of Darjeeling and so much of the district of Jalpaiguri

as lies north of this line should belong to West Bengal, but the thana of Patgram and any

other portion of Jalpaiguri district which lies to the east or south should belong to East

Bengal.15

Jalpaiguri district was incorporated to West Bengal except some areas like Tetulia, Pachagarh,

Boda, Debiganj, Patgram. It is referred in the District Gazetteers of Jalpaiguri that, “Under

the Radcliffe Award the areas within the southern police station of Tetulia, Pachagarh,

Boda, Debiganj and Patgram, comprising a total area of 672 square miles went to Pakistan.”.In

the same place there is a description about its effect that, “A great influx of Bengali Hindu

refugees from East Pakistan (now Bangladesh) began which changed the demography,

social, economic and physical aspects of Jalpaiguri district.”.16

In Radcliffe Award, there was less justice for Jalpaiguri district as expected. A huge non-

Muslim inhabitant part of this district was allotted unreasonably for East Bengal by separating

from this district. The M.L.A. of Jalpaiguri district, KhagendranathDasgupta, mentioned

this injustice and informed the editor of Anandabazar that the British imperialism strikes

upon the district of Jalpaiguri before the farewell from India. In spite of non-Muslim majority

(77%), this district was divided. Five thanas from Jalpaiguri district had been allotted to

Pakistan. This area was one-fourth of the whole district. That means non-Muslim majority

area was included in Pakistan. And it was against the planning of 3rd June of British

Government.17
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It was also complained that the police-station of Patgram was non-Muslim majority and

surrounded with non-Muslim areas. But still this thana was incorporated to Pakistan. The

economic centres of this district were separated from West Bengal and it was apprehended

that there might start chaos in the economic system.18 The intellectual sections doubted that

the districts of Darjeeling and Jalpaiguri were geographically separated willingly from the

province in spite of including it in West Bengal and districts of Darjeeling and Jalpaiguri was

separated from West Bengal by planning. Campaigning started from interested communities

for the separation of Gorkha society from West Bengal. This campaigning would be

encouraged to separated Darjeeling and Jalpaiguri from West Bengal.19

Administrative reorganisation of the district of Jalpaiguri after

Independence and Partition of Bengal, 1947

The district of Jalpaiguri, with the rest of India attained independence on 15th August 1947,

as a part of India. With the Government Notification of 55 G.A., dt. 17.08.1947, Jalpaiguri

was declared as one of the fourteen constituent districts of the province of West Bengal.

Under the Radcliffe Award the southern police stations of Tetulia, Pachagarh, Boda, Debiganj

and Patgram, comprising a total area of 672 square miles were transferred to East Pakistan

(now Bangladesh). The limits of the district were included the local areas of the police

stations of Jalpaiguri, Rajganj, Maynaguri, Nagrakata, Dhupguri, Mal, Matiali, Alipurduar,

Kalchini, Kumargram, Falakata, Madarihat, by the Notification of 64 G.A., dt. 17.08.1947.20

The district of Jalpaiguri had two subdivisions, namely, Sadar (Jalpaiguri) and Alipurduar

with their Head-quarters at Jalpaiguri and Alipurduar respectively. Jalpaiguri is also the

Head-quarters of the district and of the division of the same name.  By the Government

Notification of 65 G.A., dt. 17.08.1947 the limits of the Sadar subdivision of the district

were included the local areas of the police stations of Jalpaiguri, Rajganj, Maynaguri,

Nagrakata, Dhupguri, Mal, and Matiali.21 The district of Jalpaiguri was comprised within

the Jalpaiguri-West Dinajpur Sessions Division with effect from 17.08.1947, by the Notification

of 5235 J., dt. 26.08.1947. According to the Notification of 9483 Jur., dt. 27.09.1947, it was

further declared that the area comprised in the police stations of Jalpaiguri, Rajganj, Maynaguri,

Nagrakata, Dhupguri, Mal, Matiali, Alipurduar, Kalchini, Kumargram, Falakata, Madarihat,

hitherto forming part of the district of Jalpaiguri in the province of Bengal had created a new

district of Jalpaiguri in West Bengal. The district of Jalpaiguri was included in the Presidency

Division with effect from 17.08.1947, by the Notification of 9487 Jur., dt. 27.09.1947.22 It is

to be mentioned that, the district of Jalpaiguri had many administrative changes since its

formation in 1869. The district was included under different Divisions successively for

administrative convenience. Atfirst it was under Cooch Bihar Division; in 1875 it was included
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in Rajshahi-Cooch Bihar Division with Head-quarter in Jalpaiguri; in 1883 this district had

gone under the Rajshahi Division with Head-quarter in Jalpaiguri.23 The district was declared

to be one of the fourteen constituent districts of the province of West Bengal on and from

26.02.1948, in supersession of Notification No. 55 G.A., dt. 17.08.1947, by the Government

Notification No. 544 G.A., dt. 23.02.1948.24 Apart from this, in 1949-1951 the border indicating

pillars between Bhutan and Jalpaiguri which was erected during the British period, specified

by British Captain G. B. Hodgson, Mr. J. H. O’. Donel, Mr. C. O’. Donel, Mr. J. Newton

and others was reorganized in some place.25

Since 1950 some changes have also taken place in the jurisdiction of the district. Some of

the enclaves of Cooch Behar have been transferred to the district of Jalpaiguri. 17 Chhits

of the Haldibari police station were transferred to the Jalpaiguri police station in 1952.26

With the Government Notification No. 2427 Pl./PIJ-4/52, dt. 27.06.1952, the Chhits bearing

Nos. 39, 40, 43, 61-72, 74, 81 of Haldibari police station in Cooch Bihar district, namely,

Shingimari, Shingimari Part-I, Shingimari Part-II, Shakati 62-70, Binnaguri 61, 81, Daikhata

39, 40, 43, were transferred to and was included in the Jalpaiguri police station of the district

of Jalpaiguri.27

A further adjustment of the district boundaries between Cooch Bihar and Jalpaiguri has

taken place in 1955;28 and 34 Chhits were transferred to Jalpaiguri from Cooch Bihar.29

The Chhits bearing nos. 152, 152 of Mekhliganj police station of Cooch Bihar district,

namely, Panisala, Thak No. 152-Chit Nos. 152/M, 152/N, were transferred to and included

in Maynaguri police station of the district of Jalpaiguri. The Chhits bearing nos. 82-111 of

Mathabhanga police station of Cooch Bihar district, namely, Magurmari-82-88, Gosairhat-

89-102, Godang-103-111, were transferred to and included in Dhupguri police station of the

district of Jalpaiguri. The Chhits bearing nos. 138, 139 of Tufanganj police station of Cooch

Bihar district, namely, Chikliguri (Part-I)-138, Chikliguri (Part-II)-139, were transferred to

and included in Alipurduar police station of the district of Jalpaiguri,30 by the Government

Notification No. 2115 Pl./PIJ-2/53, dt. 20.05.1955.31 With the Government Notification No.

3014 Pl./PAR-19/57, dt. 10.07.1958, the villages of DakshinMatiali (118);

DakshinChakMaulani (119); Adabari (120); ChakMaulani (121); Uttar Matiali (122);

JharMatiali (123); Lataguri (124); of Matiali police station of the district of Jalpaiguri were

transferred to and included in Mal police station of the district.32

With the Government Notification of 765 Pl., dt. 01.03.1960, a fragment of Gen J. L. No. 58

(c.s. Plot Nos. 2443 to 2446 of 1931-33 survey) of Maynaguri police station of the district of

Jalpaiguri was excluded from the district and transferred to and included in Mekhliganj
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police station of Cooch Bihar district. A fragment of Gen. J. L. No. 174 (c.s. Plot Nos. 1346

to 1350 of 1932-34 survey) of Alipurduar police station of the district of Jalpaiguri was

excluded from the district and transferred to and included in Tufanganj police station in

Cooch Bihar district by the Notification No. 766 Pl., dt. 01.03.1960.33Jalpaiguri division has

been formed in 4th March 1963, with the Government Notification No. 998 G. A., dt.

04.03.1963.34

Birpara police station had been formed with the villages of Nepania, Riti Forest, Dheklapara

Tea Garden, Joybirpara Tea Garden, Bandapani Tea Garden, GarocheraBandapani,

Makrapara Tea Garden, Lankapara Tea Garden, Lankapara Hat, Ramjhora Tea Garden,

Dumchi, Gopalpur Tea Garden, Hosainabad Tea Garden, Dalmore Tea Garden, Birpara

Tea Garden, Nangdala Tea Garden, Dimdima Tea Garden, Dangapara, Rahimpur Tea Garden,

Sarugaon, SishaJumrha, bearing J. L. Nos. 1-7, 10-11, 33, 41-51, (J. L. No. 8, village Tulsipara

Tea Garden has been amalgamated with villages: Lankapara Tea Garden, vide, Notification

No. 5398-L. Rev., dt. 08.04.1961) from Madarihat police station. Madarihat police station

was reconstituted with the villages bearing J. L. Nos. 9, 12-32, 34-40 of the Madarihat

Police Station by the Notification of 162 PL/P4P-15/65, dt. 10.01.1967.35

Banarhat police station had been formed in 19.09.1974 with the villages of Red Bank Tea

Garden, Ambari Tea Garden, Chamurchi Tea Garden, Chunachati Tea Garden, Haritalgari

Tea Garden, Diana Tea Garden, Debpara Tea Garden, Chapaguri, Kathalguri Tea Garden,

Piabari Tea Garden, Palasbari Tea Garden, Lakshmipara Tea Garden, Prayagpur, Jalapara,

Totopara Tea Garden, Mogalkata Tea Garden, ChapaguriKhanda, Uttar Salbari, Chanadipa,

DakshinSalbari, Madhya Salbari, Gendrapara Tea Garden, Maraghat Forest, Banarhat Tea

Garden, Karbala Tea Garden, Binnaguri Tea Garden, Maraghat Tea Garden, Haldibari Tea

Garden, Telipara Tea Garden, Gairkata Tea Garden, Gairkata, Sakejhora, Uttar JharAltagram,

DakshinMunkhawadanga, Bhatiapara, Fatakatari, Chamtimukhi, PurbaDuramari, Red Bank

(4 pieces) bearing J. L. Nos. 131-138, 140-145, 147-153, 155-161, 163, 164, 165, 181-187,

288 of Dhupguri police station (J. L. Nos. 135 and 139 amalgamated to form one Mauza; J.

L. Nos. 146 and 148 amalgamated to form one Mauja; J. L. Nos. 161, 162 amalgamated to

form one Mauza) and villages of JaldhakaAltadanga Tea Garden, Khairkata, Uttar

Munkhawadanga, DhonaSimla, Dhumpara, Kalabari Tea Garden-I, Kalabari Tea Garden-

IV, Kalabari Tea Garden-II, Kalabari Tea Garden-III, Angrabhasa, Kalabari, Hridaypur,

UparKalabari, Diana Forest, bearing J. L. Nos. 92, 94-106, of Nagrakata police station (91-

93 to form one Mauza), by the Notification of 5706 PL, dt. 07.08.1974.36

Bhaktinagar police station was formed in 07.04.1986 with the villages of Jungle Mahal,

Dabgram, Binnaguri, Simulguri, Lalitabari, Mantadari, Chakiabhita, Kamarbhita,
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Mehendigachh, AmbariFalakata, Gadheaganj, Jugibhita, bearing J. L. Nos. 1-6, 16-19, 22,

25 of Rajganj police station by the Government Notification of 1739-PL/PB/23/84., dt.

25.02.1986. Jaygaon police station had been formed in 15.08.1989 with the villages of Uttar

Barajhar Forest, Par Malangi, Nilpara Forest, Saudamini Tea Garden, Madhya Satali,

PaschimSatali, SataliMandal Para, Uttar Satali, Madhu Tea Garden, Satali Tea Garden,

Malangi Tea Garden, Beech Tea Garden, Bharnobari Tea Garden, Dalsingpara Tea Garden,

Torsa Tea Garden, MechiaBasti, Gopimohan Tea Garden, Jaygaon, ChhotaJaygaon,

GaburBachhra Forest,37 bearing J. L. Nos. 1-6, 16-19 from Kalchini and Jaygaon police

station, by the Notification No. 5871-PL/PB/4P-39/86, dt. 11.07.1989. With the Notification

No. 73-PAR (AR), dt. 28.02.1992, the district of Jalpaiguri was comprised in the Jalpaiguri

Division. It is to be mentioning that at first Jalpaiguri district had been two sub-divisions,

namely, Sadar and Falakata separated, by the Jaldhaka River.38 In 1876 Falakata subdivision

was replaced by Alipurduar subdivision. However, after 1992, till 1997 or till the 50 years of

independence of India and partition of Bengal in 1947, there was no major change in the

administrative structure of the district of Jalpaiguri. The year 1997 is important for India and

Indians, because this is the Golden Jubilee year of independence of India and as a part of

Indian Territory this is also important for Northern region of West Bengal state of India.

Conclusion:

During the time of partition of Bengal in 1947 with the Radcliffe’s Award there was come

disaster to Jalpaiguri district. But Radcliffe was not alone responsible for the disaster. Many

people of our country made dirty tricks during the period of partition. The Nawab of Jalpaiguri,

NawabMosharefHossain, was very much hankering to curve out Jalpaiguri from the map

of India and was eager to incorporate it with Pakistan. But ultimately Jalpaiguri remained in

India though some of its thanas (Boda, Pachagarh, Debiganj, Tetulia and Patgram) went to

Pakistan. The Indian flag was hoisted on these five thanas of Jalpaiguri district on 15th

August, 1947. But unfortunately, within 2-3 days they were incorporated with East Bengal.

It was rumored that the Boundary Commission was bribed by the Nawab. But the strange

thing is that after partition the Nawab remained in India and was nominated as a nominee of

the Governor in the Legislative Assembly. JogendranathMandal, the Schedule Caste leader

was the chief of the Namasudra community of East Bengal. If he did not join with Pakistan,

West Bengal would have received more areas where Schedule Caste Hindus were in majority.

But the irony of history is that JogendranathMandal and many other Schedule Caste people

came back to West Bengal and Assam of India within a decade.39
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Sir Cyril Radcliffe had started the demarcation of boundaries from Delhi, only once he

visited Calcutta. He had got only one and half months’ time period to finish this job; as a

result of that he had to complete this demarcation as fast as possible, based on few maps

and report by staying in Delhi, and it resulted creation of so many Chhits (enclaves) in the

district of Jalpaiguri and Cooch Bihar which were surrounded by the territory of East Pakistan.

This resulted sufferings lakhs of inhabitants of Chhits (enclaves), because the dwellers of

that region did not enjoy any kind of facilities or identity, provide by the Nation of India. So,

several movements were shown, because of that problem.

In the frontier areas some complexity had been created. As a result of that Jawaharlal

Nehru, Prime Minister of India and Firoze Khan Noon, Prime Minister of Pakistan, met for

a deal in 10th September 1958 to solve these problems. In the Agreement, it was also

mentioned that, exchange of old Cooch Bihar enclaves in Pakistan and Pakistan enclaves in

India without claim to compensation for extra area going to Pakistan was agreed to. That

means, except four chhits of total 130 Indian chhits, 31 square miles area of 126 Indian

chhits would be exchanged with 19 square miles area of 95 Pakistani chhits. As a result of

that Pakistan would get extra 12 square miles area and India would get no compensation for

that.40 But that problem did not solve.

 After the insurgency of 1971, and creation of Bangladesh, Prime Minister of Bangladesh,

Sheikh MujiburRahman and Indira Gandhi, Prime Minister of India prompted to solve the

border problems by discussion. Government of India placed a proposal to the Government

of Bangladesh to solve Berubari and chhit problems. In this proposal it was told that the

southern half of Berubari Union No. 12 and adjacent four chhits would remain in India,

measuring an area of 2.64 square miles and in exchange of this Bangladesh would retain the

Dahagram and Angarpota enclaves. India would lease in perpetuity to Bangladesh an area

of 178 meters x 85 meters near Tinbigha to connect Dahagram with PanbariMauza (P. S.

Patgram) of Bangladesh.41 126 chhits of remaining India would be exchanged with 93

Bangladeshi chhits. On 16th May 1974 Prime Minister of India, Indira Gandhi and Sheikh

MujiburRahman, Prime Minister of Bangladesh signed Land Boundary Agreement, which

called as Indira-Mujib Agreement. It was also told in the Agreement that the Indian enclaves

in Bangladesh and Bangladeshi enclaves in India should be exchanged expeditiously,

excepting the enclaves mentioned above without claim to compensation for the additional

area going to Bangladesh.42 Though there was started dissatisfaction within the dwellers of

Cooch Bihar regarding the Tinbigha corridor and they started movement. Though the

movement was outside of Jalpaiguri district, but Jalpaiguri was the epicentre of the movement.

In 7th October 1982 Prime Minister of India, Indira Gandhi and Hussain Muhammad Ershad,
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President of Bangladesh took action to reconsider Indira-Mujib Agreement of 1974 and to

materialize this Agreement. Both the Minister of External Affairs of these two countries

observed several aspects of possibilities. Then P. V. NarsimhaRao, Minister of External

Affairs, India, A. R. Samsud Doha, Minister of External Affairs, Bangladesh, signed a lease

about Tinbigha Corridor. Though, strong movement started against the lease.43 Some articles

of this Agreement were debatable.44 But in the pressure of the movement, Government of

India added a new solution in Indira-Ershad Agreement. It was told in the Agreement that a

flyover or a tunnel would be constructed for the people of Kuchlibari for going to Mekhliganj.

Later Government of India under NarsimhaRao amended the Agreement. It was told then

that the people of Kuchlibari can access or come and go by the land route of Tinbigha

Corridor not by flyover.45 But the important matter was that the main theme of the Agreement

of 1958, 1974, and of 1982 was the exchange of chhits. This did not become effective.

Later in the discussion between Prime Minister NarsimhaRao and KhaledaJiya of 1991 the

problems of the dwellers of the chhits was not solved.

 In the presence of Prime Minister of India NarendraModi and Prime Minister of Bangladesh,

Sheikh Hasina, the Foreign Secretaries of the two countries signed the instruments of the

land exchange in 2015. With the Agreement, India received 51 Bangladeshi enclaves or

chhits (covering 7,110 acres) in the Indian mainland, while Bangladesh received 111 Indian

enclaves (covering 17,160 acres) in the Bangladeshi mainland. The counter-enclaves, together

with Dahagram and Angarpota would not be exchanged when the Indira-Mujib Agreement

of 1974 was finally implemented. However, the physical exchange of enclaves was to be

implemented in phases between 31st July 2015 and 30th June 2016. The enclaves stand

exchanged on the midnight of 31st July 2015 and the transfer of enclave residents was

completed on 30th November 2015. After the Land Boundary Agreement of 2015, India lost

almost 40 square kilometres to Bangladesh. The dwellers living in these enclaves without

any nationality would allow choosing their nationality.46

The Radcliffe’s Award and demarcation of boundaries brought another problem that is

Berubari problem. This problem was created with the contradiction of a matter between the

Radcliffe’s Award and the map prepared by Bengal Boundary Commission. Though, in the

Award of Bengal Boundary Commission, Berubari Union No. 12 of Kotowali police station

of Jalpaiguri, had given to India, but because of showing the area within the Map of East

Pakistan, which was prepared by Radcliffe Award, Pakistan demanded a part of Berubari

Union. Along with this, there was another problem that, during the time of 1930’s, there was

slightly administrative reorganization in the jurisdiction of Boda police station. Few areas of

Boda police station were included within the jurisdiction of Kotowali police station of Jalpaiguri
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for administrative assistance, but these areas were not removed from the map of Boda

police station. That’s why, when Radcliffe’s Boundary Commission had demarcated the

boundaries, these areas were included in East Pakistan as a part of Boda police station.

Because Boda police station was incorporated with East Pakistan. In this way the problem

of Berubari was started, which evoked several movements for solved their problems. For

the solving of these problems, there were several sittings between India and Pakistan.

According to ‘Nehru-Nun Agreement’ of 1958, there was a plan of transfer the southern

part of Berubari of Jalpaiguri district (previously of Cooch Behar) of India to East Pakistan,

which creates several mass movements in that region. At last, according to ‘Indira-Mujib

Agreement’ of 1974, approx. 2.64 square miles land of 12 no. union of Southern part of

South Berubari kept within India and in exchange with that, Dahagram and Angarpota

enclaves had been kept in Bangladesh.47 In this way the problem of Berubari were solved

to some extent. Apart from these, the Bangladeshi enclaves within India, the Indian enclaves

within Bangladesh and enclaves within the enclave had been created several administrative

problems. Surprisingly this problem is noticed mentionable only in India-Bangladesh borders

of West Bengal, especially in Jalpaiguri and Cooch Behar districts of Northern part of West

Bengal. Along with these problems there were few problems regarding the distance between

district headquarter in Jalpaiguri to Alipurduar. The residents of Alipurduar started movement

demanding separate district. After so many movements and discussions Alipurduar district

was formed in 2014 with some portion of Jalpaiguri district. With the formation of newly

created Alipurduar district area of Jalpaiguri compressed from its earlier position, which

effected upon geography, demography, politics, economy, society of Jalpaiguri district in

several ways.
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‘Hindu Code Bill’- An Ambitious Dream of Dr. B. R. Ambedkar to Women

Empowerment and its Disastrous Repudiation

Dr. Babulal Bala1

Abstract

As one of the makers of modern India Dr. B. R. Ambedkar wanted ‘to cleanse the

rotten structure of the Hindu society and to reinvigorate it’ as per his ideologies of

liberty, equality, dignity and social justice. Ambedkar places Man at the centre of his

thinking, and his sole concern was the all-round development of Man irrespective of

classes, castes, creed and sexes. He used to believe that solving human problems with

the help of rational logic is more reliable than adhering to religious beliefs and dogmas

blindly. Out of this feeling Ambedkar’s visions concentrated towards the ill treatment

of women in our country and that’s why in his capacity as a first law minister of free

India he took the task on his shoulders to liberate the women from their long societal

bondage as well as enslavement. Though, his efforts were not materialized due to the

vigorous opposition from various corners, in spite of that his whole hearted efforts to

frame and pass the Hindu Code Bill is the shining example in the history of women

emancipation in India. In this context an attempt has been made to trace out the

importance of passing the Hindu Code Bill for the better future of modern India.

Key Words: Interim Government, Empowerment, Manusmriti,Scriptures, Theology, Begum

AizazRasul, J.N. Mandal, O.V. Alagesan, ShyamaprasadMookherjee.

Introduction

Dr. B. R. Ambedkar(14th April, 1891- 6th December, 1956) was one of the makers of

modern India. His story of life-struggle, thinking and above all activities were qualitatively

different from that of his predecessors and contemporaries for which he is still remembering

in the hearts and minds of the millions of people even after 64 years of his death.  Ambedkar

places Man at thecentre of his thinking and his sole concern is the all-round development of

Man irrespective of classes, castes, creed and sexes. He used to believe that solving human

problems with the help of rational logic is more reliable than adhering to religious beliefs and

dogmas blindly. Out of this feeling Ambedkar’s visions concentrated towards the ill treatment

of women in our country and that’s why he took the task on his shoulders to liberate the

women from their long societal bondage as well as enslavement. In that connection his

1The author is working as an Assistant Professor in the Department of History, Raiganj University,

WB.
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whole hearted efforts to frame and pass the Hindu Code Bill is the shining example in the

history of women emancipation in India.

What is Hindu Code Bill?

The Hindu Code Bill meant to codify the Hindu Laws as a progressive measure at

the aim of liberating women from enslavement so that women are to be treated as‘human

being’ with equal rights and dignity as like as man in all sphere of life. Initially, the Hindu

Code Bill was introduced in the Legislative Assembly by J.N. Mandal, the then Law Minister

of the Interim Government1on 11th April, 1947.2But the Bill was moved by Ambedkar as a

revised form incorporating substantial improvements in the content upon the previous Bill in

the Constituent Assembly (Legislative) on 17th November, 1947.

Background Which Prompted Ambedkar to Codify Hindu Laws

The word which is much discussed and debated in modern time is ‘Women

Empowerment’ that is very much related to our all-round development. No nation can

prosper if its women are not empowered or not given proper recognition. In India from

times immemorial there were various male centric selfish patriarchal dominating traditions

which did not allow women and Shudras to read Vedas.3This so-called Brahmanical

patriarchal tradition - dominating the Hindu Society since century after centuryout of which

the position of women gradually lowered in the social strata. In that connection, it may be

recalled that at the time of commenting on Charles Fourier, Fredrick Angles once said it

was, he (Charles Fourier) who first declared the freedom of common people may be measured

on the basis of how much the women are being enjoying freedom and respect of a particular

society or country.4It is widely recognized that the women have to pass through three

phases of life, first as daughter, second as wifeand third as mother. In Indian traditional

patriarchal society, which were basically dominating by the doctrine of Manu-who prescribed

regarding the position of women in the following way:

That means women would never be free and self-dependent right from early age to old age

because their three phases of life (daughter- wife- mother) and activities would be controlled

by father, husband and son respectively.

িপতা র�িত �কৗমাের 

ভ�� া র�িত �যৗবেন 

র�ি� �হিবের প�ুা: 

ন �ী �াত��মহ� িত।।5
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Necessity of the Codification of Hindu Law

Keeping in mind the above happening in the society andbeing inspired by his concept

of ‘social justice’6-with the help of ‘power of reason’ for women empowerment to establish

a society on the basis of liberty, equality and fraternity at the aim of putting men and women

are on the equal level in all legal matters — Ambedkar went for codification of some

important issues through the Hindu Code Bill. Not only that the Hindu Laws remained

scattered in innumerable decisions of the Indian High Courts and also of the Privy Council,

which formed bewilderingmanifold to the common man. In that context, Ambedkar felt that

it was necessary to give a definite shape and form to the Hindu Law by consolidation and

codification.7

What Ambedkar Wanted in Hindu Code Bill?

“The Hindu society is an inert society. It has always believed that law-making is the

function either of God or the Smritis and that Hindu society has no right to change the

law.”8 Discarding the infallibility of the Vedas, Manusmriti, scriptures and theology,

Ambedkarlike the thinkers of the age of enlightenment would believe in the ‘power of

reason’ and started advocatingthat rationality should be the criterion or standard by which

all things are to be judged. The existing Hindu Law dealing with succession and inheritance

led to discrimination against the female heirs. Therefore, Ambedkar wished to abolish this

discrimination in the Hindu Code Bill. The points raised in favor of the Bill for consideration

in the House, were as follows:

i. The abolition of birth-right and to take property by survivorship,

ii. The giving of half-share to the daughter,

iii. The conversion of women’s limited estate into an absolute estate,

iv. The abolition of caste in the matter of marriage and adoption,

v. The principle of monogamy, and

vi. The principle of divorce 9

Objectives of the Hindu Code Bill

The Bill was an interesting and progressive part of legislation. It aimed ‘at changing

the basic framework of Hindu Society on more liberal patterns suited to modern times’.10 It

sought to confer on women the right of property and adoption which had been denied to

them from ancient times.11The main objectives of the Bill were to end ‘inequality between

class and class, between sex and sex, which is the soul of Hindu society’.12 The basic tenets

of the Bill were in harmony with the constitutional philosophy of equality of men and women.

Ambedkar had ‘rebelled against the inhuman elements that were eating into the vitals of

Indian society’.13 The Bill was really a part of ‘social engineering’14aiming to remove the

outdated Customary Hindu Law.
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Need for Social Repair

 Recognizing the need for social repairs, Ambedkar, while introducing the Hindu Code Bill

said: “That those who want to conserve must be ready to repair and all I am asking of this

House in this: that if you want to maintain the Hindu system, the Hindu culture, the Hindu

society, do not hesitate to repair where repair is necessary. This Bill asks for nothing more

than repairing those parts of the Hindu system which have almost become dilapidated”.15

Hindu Code Bill in the Select Committee

 After introducing the Bill in the Constituent Assembly by Ambedkar on 17th November,

1947, it was moved for referring to the ‘Select Committee’16on 9th April, 1948. The debate

in the Select Committee continued for more than four years and remained inconclusive. It

has developed an impression to Ambedkar that the Government and the party in power i.e.

Congress party were not sincere to clear the Hindu Code Bill.17

Debate in Provisional Parliament

The Bill came up for clause-by-clause discussion on the floor of the Provisional Parliament.

The historic debate centered in favour of the Bill and against the Bill on and from 5th

February to 25th September, 1951.

Defenders of the Hindu Code Bill

 Although, the Bill was not able to see the light of day, in spite of that there were

substantial number of members of the Provisional Parliament (The provisional parliament

ceased to exist on 17th April, 1952) were tried their best to defend the Bill through their

valuable deliberations.  The most important amongst them were:

(i). PattabhiSitaramayya characterized it as an ‘interesting piece of legislation for which the

country has been waiting for long’.18 (ii). Hansa Mehta called it a ‘revolutionary Bill’ and ‘a

great landmark in the social history of the Hindus’.19 (iii). B.V. Keskar said that it was a

radical Bill, meant ‘to change the very foundations of Hindu society, a society which has

remained fossilized for the last thousand years’.20(iv). Begum AizazRasulcalled it radical

and far-reaching and its efforts to codify the Hindu Law would ‘certainly be looked upon as

one of the most momentous pieces of legislation that has ever been brought forward in this

House’.21(v). G. Durgabaistyled it as ‘a great landmark in the social history of India’.22The

other main defenders of the Bill were K.M. Munshi, Deshbandhu Gupta, H. Siddaveerappa,

N.V. Gadgil, MahavirTyagi, Upendranath Barman, Col. Ranbir Singh,

PanditHirdayNathKunzru, K. Santhanam, AlladiKrishnaswamiAyyar, Acharya J.B. Kripalini,

ShrimatiRenuka Ray, H.V. Kamath etc. Among them H.V. Kamath was most passionate

defender of the Hindu Code Bill, and he said that the Bill should be named as Bhim Smriti.23
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Opponents of the Hindu Code Bill

The Bill met with strong opposition inside the Provisional Parliament also. By centering the

Bill the House was practically divided into two warring groups. The climax reached in the

third week of September 1951, when the Bill came up for clause-by-clause discussion in the

Parliament. In a very tense atmosphere, the debate began on 17th September, 1951. The

prominent critics of the Hindu Code Bill were—Dr. Shyama Prasad Mookerjee, PanditMadan

Mohan Malaviya, Pandit ThakurDassBhargava, PanditLaksmiKantaMaitra,

MukutBihariLalBhargava, SardarHukum Singh, Sardar B.S. Man, O.V. Alagesan, BakshiTek

Chand, Seth Govind Das, BabuRamnarayansingh, etc.

Dr. ShyamaPrasad Mookerjee, while opposing the Bill said:  “The Hindu Code Bill would

shatter the magnificent structure of Hindu culture and stultifya dynamic and Catholic way

of life that had wonderfully adapted itself to changes for centuries’.24

PanditMadan Mohan Malaviya said that ‘the Bill was against the spirit of the Hindu Shastras

and the long-established customary law and that the Provisional Parliament had no business

to interfere with the personal laws of the Hindus. He warned the government ‘not to destroy

the fabric of respect for law’.25

Pandit Lakshmi KantaMaitra felt that there was no need for codification. He was not in

favour ‘drastic changes’ contained in the Bill. He characterized the Bill as the outcome of

Ambedkar’s ‘megalomania’. He said: ‘…I oppose this Bill, because I feel it is a wholly

unwarranted measure and that there has been no demand in the country for a legislation of

this kind’.26Pandit Thakur DassBhargavedescribed the Bill as ‘a small measure’.27

MukutBihariLalBhargave, while opposing the Bill tooth and nail, said that ‘the only course

for it was to throw out this piece of legislation. …it could not be accepted’. He more said,

“The Hindu Law has come into existence as a result of centuries of development, and the

Bill is intended to tamper with its time-honoured institutions, customs and usages’.28

Sardar Hukum Singhand Sardar B. S. Manboth opposed the Bill and said that it should not

apply to the Sikhs. Sardar Hukum Singh said, “In the Preamble it was stated that the Bill

was intended to amend and codify of Hindu Law, but. … there was nothing of Hindu Law

that was being codified here. Divorce was taken from the Christian countries and the law of

inheritance from the Muslim Law. The Bill was, therefore, rather a misnomer to call it a

codification of Hindu Law”.29

O.V. Alagesanpleaded that the Bill was the result of Ambedkar’s ‘over-ambitions’. He

stated: ‘Dr. Ambedkar’s name is sure to go down in history as the able midwife that assisted

at the birth of the Constitution of free India. He wants to add a further feather to his cap….

His ambition is to supersede the ancient Rishis, Manu,Yajnavalkya and a host of other

ancient law givers’.30
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BakshiTek Chandemphatically said that the Bill was ‘a most truncated and half-hearted

measure’, and ‘it will do the maximum of mischief act to Hindu society and minimum of

good to the members of the female-sex’.31

BabuRamnarayan Singhsaid that through the Hindu Code Bill, a conspiracy was being

hatched to disrupt the Hindu society; and, in fact, ‘it is something like a preparation to invade

the Hindu society’.32

Sum and Substance of the Opponents explanations

The points raised by the critics of the Bill centered around the following facts:

i. There was really no necessity of such a Bill,

ii. The Hindu Society had survived for many centuries, while the ancient society of

Rome, Greece and Egypt had disappeared and therefore its laws and social

structure must be good,

iii. The Hindu society had been a very progressive society and it has been changing,

iv. The Bill is a kind of imitation of the Western Nations,

v. The Hindu marriages are based on sacramentalideal of marriage.

Ambedkar’s Reply to the Opponents explanations

 Responding to the critics, Ambedkar with the help of his eloquent habit based on logic and

reason pulled down each of the above arguments.

i. He said that one point which had been raised by various speakers generally against

the whole Bill was that the ancient Hindu society had been survived while some

others ancient societies like Rome, Greece and Egypt had been disappeared;

therefore, there was really no necessity for the Bill.

Refuting this argument Ambedkar said , ‘When I examine the history of India, I find that we

have survived as a people who have been from time to time subjugated; vanquished and

enslaved’.33

ii. In response to the critics of the Bill that Hindu Society had been a very progressive

society and had been changing-

Ambedkar appreciated one of the great qualities of the Hindu society that it absorbed some

things from those who opposed it. But his point was: ‘Did the Hindu society change its

structure as a result of the absorption of the doctrines of their opponents’?34

iii. Citing the example of Lord Buddha, Ambedkar said that the Brahminic society

accepted his most innocuous dogma of ‘ahimsa’ but it never accepted his belief in

‘equality’ and for that reason the Hindu society remained stagnant. It did not give

up its social structure- the enslavement of the ‘Shudra’ and the enslavement of

‘women’.35It was for this reason the ‘Codification of Hindu Laws’ was essential.
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iv. Another objection that had risen by the critics that the Bill was a ‘kind of imitation

of the Western nations’. In response to that-

Ambedkar made it clear that ‘his ideals were not derived from the Americans or Chinese

or from the ancient Shastras or the Ramayana or the Mahabharata; they were derived

from the Constitution that we had laid down. The very Preamble of our Constitution

speaks of liberty, equality and fraternity. The principles laid down in the Constitution

from the bedrock of the Hindu Code’.36

v. The very significant objection was raised by the critics that ‘Hindu marriages are

based on sacramentalideal of marriage’. In response to that-

Ambedkar said, ‘the institution of sacramental marriage was not fair and honest. It was

polygamy for the man and perpetual slavery for the women because under no

circumstances could the women get her liberty from her husband, however, undesirable

he might have been’. 37

Whether the Bill should Apply to the Sikhs, Buddhists and Jains or Not?

There was a lot of controversy whether the provisions of Hindu Code Bill should apply to

the Sikhs, Buddhists and Jains or not? In response to this controversy Ambedkar made it

clear in the following way:

Ambedkar regarded the application of the Hindu Law and the Hindu Code to Shiks,

Buddhists and Jains as a historical development. In India through the ages religions

changedbut the laws has remained one. That is why the Sikh, Jains and the Buddhist

have been following a single law system.38

Reply to SarderHukum Singh

SardarHukim Singh alleged that the Bill should not apply to the Sikhs.

In his reply Ambedkar cited the judgments of the Privy Council much earlier than even

1830, that ‘the Sikhs were Hindus so far as law is concerned’. He reminded Sardar Hukum

Singh: ‘Just count from 1830 to 1950 –for how many years you have been regarded as

Hindus for legal purposes’39. Not only that citing the evidence of Rau Committee when it

toured and went to Lahore, Ambedkar quoted the names of Sikhs like Justice Teja Singh

and SardarVaryam Singh who appeared and made statements before the Committee and

did not oppose the Hindu Code Bill.40

Reply to PanditMadan Mohan Malaviya

PanditMalaviya said that the Bill was ‘against the spirit of the Hindu Shastras’. In Hindu

society from time immemorial ‘laws had prevailed without the authority of the State, without

the authority of the Police, without the authority of any legislature as such’. Warning the

government, he asserted that ‘Provisional Parliament should not interfere into the long-

established customary law of the Hindus’.
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Replying to PanditMalaviya, Ambedkar said, “I want to assert in this House that I shall hear

no argument from any community to say that this Parliament has no right to interfere in their

personal law or any other laws. This Parliament is absolutely supreme and we deal with any

community so far as their personal law is concerned apart from their religion. Let no

community be in a state of mind that they are immune from the sovereign authority of this

Parliament’.41

Why Ambedkar Resigned

 Ambedkar was staying in the Cabinet with the hope of doing some good and considered the

Hindu Code as the greatest social reform measure ever undertaken by the Legislature in

India. The sole purpose of the Hindu Code was to remove inequality that exists in the Hindu

society. Unless and until, this inequality was not removed by law, the Constitution of India

would be no more than a farce. But, in spite of his earnest desire and wholehearted efforts,

the Bill was not able to see the day light and thereupon Ambedkar ultimately resigned on

10th October, 1951 from the Cabinet with broken heart and left the House in distress. Now,

the question arose - what circumstances led him to resign…

Firstly, - Some person tried to establish that he resigned because of his illness. While repudiating

any such statements, Ambedkar asserted that he was the last man to abandon his duty

because of illness.

Secondly, - Ambedkar refuted the charge of dropping the Bill because of strong opposition.

He argued that the Bill had been discussed several times in the Party and lastly out of 120

only 20 were against it.42

Thirdly, - In this connection-Ambedkar referred three of the statements made by Pandit

Jawaharlal Nehru, the then Prime Minister of India on the floor of the House.

(i).The first statement was made by the Prime Minister on 21st November, 1949, with the

following assurance: ‘What is more, the government is committed to this thing (Hindu Code).

It is going through with it’. 43

(ii).The second statement was made on 19th December, 1949 when the Prime Minister said:

‘I do not wish the House to think in the slightest degree that we consider that this Hindu

Code Bill is not of importance, because we do attach the greatest importance to it, as I said,

not because of any particular clause or anything, but because of the basic approach to this

vast problem in problems, economic and social’.44

(iii). Lastly, in his third statement on 26th September, 1951, the Prime Minister said: ‘It is not

necessary for me to assure the House of the desire of Government to proceed with this

measure in so far as we can proceed with it within possibilities, and so far, as we are

concerned, we consider this matter as adjourned till such time as the next opportunity — I

hope it will be in this Parliament –offers itself’.45
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Fourthly, - The last statement of the Prime Minister (26th September, 1951) amounted to

drop the Bill. Ambedkar could realize the gap between the promises and performance of the

Prime Minister. He was aware that his exit from the Cabinet might not be a matter of much

concern to anybody in this country. But he wanted to be honest to himself and that could be

only by going out.

Fifthly, In regard to this Bill, Ambedkar had undergone the greatest mental torture. The

Prime Minister gave freedom of vote. But the Chief Whip was deadliest opponent of the

Code and was systematically absent when the Hindu Code Bill had been under consideration

in the House. Remembering the roles, played by the Prime Minister and the Chief Whip,

Ambedkar in his statement of resignation letter, wrote:

‘I have never seen a case of a Chief Whip so disloyal to the Prime Minister and a Prime

Minister so loyal to a disloyal Whip. Notwithstanding this unconstitutional behavior, the

Chief Whip is really a darling of the Prime Minister…. It is impossible to carry on in such

circumstances. 46

Lastly, -the debate over the Bill continued for more than four years and remained inconclusive.

As per the words of Ambedkar, ‘the Bill was ultimately ‘killed and died unwept and

unsung’.47Ambedkar was ‘sore at the Prime Minister’s mishandling of the Hindu Code Bill,

and that was the main factor for his resignation (10th October, 1951) from Nehru’s Cabinet’.48

Hindu Code: A Precursor of Later Acts

 Though the Hindu Code Bill was not adopted by the Provisional Parliament in 1951, in spite

of that Ambedkar’s efforts did not go in vain. He believed ‘in the efficacy of law and

legislation, and he struggled to evolve a codification of Hindu Law in order to fashion India

of his dreams, where equality, liberty and fraternity would have an unhindered play’.49

Four Enactments

 Though, in spite of all efforts of Ambedkar, Hindu Code Bill was not passed by the Parliament,

but his thinking of repairing the Hindu society was not altogether fruitless. The Bill proved to

be a precursor of four enactments, adopted by the first Parliament; namely-i. the Hindu

Marriage Act-1955, ii. the Hindu Succession Act-1956, iii. the Hindu Minority and Guardianship

Act-1956, and iv. the Hindu Adoption and Maintenance Act-1956.  It is needless to say that

all these four enactments were incorporated from the ideas and principles of the Hindu

Code Bill formulated much earlier by Ambedkar. Therefore, it would not be exaggerated if

one wishes to comment that ‘it is due to Dr. Ambedkar a large part of the Hindu social law

is now on par with the legal system prevailing in advanced democracies’.50

Conclusion

In conclusion it may be said that ‘to cleanse the rotten structure of the Hindu society and to

reinvigorate it’ as per the principles of liberty, equality, dignity and social justice to end the
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enslavement of women Dr. B. R. Ambedkar did his heartiest efforts to do the same. Though,

he had failed to clear the Bill, in spite of that his resignation from the Ministry for the sake

of women liberation as well as empowerment will be considered as the shining example not

only in the history of India but also world.
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Bengal Traditional Games and Sports Culture Around in

Twentieth-Century North Bengal

Badal Roy1 & Dr. Sudash Lama2

Abstract:

Games and Sports are an integral part ofthe culture.Traditional games and sportsform

the backbone of a community, thus intangible heritage and a symbol ofthe cultural

diversity of our societies. It also reflects different cultural expressions that create a

bridge among the cultures.This article aims at exploring how children particularly in

rural areas of NorthBengal contribute to sports despitethe economically poor but

culturally richtradition of the country. They did so to enjoy their leisure with the

limited resources available to them like broken bangles, tamarind seeds, and old clothes

especially for those who cannot afford to buy expensive goods.

Keywords: Cultural, Traditional,Games, Sports, North Bengal.

Introduction:

Games are generally concerned and involvetwo or more players, and in which each player

faces a choice between, at least, two behavioural options and strives to achieve the greatest

payoff possible (Michener 2000)3. All games have certain criteria such as a goal, chance,

competition, common experiences, equality, freedom, and no impact on reality, and depending

on the games and sports, people are engaged in some activities, Such as thinking, planning,

and decision making, concentrating, timing their minds and gaining knowledge. Thus all the

games and sports become sources of moderate exercise, either physical or mental or even

both and the exercise is essential for all of us, the benefits of traditional games and sportsare

twofold. Firstly the health-improving impact, which results from moderate exercise, and

secondly, the relation for a few minutes or a few hours enables us to forget the outside

world of today completely (Tunis 1944)4. Traditionally games, sports, and amusements are

usually influenced by culture and which in turn helps to change the culture. As such the

games and sports are a physical manifestation of the internal creative impulse.

The pervasiveness of traditional games and sports, the widespread use of the new motive,

and the need to create more engaging conventional practices have led to the emergence of

traditional games and sports as a new form for healthy and wealthy entertainment. While

1The author is working as an Assistant Professor in the Department of History, SukantaMahavidyalaya,

Dhupguri, WB
2The author is working as Associate Professor in Department of History, University of North Bengal
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many have begun to see the potential of traditional games and sports to supplement and

augment traditional formal customs. The potential of traditional games and sports to offer a

paradigm shift exposes historical value delivered since the previous century.5 The implications

of this transition to a new paradigm of traditional based games and sports will show the

metamorphosesof society. The assessment and accreditation towards the peer and

personalized attitude of the people and provide on emphasis upon social interaction customs

and as well as rituals based matter. This will increase opportunities for synchronizing in the

formof feedbacking and feedbacks loops and mean the integration of multimodal interfaces

between the people and society6.

North Bengal in rural belt club-culture is rare to patronized sports and games in the modern

sense. Thus children playing cricket, tennis or badminton,etc arefar crying. Besides, children

cannot afford to buy expensive playing implements for being poor. However,guardians are

concernedabout their children involving in play, obviously traditional games for the healthy

growth of their children. So despite such much advance, traditional games are still surviving

in North Bengal by the side of the fashionable game.So parents spare the evening hours (4

p.m. to 6 p.m.) scheduled for games and sportsfor their children7. However, the natural

physical feats are common to every child as the inherent restless spirit common to the age.

Braving the poverty and lured by the higher culture some rural middle-class children collect

money curtailing their other expenses to buy sports implements and try to ape modern

games even in the rural areas and the games being a co-operative venture involves others in

the fray. In this way how modern games slowly penetrating rural areas8.Some games require

a group of boys and girls whereas others are played either by girls or boys only. Irrespective

of the location was chosen for playing – school or home or elsewhere – games are designed

to provide fun and entertainment. Besides, games help to inculcate physical and mental

control among the participants9. Some traditional games are described one by one that

would highlight the content of my article. Information about these games was gathered

from field visits and personal childhood experiences. The described games are chosen from

those which are most popular among the children. It should be noted that some of these

games are also played in other parts of India with minor alterations in the format and a few

of these games are played by adults as well.

For the traditional games of North Bengal, a strict classification of the games is difficult to

arrive at, as the following quote suggests in the Standard dictionary of folklore mythology

and legend says”the classification of games has been the subject of many studies and

there are almost as many ways of considering the subject as there are writers on the

matter. Games may be discussed according to the season in which they are played;

according to the sex or age of the participants etc.”10These games are broadly classified

as indoor and outdoor games. For example games like PaitKhela, TsokorTsal, and
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BaghbandiKhela are in the indoor category, while games like DanguliKhela, KithkithKhela,

Ekka-DokkaKhela, PutulKhela,are in the outdoor games category. Most of these games

are unisexual yet some of being uniquely male or female games. Elating BelatingSailo,

Ekka-Dokka, KithkithKhelaare of female member game. DanguliKhela, Gollachhut,is

of male dominance.

The present article proposed to examine and study the genesis of such traditional games,

which were closely associated with the land of North Bengal froma historical perspective.

The study will also adopt a sociological aspect, trying to find the rolethese games played in

creating an identity of specific communities of the region.

SOCIO-HISTORICAL PERSPECTIVES OF THE TRADITIONAL GAMES AND

SPORTS OF NORTH BENGAL:

Each traditional game of this region is associated with some social or historic context. We

find the religious belief, superstitions, and social customs reflected in them.  They have

symbolic values along with entertainment values. On this note, these games are very important

to deeply appreciate the social and historical contexts of this region.For example,the ‘Elating

Belating’ game symbolically represents the wretched condition of women in medieval Bengal

especially focusing on North Bengal in a background of social and economic instability.

Slavery and the buying and selling of slaves and women in the slave market were common

to that particular period. Women were treated as commodities and tools to satisfy the sexual

desire of the rich people.11In ‘PaitKhela’ the continuous fight among the small belligerent

groups in the medieval North Bengal is found. How to arrange the army to defend the

opposition is reflected in the arrangement of cowries (symbols) in lines. In the game of

‘Pait’ who succeeds to align the symbols in line becomes the winner; indicating whosever

army is more disciplined wins the battle.Earlier North Bengal, geographically positioned in

Tarai region, was covered with forest land more in percentage than the present scenario

and the attack of the wild animals in the human habitat was very common. In the

‘BaghbandiKhela,’ we learn how to tame or capture the wild animals attacking the

village.12In the game of ‘Gollachut’ we find the presence of the feudal lord and customs of

slavery. In the social system of that particular period, slaves worked under the feudal lord in

the sharp observation of the armed guards. Sometimes the slaves tried to escape dodging

the guards. If caught up they were killed. And in rare cases, the slave succeeded to escape.

The movement of slaves against the feudal lords was also common.13In ancient societies

lands were divided among small groups. And one group could not enter the land of another

group. Possession of lands was a cause of continuous tension among the groups. There

were some neutral zones like hills, unproductive lands, and grazing lands in which there

were equal rights of all the belligerent groups. This social system is beautifully captured in

the game of ‘DhaiKhela’.14
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The games have been illustrated in the article in two annexures called (i) and (ii) simultaneously

being Outdoor and Indoor games.

ANNEXURE (I)

ELATING BELATING SAI LO GAME:This traditional rhyming game is basically for the

female. Two teams participate in the game and they make conversations within themselves.

A line is drawn upon and two teams remain on the opposite side facing each other team

comes, up to the line holding each other’s hands, and continues to recite the lines of rhyme.

The first team raises the question and the second one answers. The one team asks the

question and the second one answers. For example,the second team wants’ to know, “what

news comes about?”; the first one answers “A girl is wanted by the king” second team

again wants to know; which girl does the king want; the first one gives the name of a

particular girl, thereafter the information like- what attire the girl should wear, how she will

go- are shared. Thereafter, in exchange for how much money the girl will be taken away, is

decided.15

The opinion of Asutosh Bhattacharya regarding this game is noteworthy- “it is based on a

real tragic story full of pathos. The questioning and its answers are testimony of that

pathos. The uncertainty of life at a particular age is pictured here- which has an

immense historical value. How a tragic story evolutionist into a sporting event – is

amazing to note16. The social history of Bengal suggests that in the Middle Ages social

dignity was measured through the possession of golden utensils and ornaments as well as

numbers of slaves. They did manual works from cultivating land to cleaning utensils.17 Even

the owners kept the females as mistresses in hundreds in their harem. Normally they were

bought from markets. That means women were treated as commodities and they were sold

and bought in markets. This naked truth is expressed through this game women were

consumer goods for the landlords and aristocrats. Dire poverty compelled the poor parents

to sell their daughters in exchange for money. Needless to say, the buyers had no sympathy

or empathy from the heart – only money mattered. But the pangs of the parents have

limited lees. We find a similar motive in the famous traditional sport (Jele Mach).

DANG-GULI KHELA:This game, remarkably similar to cricket, is believed to be more than

a thousand years old – dating back to the Mauryan Dynasty.The game is played using a short

wooden peg (3 to 6 inches long) with tapered ends, called the Gilli, and a wooden stick (2 to 3 foot

long), called the danda.The players are divided into two teams with no restriction on their number

in a team. A team can opt either to bat or field by winning the toss. A small circle is drawn on the

ground and a little crater is made in its center. The ‘batsman’ from the batting side stands inside

the circle, whiles the players of the fielding side spread around him in various positions. The

‘batsman’ places the Gilli just above the crater in the circle, hits it hard with the danda, and as it
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rises, strikes it again. The spot where the Gilli falls is marked, and its distance from the circle is

measured using the danda. The batsman gets one point for each danda length. The batsman is

out if he fails to strike the Gilli in three consecutive attempts or if the Gilli is caught by a fielder. In

such a case, the next batsman comes in to bat. This is repeated until all the players in the batting

team have batted. The total points of batsmen are added up to get the team’s total score. The

team batting next will try and chase this target to win the match.The benefits of this game

improve hand-eye coordination, Sharpens judgment skills.18

KITH-KITH KHELA: This game is similar to hopscotch and dates back to the 17th century. An

8-square grid (2 columns and 4 rows) is drawn on the floor using a piece of chalk. The players

choose a button, shell, or stone as their markers. The game starts with one player standing in

front of the starting line and tossing her marker into the first square. She then hops across all the

eight squares, turns around, and hops back to the second block. She picks up her marker from the

first square and tosses it to the second block. She then continues the hopping cycle, until the

marker reaches the eighth block, and ends her lap. The other girls ‘hop’ in the same manner. If

a girl loses her balance and her folded leg touches the ground mid-way through the game, she is

considered to be ‘out’.The benefits of this gameenhance physical balance and rhythm, strengthens

muscles, improves motor skills, and develop spatial awareness. Parental supervision is essential

for all the games since they use goods like pebbles, marbles, and wooden logs.19

MODAN KAM/BAS KHELA: In the month of Baisakh after harvesting of paddy, the

Rajbansi young men perform the Bas puja or Bits Dzagao on the MadanChoturdasi day.

This is called MadanKam puja’. A few pieces of bamboo poles arc wrapped with colored

cloth and a Chamor (Chehor-yak’s tail) is tied at the top of each bamboo. Seven bamboos

are taken. They arc named as-(i) Salsiri Maharaja (2) Garam (3) Sannyasi (4) Kali (5)

TistaBuri (6) Bisohori (7) MadarPir. The priest is a RajbansiDeosi. He carries an earthen

pitcher containing some rice and flowers. The first day of this puja (Khela) is called Bas

Jagao day.

Some boys dress as girls and some boys take the fancy dress of various descriptions. The

bamboo poles are carried by some members of the party and the persons in fancy dress sing

and dance with the music of drum and bell-metal gong. When they arrive at the house of a

villager they keep aside the bamboos on a piece of cloth and then begin their song and

dance. It is called BirsaniKhela. They move from house to house and collect money, rice,

and vegetables. In the afternoon they retire to a field and perform the worship of Kali, ‘this

is called Bosani puja. Goats even castrated goats, pigeons arc sacrificed. The number

varies according to the donations raised. Puffed rice (muri), sweet puffed paddy (Murki),

milk, ripe plantains arc distributed to all present. The worship is finished before the sunsets.

It is for the welfare of the village .specially to ward off epidemics. In this area, the goddess

of smallpox Sitala is not worshipped. Kali is worshipped to prevent smallpox epidemics.
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After the worship, the cloth covering the Liamboos and the yak’s tail arc was taken out and

then the bamboo poles arc thrown into the water.20

PUTUL-PUTUL KHELA (MARRIAGE OF DOLLS): This is again one of the girls’

popular games. The term putuls is a synonym for toy or doll. The discovery of severalputuls

made of terracotta and metal in the Indus valley proves the antique origin of toys. It is of

course a fact that toy playing by no means matches the format of the game suggested in this

study. It falls into the category of amusement or play which lacks both rule and result.

Nevertheless, considering the extent of its popularity, wide geographical distribution, and

ancient origin, it is essential to review its social context. Girls request their mothers or

grandmothers to make dolls. Pieces of cloth are used for making them. Toy kitchen goods

made of plastic or tin are bought at the market. Toys made up of clay, cloth, and wood are

sold during festive periods. Radha-Krishna, elephants, horses, birds, etc., are favorites with

children. Girls use these toys to decorate their Doll houses. Sometimes they arrange marriages

for their dolls. At first, they divide themselves into two groups. One group acts as the boy’s

party and the other group as the girl’s party. They sing and dance and perform all the rituals

of a real marriage. Sometimes boys also join the group when they realize that girls are going

to distribute Bhunja (roasted grains) and gur (jaggery) after the wedding ceremony. They

spend hours organizing and performing these ceremonies. Playing with Putul or dolls is

universal. Apart from treating dolls as babies to be fed and put to sleep, girls learn social

rites and rituals through playing with dolls. A favorite game in North Bengal, as in other

parts of India, involves doll weddings. PutulerBiye (The Doll’s Marriage) by Kajinazrul

Islam is a short play that describes a doll wedding.21

ANNEXURE (II)

EKIR MIKIR/ EKRI MIKRI GAME: This is a very familiar indoor game. The children

participating in this play settled roundly. Each of them put two hands on the ground. Some

older people acted as the leader of the game with rhymes reciting. As soon as the rhyme

and every word are pronounced, one finger touches the head. The last word in the rhythm

is that the finger of the baby’s finger is forward. Thus when the fingers die, the hand is in a

futile state.  This handy hand has to be kept behind. Serially all the hands of the players have

grasped then everybody comes to the hands or the donkey. The head wants to know what’s

in the hand of the hand. The answer and questioning continued. The Sarder then attempted

to cut two hands. The scandal the players open their hands by pronouncing a false word.

Wakil Ahmed is the stance to cut the thief’s hand in this game; it saw a social rule of Muslim

society being followed. That rule is the punishment of the thief by cutting the hand. Asutosh

Bhattacharya narrated the alleged Mujumder’s practice and his misdeeds. At the same
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time, he concentrated on explanations in the social context of the word shala (Kinshipterm).

None of them are in the rhyme which is important to be a sad historic event mentioned the

historical personality, did not focus on that subject. According to a rhyme of the said game

mentioned below:

Ikri Mikri Cham Chikri

Cham Kate Majumder

Dheye Elo Damudar

Damudar Chaturer Poe

Hingul Gache Bedhe Thoe

Hingul Kore Karmor

Dada Dile Jagannath

Jaganath Er Hadikuri

Duore Bosi Chal Kari

Chal Karte Holo Bela

Bhat Khaose Dupur Bela

Bhate Porlo Machi

Kodal Diye Chaci

Kodal Holo Bhota

Kha Chutrer Matha. —RabindraSamagra.

Mughal emperor Jahangir remitted Mansingh with his Hindu commander in Bengal to defeat

raja Pratapaditya of Jashohar. In this situation, his soldiers made the journey accompanied

by troops, but he was faced with many problems while crossing the Jalangi River. Rescued

him from this problem one Muhuri employed in the Kanungo department of Hughli named

BhabanandaSamadder. After the historical role of Bhabananada, then said: ‘...when the

Jaminder did not come to meet him the Bhabananda come boldly and Mansingh was pleased

to help the king’s army in any way. ...Bhabananada tried a lot of boats collecting a lot of

tricks. Mansingh easily crossed the Jalangi River.22 It was the month of Chaitra. There

started a terrible storm in which the armies were unable to cross the river. This disaster

remained for seven days. According to the historians, many boats were thrown into the

water, many elephants and horses were floated, troops and war materials were also

destroyed,23 behind the Jalangi river, the speed of the Damodar river has been mentioned in

this rhyme, this is just a change. The difficulties faced by the predominantly imperial army
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are the major problems that arise. BhabanandaSamadder extended extra help in this regard

to the sufferers; he collected enough food to celebrate the worship but he gave all the food

to the solder. The foodstuffs have been taken by the storm and rain. That is to say that

EkkirMikkir rhyme should be considered in the context of betraying Bhabananda otherwise

the chameleon is likely to suffer from meaninglessness.

PAIT KHELA AND BAGH BANDI KHELA: These are mainly indoor games played

in the rainy season. At first, a court is drawn on the soil and two individual players begin to

play with different types of cowries (tamarind seeds or gourd seeds). The number of cowries

varies depending on the nature of the court ranging from 16 to 3.‘BaghbandiKhela’ is

similar. But in this game, one player who is ‘Bagh’ or tiger plays with a small stick and the

opponent with three cowries tries to bounding the ‘Bagh’.24

TSOKOR TSAL KHELA: This indoor game is a game of skill played between two sides

or individuals with 34 cowries on each side of different sizes and colors. A strategic game

like chess requires high thinking capabilities and the mental caliber of the players. Sometimes

it takes hours to finish off.25

CONCLUSION:

Thisarticle,To do justice to what has circulated as knowledge in the name of the game, one

needs, therefore, to recover its actual historicity, the social and political stands with which it

is entangled and enmeshed; this is, I believe, what the article has precisely attempted to do.

The different Traditional games included Gollachut, EkkaDokka, EkirMikir, Chamri,

Elating BelatingSailo,MadanKam/Bas Khela, DanguliKhela, PutulKhela,

Bhagbandi,etc however highlighted the social and cultural traditions of rural North Bengal.

These games proved to be performed as team games more or less, so practically it helped

to the maintenance of the social relation in the several villages of North Bengal. These

games were liberally practiced between several communities of North Bengal and proved

to be raised as a sign of communal harmony. Though these games have now been destructed

or disappear the combined effect of globalization and harmonization of the rich diversity of

world sports heritage. In this respect,Dr. Sri Asutosh Bhattacharya argued in his book

‘BanglerLoko-Sahitya’ second part (Chora) “The identity or similarity of children’s

games through the years and the word testifies to the unity and continuity of culture,

despite all the vicissitudes and vagaries of time and change and corrupting oral

tradition’’.26

It is observed that there are some games associated with lifecycle. It includes all the sports

of physical movements. So, the above games can be grouped into these four broad

categories:(1) Running games (2) Jumping games (3) skill-demonstrating games (4) Throwing
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games:A four category of games appears necessary to be included here.In addition to these

games, there are many other traditional games which children play at different stages of

their childhood. Games of more recent timesthat have reached here through urban

areas(Carom, Ludo, Snakes and Ladders, Business, computer, and video games), are also

played in North Bengal. However, these are played by the children of the urban areas or

economically better off strata. Playing games is a common characteristic of children.27All

over the world, children like to run, play, laugh, and enjoy themselves. Games involving

much movement and running satisfy younger and older children’s need to move and so

develop their skills. Moving together, paying attention to one another, and adapting themselves

to one another are skills that are developed by playing different types of games (Lazar

2005)28. Children play a variety of indoor and outdoor games. These games have rich cultural

and heritage value. They are an important vehicle for passing on some ancestral knowledge

to posterity. According to Edgardo Civallero (2006)29, “a people’s intangible heritage is

composed by the non-material part of its culture: tales and narratives, games and

songs, music and all the knowledge usually transmitted by oral or sound means, in

traditional societies as well as in urban westernized ones”.

Thus, we see that games become a source of moderate exercise, either physical or mental,

or even both, for children, and are essential for their health and development; on the other

hand, they constitute a source that develops group and family sense necessary for their

social well-being. Poverty does not deter the children of NorthBengal from playing games

and enjoying their leisure.Thus traditional games are living models of ancestral social and

historical legacy. The responsibility lies with us to learn to appreciate them in their true

sense and protect them from disappearing.30

Understanding the traditional games and sports are subject to pre-modern, modern, and

postmodern meaning, and it is concluded that their possibilities for survival or revitalization

depend on their integration in the postmodern space of meaning. There is a need to assess

that many traditional sports and games that already lost and those that have survived are in

danger of disappearing, owing to the various tendencies of globalization and convergence in

the rich diversity of sports heritage towards a small set of culturally homogenous sports.31
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Caricature in Print Media: A Historical Study of Political
Cartoons in Colonial India (1872-1947)

Dr. Dahlia Bhattacharya1

Abstract

With the growth of print media in the nineteenth century there was development of

national consciousness and social awareness among the middle class educated gentry

of India. Thebeginning of cartoons started in India with the Colonial influence and

gradually the visual culture became a significant part of the print media. The present

paper intends to unfold a narration of the growth and development of political cartoons

in India in the colonial period and to understand the representation of the then

contemporary political situation with humour and caricature. The article tries to look

into the racial arrogance, the colonial outlook towards Indians and a reaction of the

Indians through the vernacular political cartoons.

Keywords: Punch, British hegemony, racial superiority, caricature, mockery, satire

In the late half of the nineteenth century and the first half of the twentieth century the

political situation and the social condition in India started to change  due to the growth of

nationalism and modernization in India. There was rise of social consensus and development

of printed culture in forms of newspapers, periodicals , magazines in English, Hindi, Bengali

and other vernacular languages. It was in these print medias that there was representation

of visual thoughts and political cartoons too captured a place in it. The cartoons particularly

political was  a medium of satirical presentation of the contemporary situation of the

country.The political cartoons  in the nineteenth and twentieth century cover political, social

and economic events, personalities, cultural issues with a touch of wit, humour and satire.

Parody was prevalent in Indian art in ancient India. The culture of parody and caricature as

“a weapon of social criticism” began with the popularity of the art of Kalighat in Calcutta in

the nineteenth century.2 It is true that modern caricature was introduced in India by the

British colonisers in the second half of the nineteenth century. But it underwent changes

and adopted many Indian aspects in its characteristics. The present paper intends to provide

a narration of the development of political cartoon in India and to understand the representation

of the contemporary political situation with humour and caricature. It tries to identify the

coloniser’s gaze and the revealing perspective of a master towards the Indians.

1The author is working as Associate Professor in the Department of History, University of North

Bengal.
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The early English Cartoons representing India and Indians

It is needless to say that with the growth of western education in India there was a profound

influence of British culture , knowledge and thoughts in India. The political Cartoons entered

in Indian print media with the British.The British satirical comic periodicals like Punch

(1841-1992), Fun(1861-1901) and Pall Mall Gazette (1865-1921) brought modern cartoons

in India. 3Political cartoons were definitely a gift of British colonial culture but in India it

developed its own style and characteristics. Some of the early newspapers to publish cartoons

were the Bengal Hurkaru and the Indian Gazette in the 1850s. Scholars and researches

claim that the first journal of satire and comic character was Delhi Sketch Book(1850-

1857). 4During the next two decades of the nineteenth century since 1850s there started a

trend of publishing political cartoons in Indian newspapers. The main objectives of the

cartoons were the policies and actions taken by the British against the Indians.

Punch was a cartoon based weekly published from London since 1841. It was started by

Henry Mayhew the writer, Ebenezer Landells the wood engraver; with Mark Lemon as the

ditor and James Last as the printer. The British Punch took its inspiration from the Le

Charivari, a French publication that ran from 1832-1837 , published by the cartoonist Charles

Philipon, and adopted the sub-title The London Charivari.  Punch was a weekly publication

which started with a thin page limit of 12, costing a ‘three penny bit’ or 3d. It had a deep

impact upon the society as it was considered a wonder in the current literature. It was

laughter and published in low price. The Punch magazine filled with cartoonist Gillray,

Rowlandson and Cruikshank always stood for Britain’ s and Victorian pride , racial superiority

discourse and a representation of imperial authority.5

 The Revolt of 1857 provided a good opportunity for them and the cartoonist of Punch John

Tenniel publisheda cartoon titled ‘The Britain’s Lions Vengeance on the Bengal Tiger”.
6(Fig.1) It showed the political status of India and Bengal. It revealed the power of Britain

over India again and the tiger personifying the Indians though a ferocious animal is defeated

and punished by the manly lion symbolising the power and hegemony of Britain. The tiger is

shown to have killed humans, as it seems from the cartoon it was a woman with a child.The

lion besides representing a British pride of victor, it indicates a saviour from the violent

ferocious uncivilised tiger who is a threat to the mankind.
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Source:The British Lion’s Vengeance on the Bengal Tiger. Punch, 33 (22 August 1857): 76-

77.

Printed in Barbara Harlow and Mia Carter (Edited) Archives of India: Volume I. From

the East India Company to the Suez Canal, Duke University Press,2003.p-230

The cartoon was in reaction to the event in the month of August 1857, when the news

had reached London of a heavy toll of retribution a British force had extracted in the

region of Cawnpore, now Kanpur, Uttar Pradesh, India. The military force, a mix of the

78th Highlanders, the 1st Madras Fusiliers and a troop of Sikhs, had not just captured

back the town from the hands of the rebellion on the 17th of July 1857, but in the

aftermath, laid to waste homes and villages in a fit of rage, and inflicted inhuman cruelty

to both inhabitants and mutineers. The news had largely been well-received, and both

the public and press had joined in to hail the retribution as ‘just and deserving’ including

the British satirical magazine Punch-the London. 7

It facilitated a template for imagining mental states and the violence in the revolt of 1857.

The colonial imperial attitude towards the natives was a common content of the Punch,

therefore, in India its readership was limited to the British administrators and subalterns.

Revisiting themes of native indolence and scenes that captured the Indian experience, in

such analysis, humour appeared as a sensibility that marked the British and the Punch style

publications and as a creative act by the British and for the British in India, one that produced

humour at the expense of the natives.8A similar kind of cartoon was published in Punch in

1858.(Fig-2)During this period Sir Colin Campbell had been appointed Commander in Chief

Figure -1
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of British forces in India. He lifted a siege on foreigners in Lucknow and evacuated the

survivors, and brought in British troops to quell the uprising among Indian sepoys in the

British East India Company’s army.Here, in the cartoon  Sir Campbell presents a cowed but

not necessarily tamed Indian tiger to Lord Palmerston, the British Prime Minister, who

hesitates to accept the gift. This is a reference to the  officialdisbelief in London about the

wisdom of the British government taking the direct control over India after the  British East

India Company failure was revealed in uprisings and rebellions.9

Fig -2

Source:Punch or London Charivari,Mark Lemon Edited ,Volume XXXIV,London,

Brookellers, 1858

With the growth of English education and development of printing culture there were

publication of numerous magazines and periodicals in vernaculars and English language

which printed cartoons with distinct style and kind. These include Indian Charivari , The

Delhi Sketch Book, Matvala, Basantak, The Oudh Punch, Hindu Punch and many more.10

The cartoon based publication  The Delhi Sketch Book(1850-1857) was created with the

“military and subaltern mind” in large consideration. The Pall Mall Magazine(1865-1921)

published the British perception of India with the idea that the country was filled with “fat

and complacent natives” and “Babus who walked meekly hand in hand”. 11
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The Indian Charivari founded in 1872 wasowned by Colonel Percy Wyndham. He arrived

in Calcutta for earning opportunities and launched the cartoon and comic magazine. The

magazine persecuted its  aim  and objectives as “reviewing current topics and matters of

interest in a light, playful spirit” but in fact it reflected racial superiority and colonial mentality

of imperialism. The comic characters figured mostly the mentality of colonial culture and

caricatures of the Bengali character, exploiting the views of westernised Bengali as a buffoon

with the intensions to be equal and rival in culture and intellect of the Bengalis.The Indian

Charivari published ‘Baboo Ballads” a series of caricatures of the educated gentlemen

(bhadralok) after the Revolt of 1857. Their contempt was deep seated because educated

Bengalis questioned British superiority and tried to equal themselves as to British Civil

servants.12

In its Volume I, the Indian Charivari album depicts the figure of The Maharaja of Vizianagram

(Fig-3)giving a description of The Highness The Maharaja of Vizianagram,K.C.S.I. as “

combined with an English education” and adds to it that “ The people of his own presidency

sometimes find fault with him as an absentee landlord ,……he is respected as one of

nature’s gentleman”.13

Figure -3

Source: Indian Charivari Album, Volume I , Calcutta , 1875.
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A ridiculed character of the Maharaja is depicted with the caption ‘Native Progress’ and

the passing of the Age of Uniformity Bill in 1885 regarding the eligibility of marriage  in his

estate is mentioned as a label to the Hookah smoked. The Maharaja carries a sword and a

puppet hanging which further mocks the bravery, independence and position of a princely

state in British India. It poses a mockery on the steps taken for modernisation in India by a

native king. A native Indian Maharaja trying to modernise his state was a moveto equalise

like the British or a European so it was a ridiculous act and this was shown in the cartoon.

ParthaMitter has argued that, Indian Charivari was a racial malice. Caricature

thrivesconsensus on a shared culture: ‘us’ versus ‘them’. The joke is shared and so is the

hostility. 14

One of the leading running English language  comic  magazines published by  an Indian to

take up political issues was Hindi Punch (1878-1930). Its editor was BarjorjiNaorosji , who

belonged to the Parsi community in Bombay, supported the moderates in the Indian National

Congress founded in 1885. This magazine’s favourite was the personification of India as

Panchoba , an Indian version of the figure of Punch. It adapted the prints by the popular

academic painter Raja Ravi Verma. One of the parody published in 1905 was the portrayal

of Lord Curzon, as Saraswati , the Hindu goddess of learning in the style of Ravi Verma.15(Fig-

4)It was a parody of  the high handed treatment of the academics at the Simla Conference

of 1905. Curzon appeared  also in another cartoon of Hindi  Punch as Ganesh, wit elephant

head who needs to be worshipped for wealth and success.16(Fig-5)

                 Figure-4                                                             Figure -5

     Propitiating Shri Ganesh                                          On the Heights of Shimla

Source :H. A.Talcherkar, Lord Curzon inIndian Caricature,Being A Collection of

Cartoons,D.B.Taraporevala Sons & Co, Bombay,1905.p-16
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Political cartoons in Vernacular magazines and periodicals

The spread of English language and political awareness led to the rise of Indian cartoon

magazines. There were growth of English and vernacular cartoon illustrations with distinct

style of each. These included the Matvala, Basantak, HarbholaBhand, The Oudh Punch ,

the Hindi Punch, Parsi Punch, and many more. 17

In Bengal , the Amrita Bazar Patrika  started the trend of publishing  caricature by portraying

for the first time the parody of  Lieutenant Governor of Bengal , Sir. George Campbell,

(1872). With the growth of nationalism and rising discontent against the British raj, there

were publications of two periodicals namely Basantak and HarbholaBhand (1874 ) based

on caricature literature. The periodicals published cartoons on political issues as growing

demand  for the right to participate in the municipal elections of Calcutta known as the

Municipality Movement. Basantak was run by the DuttaBrothers of Hatkhola

,PrananathDutta and GirindranathDutta who were the leading activists of the municipality

movement. 18Basantak criticised the high British officials like Steward Hogg , the Mayor of

Calcutta, who was sketched as the Baraha (pig) Avataarof the Hindu God , Vishnu, and his

surname ‘hog’ were shown. The racial superiority of the British were largely criticised. The

VarahaAvataar was carrying the Victoria Memorial in its horns and the loyal  Bengalibabus

were in folded hands in a posture of religious worship.19(fig-6).

Figure -6

Source:Basantaka  Illustrations 1874-1875,Volume -2

Archives,centre for Studies in Social Sciences,Calcutta.
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The periodical became highly popular among the educated Bengali middle class. The periodical

targeted the high British officials and Anglicised Bengalis. Basantak took issues of

deindustrialisation of Indian handloom industries due to import from Manchester textiles, the

British Government’s inefficiency in providing relief to the famines and the corrupt British

officers and their allies.20 The Municipality of Kolkata and its inefficiency in running the city

is mostly  portrayed  in the cartoons.21(Figure 7).Basantak was critical of the social reformers

too. It made caricature of Ishwar Chandra Vidyasagar and policies for the upliftment of

women in India during the late 19th and 20th century.22

Figure -7

Source: Basantaka  Illustrations 1874-1875,Volume -2

Archives, Centre for Studies in Social Sciences, Calcutta.

In North India  a vernacular periodical named Oudh Punch which was published from

United Provinces of Agra and Oudh edited by SajjadHussain in 1877. Hussain was inspired

by the boom in the publication of English and Vernacular newspapers, and  set up his own

ethnographic press in Lucknow. It published cartoons on the West Indian Rebellion of 1865

“ drawing an analogy between the rebellion and the nationalist unrest in India”. 23The Oudh

Punch like other cartoon periodicals adopted the illustrations printed in the London Punch.

One such illustration was of DadabhaiNaoroji printed in 14th June 1892 along with the figure

of Britannia and Hind. The image commemorates the election of DadabhaiNaoroji as the

Grand Old Man of India to the House of Commons in Britainin 1925.(Fig-8) The Urdu
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translation says, “ Well done ! My Son!Well Done! This achievement is possible only by you

; this is how men with noble character act”. This illustration is inspired from the illustration

of London Punch of 1873 drawn by John Tenniel on the visit of Naser-al –Din –ShahhQajar

of Iran to England who signed a peace treaty with England and was knighted too under the

Order of the Garter. In this illustration, the speaker is the Shah speaking to Britannia and

assuring her that no one would “ cross into the gardens” of her child Indiana. Both the

images show a transcultural exchange as in Tennial’simage , India or Indiana is a young

defenceless girl who is being threatened by the dominating masculinity of the Shah , but is

protected by the bulwark of her guardiuan “ Britannia’. She has no voice of her own and is

a silent spectator. But in the Oudh Punch she is as a proud mother who is looking

benevolently at her “son’ with Britannia. 24

Mary Lousie Pratt opines that, the cartoon periodicals as Mr.Punch , Oudh Punch

andPunchoba operated or interacted in ‘contact zones’ which are “ social spaces where

desperate cultures meet , where clash and grapple with each other , often in highly

asymmetrical relations of domination and subordination —like colonialism, slavery, or their

aftermaths as they are lived out across the globe today”. The process of trans-culturalism is

actually a process through which the subordinated or marginalised groups use the materials

and thoughts of the dominated culture in order to engage in a barter system with the dominant

group.25 The Oudh Punch is not just inspired and copied the image but actually wanted to

converse and convey messages to the coloniser and with each other.

Figure -8

Source: MushirulHasan,Wit and Humour in Colonial North India , Delhi,Niyogi Books

2007.
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Another very important illustration was a satirical image of Lord Lytton’s victory over

Afghanistan. In the image Lord Lytton is shown as Lord ram who is breaking the stone bow

(Haradhanu) and Afghanistan is portrayed as Sita, a shy lady holding a marriage garland

waiting to marry  him. The war and valiant fights in the battlefield is symbolised by the

breaking of bow.The cartoon was drawn by a Hindu artist for an Urdu publication , on a

contemporary event that has occurred outside Indian borders yet socially and culturally tied

to the Indians. 26

Figure -9

Source:MushirulHasan,Wit and Humour in Colonial North India , Delhi,Niyogi Books

2007.

The Parsi Punch wasa weekly publication printed from the Bombay Presidency from 1854

edited by BarjojiNowrosji. It was much like the London Punch and was represented by

Punchoba , a short , rotund man with a hooked nose , Punchoba wore an Indian vest ,

communicating in English. It adopted western styles and aesthetics in the interaction of

Panchoba with Governors ,Nawabs, industrialists and other British officers. In 1884 the

Punchoba was seen giving bouquet of flowers to Lord Ripon whose term as Viceroy was at
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its end. While the figure of Grant Duff, the Governor of Madras is seen to be disliked due to

his role in the riot of 1881. 27(Fig-10)

Figure -10

Source:MushirulHasan,Wit and Humour in Colonial North India , Delhi,Niyogi Books

,2007.

It levels Duff as Duffy (that mischievous boy of Madras ). The Punchoba thus is closer to

the Viceroy and speaking to the Governor. 28

By the beginning of the twentieth century pictoral journalism gained popularity and became

an indispensible part of literature. The middle class Bengalis were the sole receiver of these

illustrated magazines .RamanandaChatterjee published Prabashi which had a brilliant section

of illustrated cartoons, followed by a number of monthly magazines like Bharat Barsha,

Manasi O Marinabani and MasikBasumati which provided a great opportunity to the

cartoonists who published illustrations on absentee zamindars , hypocrite academicians ,

British corrupt officials , Indian loyal officer, national movement, Anglicised Indians and

many other political issues. 29

A noted personality who produced some important political cartoons was Gaganendranath

Tagore. He produced illustrations in lithograph on British coloniser  and anglicised Bengalis.

He published in Modern review and Probashi with styles he borrowed from Europe. His
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cartoons were more on a British style than on  the local KalighatPatachitra. He was much

critical of the adoption of western thoughts in Indian nationalism leading to the development

of a fractured identity. He published AdbhutLok (Realm of The Absurd) in 1912.30(Fig-11).

Figure -11

Source:Sunderason, Sanjukta. ‘Arts of Contradiction: Gaganendranath Tagore and the

Caricatural Aesthetic of Colonial India.’ South Asian Studies 32, no. 2 (July 2,

2016): 129–43.

Nationalism and Cartoons in Newspaper.

Since the second decade of the twentieth century there was a rising popularity of visual

literature in the newspapers. There was a spontaneous political event with the advent

of Gandhi and Gandhian movements. The Quit India Movement, the Hindu-Muslim

Unity, the Gandhiansatyagraha, anti –colonial movements by masses, the Bengal Famine

of 1942-43 , the decline in Indian  economy, the Second World War and the partition of

India   became important theme of illustrations of the cartoonists. The Amrita Bazar
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Patrika, the Hindustan Times, the National Herald published illustrations from the a

nationalist outlook on the political success of Indian National Congress.31

Nationalist Weekly India was published and edited by the famous Tamil poet

C.SubramaniaBharati, was the first page cartoons on the front pages of his weekly was a

common sight.He also planned to run a bilingual monthly newspaper in Tamil and English

named Chitravali solely devoted to political cartoon in 1925. K.R.Sharma was one of the

famous names of the Early South Indian cartoonists who published his works in the pages of

Tamil Nadu in the 1920s. The short lived Viswadeepam(1939) in Kozhikode, Rasi( in

Alappuzha) , Sarasam (in Changanacherry), and Narmada (in Kottayam) were some of the

early cartoon magazines which were published from Kerala.32

In Bengal,  Jatin Sen, who worked with monthlies  like Manashi, Bharat Bharsha, Pravashi

and ChandiLahiri  who  pioneered  the pocket cartoon with his Third Eye View for Amrita

Bazar Patrika.33A number of  othercartoonists became popular namely  RevatiBhushan,

Kafi Khan, AmalChakraborty, SailaChakraborty, and many others. In the next few

years K.ShankarPillay who became popular as Shankar started cartooning from South

India.His illustrations were published in The Free Press Journal and the Bombay

Chronicle. Later in 1932, he joined in Hindustan Times and remained till 1946. From

1948 he started publishing his independent magazine named Shankar’s Weekly which

 became a breeding ground for eminent cartoonists like Ranga, Kutty, Lachke, Vijayan, Abu

Abraham and others.He influenced and inspired next generation cartoonists like R.K.Laxman.

These cartoonists elevated cartoons in newspapers to the status of editorial commentator

and political analyst in India.34

The political cartoons in the twentieth century was largely directed in favour of the

nationalism under the Indian National Congress and drew illustrations against the British

imperial policies.

The most favourite of the newspapers was the cartoons on Mahatma Gandhi and the

reaction of the colonial Government. The Salt Satyagraha was followed with a cartoon

in a newpaper (figure- 12) showing the British lion who is a mighty animal  is scared by

a pinch of salt in the tail.The courageous act of Gandhi was heard and known all over

the world.35
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Figure -12

Source: Gandhi through the Sketches,p-57 Gandhi Heritage Portal, https://

gandhi.gov.in/cartoon.html.

Partition of India became another important issue of political cartoon during 1947. As a

political cartoon, “Sawing through a woman” provides great insight into Partition

imaginations. JawaharlalNehru, the man dressed predominantly in white,  symbolizing a

man of peace and Muhammad Ali Jinnah, dressed in all black, are depicted as sawing the

box that contains the Bharat Mata  or Mother India (better known as the embodied feminine,

nationalistic, representation of India).  In the background is shown the British representatives

and Mahatma Gandhi who looks helpless and worried.36( Figure -13).

Figure -13

Source: Pioneer, 8th July 1947
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The cartoon personifies India as  the “Mother”, the  feminine body  is shown as a box and

a  Mother India’s head on the side of the box that is labeled as Hindustan. She is central to

the cartoon, just as she was central to Partition. Based on this depiction of the Mother, it can

be said that identities, deconstructions, and formations in light of Partition or Independence,

would occur not because of the event itself, but in the act of saving the Mother. In saving

her both the Muslims and Hindus are actually moving away from the mother and for their

own self interest both for the Hindus represented by Nehru and the Muslims represented by

Md. Jinnah are causing pain to her.It seems from the illustration that there is no other way

to save the country but to partition her.The only way to save the Mother would be, to cut her

in the process.

Conclusion

Caricatures and cartoons became an important part in the literature of the nineteenth

and twentieth century. Visual art developed into an expression against the oppressor by

the oppressed in a language which was different from the Sanskritised Bengali and the

cheap publication of the Battala. The British edited periodicals took a racist look in its

feature and outlook. The Indian periodicals were mostly pro nationalist anti British in its

characteristics. But it should be noted that the cartoons and caricature was limited to

the western educated middle class population who were the main readers and were

politically conscious in the rising nationalism in India.  It was a representation of  politics

with humour and wit which created racial conflicts with the British and roused hatred

against the colonizers. It must be accepted that the cartoons and caricatures were not

for the masses and the marginalized groups who remained away from the light of literacy.

Cartoons made laughter became a medium through which political and national

consciousness was aroused in Indiain the nineteenth and twentieth century .
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Globalisation and Its Impact on Siliguri

Minakshee Kumari1

ABSTRACT:

Globalisation is considered an amalgam of social-cultural and economic outcomes

which resulted from the opening of the Indian economy. Globalisation is conceived to

be an expansion of a neoliberal market economy where market entry becomes important

players. In a simple manner, globalisation has been defined as changes in the density

of International and global interaction related to local or national networks.

Globalisation has a huge impact on the city of Siliguri. This paper discusses the

impact of globalisation on Siliguri.

Keywords:  Globalisation, markets, urban sprawl, commodity, consumption

INTRODUCTION:

If we enter the city of Siliguri from the airport which is located at Bagdogra, a few kilometres

from the town, after passing through a two-kilometre stretch of lush green tea gardens on

both sides of NH 31A, we meet with a flyover which directs us an entry passage towards

Siliguri. Here we can spot a busy market, a few glass building shops implicating some big

showrooms, huge illuminating signboards on both sides of the roads announcing the coming

of a new township, or a school or some hotels etc. One passes through a four-lane highway

which is cautiously marked with yellow lights and barricades. The distance of 10 kilometres

from the Airport to the Darjeeling-Moore sparkles the eyes of visitors because of the path

is entwined with the scenic beauty of tea gardens and the distant mountain chain, which is

afterwards blocked by the Campus of the University of North Bengal and the high rising

buildings of Uttorayon Township.

Cities and towns are the core of the development strategy pursued by globalisation2. This

growth strategy led to structural adjustment in cities and towns with particular reference to

spatial organisation. The government policies are in tune with the motto of making

globalisation seep to every nook and corner of towns and cities in the Country.  Siliguri was

not free from the dominating waves of globalisation and one can witness a lot of restructuring

of the spatial organisation within the city and outside the city.  Siliguri turned out to be a

perfect example of the by-product of local processes that was shaped by interplay of local

regional, national as well as international forces.

1The author is working as an Assistant Professor in the Department of History, Pragati College of

Education, Darjeeling  and is also Research Scholar at Centre for Himalayan studies, University of

North Bengal
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GLOBALISATION AND THE RESTRUCTURING OF SPATIAL

ORGANISATION

The town of Siliguri began to develop from the locality called Khalpara and Naya Bazar

area as these two areas were in close proximity to the town railway station.  The beginning

saw the construction of godown and warehouses for wholesale trade. Due to the lack of

any big industrial projects the town began to serve as a wholesale trade point by supplying

goods to the whole of Northeast India. Owing to its geographical uniqueness, it stood as a

major hub for wholesale trade. The growth of warehouses was followed by the establishment

of retail shops and consumer goods industries for local consumption.  Subhashpalli one of

the oldest settlements of the city located near the town railway station bears testimony to

the fact that still today one can witness large warehouses flooded with packed consumer

goods for supply to North East and other areas of India

The war of 19623 awakened the Government of India to look into the connectivity issues in

Siliguri and nearby areas and special care was devoted to the improvement of the roads and

transport system.  New bridges were built and special reference may be made to the

second Mahananda Bridge which gave the scope for the growth of the city in the North-

Western direction of the river Mahananda.  The making of the third Mahanandabridge

linked the city with the western part and it also opened in a new avenue for the expansion of

the city in the Western direction.  The original town which comprised the areas known as

Hakim Para started to expand in all the four directions but the growth of the Siliguri Town

reached its momentum only after the Government of India adopted the New Economic

Policy of Liberalisation in the 1990s4.

The liberalization of the Indian economy had a huge impact on Siliguri and the Spatial

Organisation of Siliguri was restructured. The first step in spatial reorganisation was the

declaration of Siliguri municipality to Siliguri Municipal Corporation in 1994. From Nagarpalika

the status was raised to Mahanagarpalika. Siliguri municipality which had 30 wards, new 17

wards when added to its jurisdiction and a huge area of 41.9 square kilometres came under

the governance of Mahanagar Nigam. The major impact of this spatial reorganisation was

that it gave impetus to the growth of Peri-urban areas in and around the municipal corporation.

Another organisational restructuring was seen in revamping the SiliguriJalpaiguri Development

Authority (SJDA) as a nodal agency for the development of the area. SJDA was established

under the West Bengal Town and Country Planning and Development Act 1979. This

establishment came into full-fledged action only after 1994 when Siliguri municipality was

declared a corporation. SJDA and Siliguri Municipal Corporation came forward with a

“new approach paper” for Urban Development of Siliguri. The SiliguriJalpaiguri planning

area includes 6 police stations of Siliguri, Matigara, Naxalbari, Bhaktinagar, and Jalpaiguri

and Rajganj. The whole area is divided into five different Community Development Blocks

like MatigaraNaxalbari and Phansidewa along with Jalpaiguri and Rajganj in Jalpaiguri District.

The two important urban areas which are included within SiliguriJalpaiguri Planning Area
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are Siliguri Municipal Corporation and Jalpaiguri municipality along with this there are two

Non-Municipal urban areas Bairatisal and Uttar Bagdogra. We also have approximately

290 rural Mouza included in SiliguriJalpaiguri planning Area. Though the planning and

development activities of SJDA included Siliguri, Jalpaiguri, Phansidewa and Naksalbari

however the focal point was always Siliguri due to its unique geographical location.

Post-1991, when liberalisation, privatisation and globalisation (LPG) was ushered into the

Indian scenario the nation witnessed unprecedented growth in foreign direct investment5.

There was also the growth of the market economy and the agendas of Liberalisation,

Privatisation and Globalisation penetrated deep into the regional areas for the search of the

markets. Siliguri was not aloof from the economic changes the country was witnessing and

it needed an agency to carry out the infrastructure development work on a war footing.

SJDA was one such agency which had to intune itself to facilitate the processes of

globalisation.  In the month of February 2004, SJDA came up with “perspective plan 2025”.

This plan was initiated in the year 2002 and the project was funded by UNICEF. The vision

of the plan was that there will be

“Improved infrastructure and services Centre for all health and hygiene along with social

amenities encouraging the development of body and mind within an ecologically sustainable

framework.”  (SJDA, 2004, Xiii).

In continuation of the process of spatial restructuring, SiliguriJalpaiguri planning area has

divided the whole surroundings of Siliguri6 based on two important aspects. Firstly it located

the Zones where minimal or no future development could take place and basically these

areas correspond to the core area of the city where the open space is only 6.78 per cent

However the other peri-urban areas around the city of Siliguri has been marked as for

potential economic zones. The peri-urban areas around the city of Siliguri have been divided

into four different economic zones. Zone 1 is West Naxalbari settlements and this is hallmark

due to the consolidation of production economics in these areas. Zone 2 is the extended

Siliguri municipal corporation settlement in the western part of the city and this is mainly

because of the 3rd Mahananda Bridge augmentation.  The North-west extended Siliguri

municipal corporation settlement is earmarked as zone 3 because of industrial settlements

and tourism prospects in these areas. Lastly, zone 4 corresponds to the Sevoke workstation

commercial and transhipment hub keeping in mind the Nathula trade prospects. The details

of the economic contribution of these zones in the era of liberalisation and the free-market

economy will be discussed later in this chapter. The questions arise why there was zoning

practice in Siliguri? The spatial reorganisation of the city space was necessary and it provided

the backdrop for Zoning Siliguri. This has to be analysed within the larger framework of

urbanisation programmes to recreate neo-liberal globalised cities.

The population growth leading to urban sprawl could be one of the reasons but the will

create these zones around the core Siliguri were dictated through the Liberalisation,

Privatisation and globalisation discourses for creating ‘spaces’ where the big global real
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estate players with the help of ‘local Sharks’ under the government banner of public-private

partnership (PPP model) could invoke Mark’s ideas of ‘The Circuit of Money Capital’.

GLOBALISATION, MIGRATION AND THE URBAN SPRAWL

There is a soft cohesion between globalisation migration and urban sprawl. The new economic

policy of the Government of India was changing the economic scenario of the whole country

and Siliguri couldn’t remain untouched from it.  Liberalisation, Privatisation and Globalisation

increased the purchasing power of the people and the new world of consumerism was

introduced to the Indians. The policy of foreign direct investment and new consumerism

indirectly led to the growth of new markets to fulfil the needs of the people. Migration of the

people was the natural outcome in the new economic scenario in the country. These new

migrations led to an unequal accumulation of people in the new land of opportunities and

Siliguri is one such example which shows how it transformed into a migrant town.

Urban sprawl in simple terms can be understood as an unchecked spreading of a city and its

suburbs. It involves the construction of residential as well as commercial buildings in the

nearby areas of city fringes. As the outlying area becomes more and more populated the

consequences impact is an outward expansion of settlement patterns.  The term urban

sprawl was coined by William white and he defined it as a physical pattern of low-density

expansion of a large urban area under market conditions into the surrounding agricultural

areas. The sprawl is due to increased population pressure. The growth rate of population in

Siliguri town has been phenomenal and it would not be wrong to say that it was higher than

West Bengal average between the census years.  The census report of 1991 reflects that

the population of Siliguri municipal corporation was 2, 16,954. However, when we compare

it with the census report of 2001 a decade after India witnessed the process of liberalisation

we find that the total population of the Siliguri Municipal Corporation was 4,72,374. It is

amazing that the decadal growth rate was117.3 percent and it marked the highest in the

history of the area.  The most important question in our mind arises why and how there was

such a huge decadal growth (17.7 3% ) of the population in Siliguri7.

The strategic geographical location of Siliguri along with the implementation of New Economic

Policy in 1991 by the Government of India could be seen as a secondary reason for huge

growth rate in population but the most important reason was the huge migration of people

from nearby towns, cities and States. The strategic geographical location and the new

economic scenario project Siliguri as ‘Land of opportunities’ for doing business and getting

employment and this led people to migrate to Siliguri.

It is very interesting to study the pattern of migration that has been one of the most important

and primary contributory factors to the growth of population in the Siliguri municipal

corporation area. Migration as a phenomenon in the whole of North Bengal is attributed to

the growth of the population. In fact, population surge in many cities in the world such as

New York, London, Tokyo, Mumbai, Kolkata, Delhi etc. has been due to migration rather

than natural increase.
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Transborder migration to Siliguri Municipal area and also to the nearby areas was imminent

because we have data that reflects that people who migrated from Bangladesh migrated for

the reason of justified political sanctuary following the partition of India in 1947 and afterwards

the Indo Pak war of 1971. The people who migrated from Nepal came here for new economic

opportunities in a socio-economic survey of households conducted by Siliguri Municipal

Corporation in 2004, it was revealed that approximately 60.9% of the total household in

Siliguri municipal corporation area were migrants from different districts of West Bengal.

Approximately 13.3% of the household came from the neighbouring state of Bihar and 7.2

% of the households came from other states. It was interesting to note that approximately

17.4% of the migrants were from Bangladesh and 1.2% migrants from other countries. The

migrants within West Bengal which comprised 60 per cent were actually the resultant

outcome of the shutting of the Tea industries in North Bengal after post Globalisation8.

The scenario changed after the globalisation and with the turn of the new century tea

industry was undergoing a phase of deep crisis. There are examples that as many as 72 tea

gardens in the Doors were marked as unproductive and hence many were closed down.

The tea gardens which are still operative are struggling for its existence. According to

Gupta and Bhattacharya, more than 3000 permanent workers lost their livelihood. The five

recently closed tea gardens in Alipurduar accounted for as many as 15,000 workers with

45000 dependents. The Tea industry which was considered to be the backbone of the

economy lost its importance. The crisis in the Tea gardens acted as a boon in disguise for

Siliguri in the era of globalisation because their workers in search of jobs migrated towards

Siliguri. These migrants served as daily wage labourers in the real estate sector which saw

an unprecedented boom due to globalisation.

The phenomenal rise of population led to excessive pressure on land and we observed a

drastic change in the land use pattern of Siliguri municipal corporation area. The changing

settlement pattern can be best understood with the use of Remote sensing and GIS techniques.

Land pattern use is the product of resource utilisation by the population subsisting on it.

Unprecedented growth in population leads to demand for new settlement areas which inturn

is compromised with the encroachment of the nearby areas of the developing city.

The land-use statistics of Siliguri municipal corporation area of the year 1991 reflects that

there was 47.9 3% of open space. This indicated that there was ample space for the

accommodation of the increasing population of the Siliguri town. The reports of the year

2001 witnessed a total change scenario. The 117.7 3% decadal growth rate as reported in

the Census of 2001 totally corresponded with the data that was derived from the GIS report

of 2001. The GIS report of 2001 points out that the open space was reduced to area 28.0
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1% from 47.9 3% of the year 1991.  To make a situation worse the GIS report of 2014 says

that the open space in Siliguri municipal corporation area was only 6.78%.

A   B   C

Fig. Showing Land Use GIS maps of SMC (A) 1991, (B) 2001 (C) 2017.

It is very important to understand the zoning system9 which was adopted by the government

of West Bengal in general and implemented by the SiliguriJalpaiguri Development Authority.

From 990 the International Monetary Fund IMF induced structural adjustment programme

SAP was introduced throughout India and it was one of the policies adopted by the government

of India in new economic policy. The practice was one of the proponents of SAP and the

Siliguri development area was divided into four zones as mentioned earlier in this chapter.

The impact of Globalisation on Siliguri cannot be complete without studying these Zones

because it was the globalisation that gave birth to these Zones to facilitate the processes of

globalisation.

 Zone 1 included the south-west corner of the Siliguri City and it corresponds to the present

day Naxalbari area. If we minutely study the impact of SAP we can come to a conclusion

that it was once a battleground for the Maoists and Naxalite now practices full-fledged

commercial residential activities with facility centres like utility centres, trading centres,

Agro service centres and small leather processing centres. The history of Naxalbari is not

hidden from any scholar of Humanities and Social Sciences. Physiographically the area is

located between Mechi River and Balasan River blessed with rich and fertile cultivable land
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and the location of KharibariGhoshpukur four-lane bypass acts as linkages to Siliguri Municipal

Corporation. The Zone 1 area shares International boundaries, in the West it shares

International Thus it becomes apparent that zone 1 serves the real motto of International

border trade prospect of globalisation because it is through these International passes we

find the import and export of goods to Nepal, China and Bangladesh.  It also provides

sufficient challenge to the authorities because it is through these vulnerable points illegal

cross migration and the influx of cheap Chinese products enters into India. A detailed study

is made in the next chapter on the militarization of Siliguri10.

Zone two represents the westward expansion of Siliguri Municipal Corporation.  The north

of this Zone includes Champasari, the East shares the boundary with Siliguri Municipal

Corporation, the South includes the lower Mahananda Bridge up to South-west Mahananda

link canal and in the west, it includes the Phansidewa-Matigara link highway. This zone is

dominated by residential areas however on a survey we also find extended commercial

zones Siliguri Municipal Corporation. This also facilitates municipal corporations with

transportation nodes and commercial as well as institutional buildings with corporate

establishments. This zone is very important because it serves as a link between the East and

West border areas of Siliguri Municipal Corporation and also establishes northbound trade

to Matigarahaat. Economically this is very important to Siliguri Municipal area because post

globalisation period we find a development of Agro-Tech industries along with livestock-

related production centres. We also have software parks and herb culture parks in this area.

Zone 3 is also very important for the Siliguri Municipal area because it represents Northwest

expansion of Siliguri Municipal Corporation. Geographically this zone is restricted to

Champasari and Chandmoni area.  Commercial Institutions we also have all the important

educational institutions of Siliguri in this area. To name a few Siliguri Institute of Technology,

Pragati College of Education, Sri Sri Educational Institute. This area has also witnessed a

huge investment in the real estate sector. Major realtor players like Mayfair, Bengal Ambuja,

Shanthinikethan, Vishwakarma builders and other local builders are developing new ventures

along NH-31 and Sevoke road of Siliguri region. Zone 4 acts as a transhipment area and

earmarked as a special zone with Sevoke as it’s the nodal point. It serves an important trade

linkage to Nathula and rest of SJPA and the larger region.

Thus we see that the Zoning of the areas around Siliguri was a product of policies to boost

Liberalisation, Privatisation and Globalisation. In return, these zones acted as feeder corridors

in the growth and development of urbanisation in Siliguri Municipal area.

GLOBALISATION, MARKETS AND THE POLITICAL ECONOMY OF

SILIGURI.

Market and trade liberalisation are the cornerstones of globalisation processes. In simple

terms, it reflects the density change in the interaction between the global and the local, and
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the international and the national. Thus economic globalisation promotes candid and greater

interaction between production, organisation of production, distribution points where markets

come to centrality and also consumption because the consumption pattern determines market

and production graphs. Neo-liberalism demanded loose government control and regulations

of economic activity in favour of the market forces. An important aspect of understanding

the structural adjustment design by the government in favour of liberalisation and privatisation

can only be understood as a ‘conditionality’ of loan packages from the International Monetary

fund. The world International banks like IMF and ADB plays a vital role in forcing the

Governments of any county, especially the Developing and Third world countries to open

their country to Liberalisation, Privatisation and Globalisation. Easterly tries to name some

of these conditionalities like ‘reduced domestic credit expansion, reduced budget deficit,

currency devaluation, freed controlled prices,  reduced trade barriers, increased privatization

and also deregulation of markets’11to name a few.

Siliguri becomes the commercial hub for the entire North Bengal, North-Eastern States and

also some parts of Bihar like the areas of Kishanganj and Katihar. The traditional mainstay

of business in Siliguri was based on tea, tourism and timber. However post-liberalization we

find the besides strengthening the traditional mainstay business the new markets that developed

in and around Siliguri after the New economic policies of the 1990s catered the economic

demand of the large hinterland of Dooars, Darjeeling, the entire state of Sikkim, the Kingdom

of Bhutan as well as parts of North-East India. It became the nodal point of location from

where the cargos are transferred from one carrier to another. The boom in the organized

retail business, hospitality industry and the real estate investment completely metamorphose

the economic scenario of the city. Siliguri also developed into a city with a large number of

trading centres and readymade markets for consumer goods and is thus a candid home to

myriad retailers, wholesalers, dealers, distributors and small-scale entrepreneurs, transforming

it into the commercial nerve centre of North Bengal.

To understand the impact of globalisation on the economy of Siliguri Municipal Corporation

we have to understand the State Domestic Product as a key indicator to assess the health

as well as the dynamics of the economy of a region or of a state. The data on estimated net

district domestic product is not available at a level below a district. Accordingly, the data on

Siliguri Municipal Corporation is deduced to make an assessment of the economic activities

and their movement over time in the era of globalisation.

 Under the Tertiary sector, there has been phenomenal growth in SDP between 1993-94

and 2000-01 in two sub-sectors - 272% in ‘Banking & Insurance’ and 132% in ‘Public

Administration’. The widespread growth of Banking & Insurance activities has been the

result of the opening of the banking and insurance business to private players in the new

liberalized economic regime. The economic activity-wise data reveal that ‘Retail Trade’ is

the single largest group of establishments in SJPA, accounting for 47.4% of the total number
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of enterprises. Next in size is the group ‘Community, Social and Personal services’ representing

18% of the total number of enterprises in SJPA.

In analysing the impact of Liberalisation of the primary sector of Siliguri we find that the

impact was very disastrous. The data compiled shows that between 1993-94 and 2001-02

i.e. approximately over the last eight years, the contribution of the Primary sector to SDP

has fallen from 42.2% in 1993-94 to 31.3% in 2001-02 for the districts and it corresponds to

the Siliguri municipal area12. The fall has been considerable in Agriculture – the sub-sector

that accounts for the lion’s share of State Domestic Product in the Primary sector. Agriculture

production is almost nil in the SMC area because when we compare the GIS data of the

year 1991 and 2001 we find that the decreased open space in the SMC. These open spaces

one served as land for growing vegetables and dairy activities but with the passage of the

shrinking open space, the city mainly depends on its surrounding villages for vegetables and

dairy activities. However, forest industries have flourished in recent decades. Siliguri has

revealed a tremendous potential for wood as well as timber-based industries because the

region is rich in these natural resources. It has a number of West Bengal Forest Development

Corporation Ltd. (WBFDC) joinery and carpentry units that supply high-quality furniture

and joinery items to the public at competitive prices. Besides, sawn timber is sold to buyers

and dealers in bulk from Government sawmills in Siliguri. WBFDC is responsible for selling

sawn timber like sal, teak, dhupi and jarul at fixed prices to the public through its retail sales

centres in West Bengal including in Siliguri. A lot of economic activities are based on forest

resources in and around the Siliguri municipal area. Baikunthapur forest is one of the important

forest ranges within SiliguriJalpaiguri planning area and it provides economic livelihood to

many people. Despite being a protected forest, in this era of globalisation Baikunthapur

forest had been subjected to tremendous pressure for fuel, house posts, hatch and other

forest produce and thereby to uncontrolled destruction of forest resources. There is  another

important Reserve forest, namely, Apalchand Range, a little away from SJPA and a good

deal of economic activities based on the produce of the forest takes place in SJPA. Siliguri

is the main market for the major forest produce. A part of Sal and miscellaneous logs

extracted by West Bengal Forest Development Corporation (WBFDC) is given to government

sawmills under WBFDC and the remaining sold on auction. The wood available in the

region has given a boost to veneer and plywood making units in SJPA. Nevertheless, Sal

timber is the most important and the highest revenue earning produce of the region. With an

increase in demand for timber like Sal and Teak and consequent rise in prices, inferior

varieties of timber such as Champ, Panisaj, Gamar, Jarul are finding ready markets. There

is a great demand for House posts or Sal poles from the local population, tea industries and

also the West Bengal State Electricity Board. Thus we see that globalisation led to the ever-

increasing demand of sal and timber products which are supplied and marketed throughout

North India13.
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A considerable number of small-scale and cottage industries (grill factory, atta mills and

steel furniture) are spread over the municipal area, predominantly in the wards of the Sevoke

Road area and Burdwan Road. The formal service sector also contributes significantly to

the local economy within the municipal corporation. It encompasses academic institutes

(schools, colleges and other academic institutions), automobile repair centres, banks and

post offices, health institutions, hotels, retail outlets and trading centres which are located

along transportation corridors like Burdwan Road, Sevoke Road, and other major local

roads. These outlets of the service sector are served by local people. As per data collected

from SMC, till the year 2014, there are 31,981  commercial establishments in the city which

includes Fish, meat Poultry shops 384 in number, Fruits and vegetable shops 5,341, Groceries

and provisions shops 356, Eating Places 4,314, Pan and Cigarettes shops 3,500, Textile and

Clothing shops 2,500, Medical shops 2,000, Computer and Electronics shops136, Electrical

Hardware and building materials outlets 1,211, Household merchandise shops 331, Furniture

and Interior decoration shops 157, Jewelry shops 953,  Optics and watches shops 478,

Footwear outlets 1231,  Recreation centres 17, Transport points 500, Service Outlets 5000

and other miscellaneous 533.

Post Liberalisation the share of the secondary sector has risen marginally. It is interesting to

look at the trends of industrial growth of Siliguri14. The problem is that there is no data

separately for SJPA that is readily available. To look into the impact of globalisation on the

industrial sector we have to make a comparative study of the set of data collected under the

Annual Survey of Industries covering both Census and Non-Census sectors The data reveals

that the number of factories in Siliguri Municipal corporation, registered a fall between

1980-81 and 1990-91, there was very passive and mundane growth in fixed capital, invested

capital and productive capital during this period leading to absolute decline. As for the

‘number of workers’ and ‘number of employees’, registered between 1980-81 and 1990-91

showed prosperity. This means that one hand industries, investment, and production capital

were declining but there was an increase in the number of people who were ready to sell

their labour.

In the period following 1990-91, spectacular growth in not only the number of factories but

also in ‘fixed capital’, ‘invested capital’, ‘productive capital’, ‘number of workers’ and

‘number of employees’ had taken place in Siliguri municipal area and the new zonal areas

around Siliguri. The ‘number of factories’ recorded more than two and a half times increase,

the shares in ‘fixed capital’, ‘invested capital’ and ‘productive capital’ had shown more than

ten times rise. This is perhaps due to more capital-intensive methods being adopted among

the newer factories being set up in the area. Another interesting observation that the data

reveals is that although the average capital base of a factory is much smaller for the two

districts than the same for West Bengal, the rates of growth in ‘average fixed capital per

factory’, ‘average invested capital per factory’ and ‘average productive capital per factory’

had been much larger in the districts of Darjeeling in general and Siliguri in particular. On
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the contrary, while the ‘average number of workers per factory’ has registered an increase

in the SJPA between 1990-91 and 1997-98, the same for West Bengal has fallen. This

implies that despite the rapid expansion of the capital base of industries in SJPA, capital

intensities of industries in other industrialized districts of the state are much higher. Another

notable feature of industrial growth is that the average wage per worker is far lower in the

SJPA than the same for West Bengal. This can be explained partly by the lower cost of

living in the two districts and partly by the lower incidence of highly skilled workers coupled

with a higher incidence of migrant workers.

These phenomena are indicative of the fact that the SJPA experienced a very fast growth

of factories engaged primarily in manufacturing activities in the years following 1990-91. In

fact, this is the period when a new liberalized economic regime had been initiated in the

country, including the abolition of the ‘licensing regime’ which was the main reasons for the

growth15.

In the era of globalization, The distribution of the number of registered factories according

to NIC classification in 2000 shows that ‘manufacture of food products’ constitutes one half

of the total number of registered factories. The next major group in the two districts is

‘manufacture of wood and wood products, furniture and fixtures’, accounting for nearly

19% of the total number of factories in 2000. Around 6% of factories are found in ‘repair

services’, which represents heterogeneous and footloose service industries. It is observed

that ‘manufacture of food  products’; ‘manufacture of wood and wood products, furniture

and fixtures’; ‘electricity’; ‘land transport’ and ‘education, scientific and research services’

are the ones to reckon with. There have been substantial increases in ‘fixed capital’, ‘invested

capital’, ‘productive capital’ and ‘number of workers’ for the ‘manufacture of food products’

industry in 1997-98 over 1996-97. This is the industry whose ‘net value added’ works out to

a relatively high figure of Rs. 300 crores during 1997-98. The relatively high concentration

of units in ‘manufacture of food products’ in the region is due to the considerable growth of

certain fruits and vegetables as well as tea plantations in the region. There are, however,

two other industry groups, namely, ‘manufacture of cotton textiles’ and ‘manufacture of

wool, silk and synthetic fibre textiles’ that have witnessed considerable growth in ‘fixed

capital’, ‘invested capital’, ‘productive capital’ and ‘number of workers’ between 1996-97

and 1997-98 have little or no presence in SJPA. The abundant availability of forest resources

in both districts facilitated the growth of this industry in the past. However, the growth has

been considerably curbed in recent years due to a ban imposed by the Supreme Court of

India on felling of trees in the forests. The incidence of ‘repair services’ units are found to

be more in larger urban centres in the state of which Siliguri is one. Growth of these units

can be seen without a concomitant growth of manufacturing industries. With the rise in

urbanization, ‘repair services’ industry shows steady growth over the years in respect of the

concerning attributes. Small-scale industries have been playing a significant role in the
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industrial scene of SJPA. It not only contributes substantially to SDP of West Bengal but

also provides a great deal of employment.

In the post-GATT industrial scenario, the small-scale sector has emerged as an important

segment. While the WTO-led globalisation policies have opened up new opportunities for

the small-scale sector, on the one hand, the sector is also confronted by stiff, often unequal

competition, on the other. The share of SJPA with the exclusion of non-Siliguri part of

Darjeeling in the total small-scale industrial scene of the state is not very reckonable, although

the same has registered a marginal increase between 1997-98 and 2001-02. This has happened

because the growth in the number of small-scale units as well as in employment in the

SJPA-districts has been much higher than the same in the remaining parts of the state. One

interesting phenomenon of the growth has been that of Jalpaiguri experiencing much higher

growth in a number of units than that of Siliguri, on the one hand, and Siliguri’s witnessing

very high growth in employment as opposed to slightly negative growth in employment in

Jalpaiguri, on the other.

Thus, the growth of small scale industries in Siliguri has been based on labour-intensive

methods of production. One of the important sub-sectors of small scale industry is Handicrafts.

The industrial estates at Dabgram in Jalpaiguri and Ektiasal near Siliguri provide organized

facilities for setting up of small scale industries. The example of establishing Biswa Bangla

Silpihaat at Khwakhali, Siliguri bears testimony to the above fact. Lack of growth of the

small-scale sector is no unique phenomenon for the region, as, under the new WTO-led

globalization regime, the small-scale industries all over the country have been subjected to

stiff competition consequent to withdrawal of reservations for them on a number of scores.

 Both the State Domestic Product data and Economic Census data have revealed that there

has been substantial growth in economic activities under the tertiary sector during the last

decade. The largest share of 25% of SDP is contributed by banking & insurance businesses,

which have received a boost as a result of policies of economic liberalization being followed

at the national level. With faster urbanization in the region, demands for banking and insurance

services rise, especially from the trading sector. The next largest group of activity is ‘trade,

hotel and restaurant’ accounting for 20% of SDP. Whereas hotel and restaurant businesses

are related to tourism, trading is a significant economic activity in the SJPA region providing

income and employment opportunities to a large number of people, particularly in the informal

sector. In the trading sub-sector, wholesale trading activities play an important role in the

economy of Siliguri municipal area as well its entire hinterland extending over the northeastern

states and the countries of Nepal, Bhutan and Bangladesh. SJPA houses a number of large

market centres –both wholesale and retail in nature. The opening of banking and insurance

businesses to the private sector as a fallout of liberalized economic regime across the country

provided a fillip to this sub-sector to grow rapidly in urban areas. The growth of manufacturing

industries in the Siliguri areas received impetus from the various policy reforms such as

dismantling of licensing regime, the abolition of freight equalization for coal and steel, incentive

schemes designed by the State Government for promotion of manufacturing industries,
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liberalization of imports and exports etc. The encouragement to private investment in the

backdrop of various policy reforms shall result in better utilization of the region’s vast

resources through the establishment of manufacturing industries in the region. The basic

question that would confront planners is whether Siliguri should continue to be characterized

by predominant mercantile nature of its economy or should the areas be seen as a potential

manufacturing industrial base, of course, maintaining a structural balance between secondary

and tertiary sector activities.

In the context of fast urbanization of the SJPA region, predominance of non-agricultural

activities will continue to shape the economy of the region. So far, tertiary activities including

trades and commerce have witnessed pre-dominant growth. But for the economy of SJPA

and more generally of North Bengal to have sustained growth, it should be imperative to

encourage growth manufacturing and processing industries in the SJPA region, as apart

from marketing opportunities, the region is rich in natural and agricultural resources. A

considerable contribution to SDP of the region is made by ‘education and related services’.

As a result, the availability of educated and technically skilled personnel in the region is

more than in other places. All these resource bases facilitate the prospect of industrial

growth in the region. Siliguri is also fast emerging as an information technology (IT) hub, an

alternative destination for Kolkata, for info-tech companies. Siliguri already has good

infrastructure and modern amenities for people who work in IT parks. Some major IT

companies have already set up bases in Siliguri. The West Bengal Government has set up

an IT park in Siliguri recently, to provide bigger opportunities to IT/ITES companies to start

their businesses in Siliguri. However, the IT firms are located outside the municipal boundaries.

The working conditions in these IT firms are very poor.

As per the 2011 Census, the city has 1.88 lakh workers who account for 37%of the total

city population. The Workforce Participation Rate (WPR) has increased from 33% in 2001

indicating a net increase of 29,874 workers. Main workers account for 88% of all workers,

the remaining being marginal workers who are involved in employment for less than 6

months. Analysis of the sectorial share of workers shows that about 1% of the total workers

in the City are engaged in primary sector activities, 3% in the secondary sector and about

96%% -a phenomenal share - in the tertiary sector. As discussed above there is meagre

scope for primary sector activities within the city limits. Tea processing, timber and other

manufacturing units form sources of secondary sector employment. It is also observed that

these industries employ regional workforce from nearby rural areas. The workforce within

the city is predominantly occupied in tertiary sector activities which include trade, transport,

hotels, real estate, etc. In 1991, 85.3% of the total workforce was engaged in the tertiary

sector. Out of 158,058 workers in the SMC area, only 1.9% comprise cultivators and

agricultural labourers. In 2001, the secondary sector accounted for 0.3% and tertiary as

much as 97.9% of the total workforce. This indicates the dominance of the tertiary sector in

the economy of Siliguri16.
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With the increasing role of Siliguri as a regional trading centre and also a regional transport

node for the entire hinterland extending over the north-eastern states and the adjoining

countries of Nepal, Bhutan and Bangladesh, the transformation of the areas both within and

surrounding Siliguri began to witness changes in terms of economic pursuit and land use and

development. The centrifugal forces originating in Siliguri led to spread of urban areas

around and given the physiographic constraints, the urban sprawl was directed towards the

formation of zones, and in the process, taking away lands under agricultural use for urban

uses. This was one of the reasons for the declining share of the agriculture sub-sector. Thus

we see that the areas under Siliguri Municipal Corporation have been witnessing a very fast

growth of non-agricultural economic activities. Siliguri MC Area is the hub of such economic

activities in not only SJPA but also the entire North Bengal comprising the districts Malda,

Uttar Dinajpur, Cooch Behar, Jalpaiguri and Darjeeling. The economic importance of Siliguri

derives from the vast hinterland extending over not only North Bengal but also the North

Eastern States and neighbouring countries of Bhutan, Nepal and Bangladesh. The growth

of economic activities within SJPA is leading to not only increasing population and urbanization

in SJPA but also due to the structural changes.

MARKETS:

Siliguri has been growing as a distribution centre in North Bengal, Northeast India, Sikkim,

Bhutan and other adjoining areas and this has led to a rapid increase in the wholesale trade

markets in Siliguri. The largest wholesale market is the Siliguri Regulated Market. The

distinctive features of the market are that whereas it hardly regulates prices, it handles large

volumes of Merchandise composed of varied items. The items in the market come from

areas both in and around Siliguri and from different corners of the country. A good quantity

of agricultural produce comes to the market from Kharibari and Naxalbari areas. The items

traded in the market largely flow to areas outside Siliguri and little is consumed locally.

Apples and pears come from as far as Delhi and Himachal Pradesh and go to the different

districts of North Bengal and the North Eastern States; mangoes come from Malda in West

Bengal and Muzaffarpur in Bihar and move to local markets and Assam. A large volume of

bananas come from Bihar and cater to local markets Siliguri. Sweet lemons are brought

from Tamil Nadu and dispatched to both local markets and Assam. Pomegranate flows in

from Nasik in Maharashtra and is sent to local markets as well as to the state of Assam and

Sikkim. Among important vegetables traded are cauliflower, cabbage, carrot, tomato, potato,

onion, egg, bitter gourd etc. that flow to the market from SJPA and surrounding areas.

Despite the fact that the existence of large wholesale markets characterizes the economy

of SJPA as a mercantile one, infrastructure in the markets is poor17.

On a survey of the Regulated market it was found that there were hardly any public utility

services such as water, public convenience, telephone etc. and also there was an inadequate

warehouse and cold storage facility. Interestingly, it was found that not all goods traded in
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the wholesale markets are produced in Siliguri and adjoining regions but are transported

from faraway places. This is why transport activities are quite booming in Siliguri. As per

the report of Siliguri Municipal corporation commercial establishments in the SMC area

number 45,230; of these, 33% are registered and 67% unregistered and informal in nature.

About 8% of commercial establishments are wholesale shops.

Among the retail markets  Bidhan Market, the chief marketing centre of Siliguri, is situated

in the heart of the  city, in the shape of a triangle whose vertices are HashmiChowk (or

Hospital More),  Sevoke More and PaniTanki More. There are three different kinds of

markets within this triangle – the daily market, the New Market and the HongKong Market.

Situated close to the Bidhan Market, but south of the railway line is the Mahabirsthan

Market and the Khalpara wholesale market. The other major markets are the DIF  Market,

the shopping on Hill Cart Road, the Gate Bazaar Market on Old Matigara  Road, the

Champasari Daily Market, the regulated market for wholesale of  perishable goods, the

Ghugumali Daily Market, Phuleswari Daily Market, Station  Feeder Market, Jajodia Market

and the ShaheedBhagat Singh Market Complex18.

Most of the economic activities in Siliguri are found in the two streets of Sevoke Road and

Hill Cart Road. Many traditional stores and hotels dot the street while Sevoke Road flaunts

sophisticated stores and most of the city’s banks. The most preferred item in Siliguri is

Darjeeling tea; the city is also well-known for its woollen garments, Tibetan paintings and

wooden handicrafts that are sold in plenty on Hill Cart Road and Sevoke Road. There is

also another famous market for electronic goods, which goes by the name of Hong Kong

Market. The Hong Kong Market is popular with locals as well as tourists who visit the city

for cheap imported goods, usually from the Chinese market as well as from places like

Nepal and Thailand. Most of the gadgets available are quite cheap and thus allure tourists.

Presently there are 550 shops in Hong Kong Market; these sell foreign goods like electronic

items, cosmetics and clothes and employ as many as 1,500 persons.

The Seth Dress material is famous for Stationary Dress materials for women, artwork,

handcrafted products and bags, eateries, food courts and there are approximately 400 shops

as per the data collected from the secretary of the Union of Seth Srilal market.

Apart from these many shopping malls the rising rapidly on the roads of Siliguri signalling

growth of modern infrastructure facilities in the city. The national and international branded

goods’ shops in these malls facilitate trading and commerce. Some of the malls are: Cosmos

Mall, Sevoke Road, a large and up-scale mall, City Mall, Orbit Mall, includes an INOX

movie theatre, Vegas Mall also with multiplexes, City Style mall, Sun Flower mall all situated

on Sevoke road. We also have City Center, Uttarayan, and Vishal Mega Mart on the Burdwan

road. Renowned automobile companies are gathering at Siliguri with their numerous

Showrooms. Maruti Suzuki, Honda Siel, Toyota Kirloskar, Ford, Tata, JCB, Mahindra &

Mahindra, Hyundai, General Motors are examples of this. Two-wheeler showrooms also
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take their position at the Economy of Siliguri. Hero Honda, Kinetic, Honda scooters, Yamaha,

Tvs Suzuki, Bajaj, LML all these top-ranked companies are now present at Siliguri.

With the growing economic transactions at Siliguri some major banks namely Standard

Chartered, HDFC, ICICI, Allahabad, State Bank of India, UTI, UCO, Vijaya, IDBI and

UBKG bank are opened with their branches. Maharashtra, Bank of Baroda, Canara Bank,

Karnataka Bank, Andhra Bank, Sonali Bank are some other quotable names of banks of

Siliguri. In the era of Globalisation Siliguri has turned into the desired destination for most of

the investors of India.
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Intangible Cultural Heritage of the Nashya Sheikh Community of
North Bengal: A Study on Some Agricultural Beliefs and

Practices

Md Nabiul Islam1

Abstract:

Cultural heritage is the legacy of physical artifacts and intangible attributes of a

group or society that are inherited from past generations, maintained in the present

and bestowed for the benefit of future generations. Cultural heritage is of two types:

Tangible and Intangible. ‘Tangible Cultural Heritage’ refers to physical artifacts

produced, maintained and transmitted intergenerational in a society. ‘Intangible

Cultural Heritage’ indicates ‘the practices, representations, expressions, knowledge,

skills – as well as the instruments, objects, artifacts and cultural spaces associated

therewith that communities, groups and, in some cases, individuals recognize as part

of their or a place’s Cultural Heritage’ Traditionally, the Nashya Sheikh Muslim

community of North Bengal is believed in various Belief and Customs.. In this paper,

an attempt will be made to we find out historical significance of some agricultural

belief and practices of Nashya Sheikh community of North Bengal, prospect and

problems facing this heritage and steps to be taken to preserve it.

Keywords: Nashya Sheikh, Rajbangsi Muslims,Gochorpana, Hariguri ,Garuchumani,

Baribandha.

The Nashya Sheikh or NashyaSekh is a Muslim community, inhabitants of the northern

parts of West Bengal. They are culturally and linguistically similar to both Rangpuri people

of northern Bangladesh and Goalpariya people of Assam. Though small in number, a section

of people of Purnia in the neighbouring state of Bihar are belongs to that community and

locally they are known as the Bengali Sheikh.With reference of some regional names, more

commonly they are known as the Rajbangsi Muslims.2 The Nashya are considered to be

an important indigenous group found in northern West Bengal, particularly in North

Bengal. They concentrated in the districts of Cooch Behar, Jalpaiguri, Darjeeling, North

Dinajpur, South Dinajpur and Malda district of Chachol and Gajol.3 They are homogeneous

with the Koch Rajbangsi people andalso, they are bi-lingual – one is Bengali language

and another is Rajbangsi language orKamatapuri language. Outside home or in occupational

sphere they used both Bengali and Rajbonshi language but in-home setting they prefer

Rajbonshi language for communication.4Rajbangsi’s were originally the practitioners

ofanimism, but later on they converted themselves to Hinduism. Although they converted to

Hinduism but they were loose followers of Hinduism, butgradually a small section of this

people (mainly Koch, Rajbonshi, Mech, Polia) converted to Islam.5 The local Hindus started

1The author is working as aResearch Scholar inDepartment of History, University of North Bengal,

Darjeeling .
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calling them ‘nostoseikh’ that means, impure Sheikh or spoiled Sheikh. This conversion of

small section influenced many, which resulted major sections conversion into Islam from

Hinduism and collaborated with mainstream Muslims. This association impacted their name

‘nostoseikh’ which slowly got Islamicised and turn them into ‘Nashyaseikh’.6The Nashya’s

trace their origin into the indigenous communities of Koch Rajbangsi of northern part of

West Bengal.Their conversion to Islam is said to have taken over from few centuries, and

the Nashya still retain many cultural traits of their pre-Islamic past.7 Most of the traditional

people of the community are non-practitioner of Muslim beliefs and practicesbut the newer

generations are becoming more Islamic and the number is increasing day by day due to the

impact of globalization.8

The NashyaSheikhs as a community was once strictly endogamous but their marriage with

mainstream Bengali Muslims brought them closer to the Bengali culture. Their physical

appearance seems to be more similar to Bengalis rather than Rajbangsi people. They are

divided into lineages such as Bepari,Pramanik, Sarkar, Rahaman, Ali, Miah, Islam and Sekh

etc. Each of these lineage groups did intermarry among them. The community is mainly

followingHanafi school of Sunni Islam.9 The community have set up their own political and

cultural organization, the Uttar BangoAngrassar Muslim SangramSamiti, which acts as

pressure group for this community.The Government of West Bengal so far identified Nashya

Sheikh Muslim as OBCs on the basis of their occupation and socio-economic

condition.10Currently the people of Nashik Sheikh Community in North Bengal, they are

politically united through the Nashya Sheikh Development Forum (UttarbangaNashya Sheikh

Unnayan Mancha).11

Cultural heritage is the legacy of physical artifacts and intangible attributes of a group or

society that are inherited from past generations, maintained in the present and bestowed for

the benefit of future generations. Cultural heritage is of two types: Tangible and Intangible.

‘Tangible Cultural Heritage’ refers to physical artifacts produced, maintained and transmitted

intergenerationally in a society. ‘Intangible Cultural Heritage’ indicates ‘the practices,

representations, expressions, knowledge, skills – as well as the instruments, objects,

artifactsand cultural spaces associated therewith that communities, groups and, in some

cases, individuals recognize as part of their or a place’s Cultural Heritage’.12 Traditionally,

the Nashya Sheikh Muslim community of North Bengal is believed in various belief and

practices. They are following these beliefs and practices from generation to generation.13In

this paper, an attempt has been made to find out the prospects and problems facing this

heritage and steps to be taken to preserve it, along with the historical significance of some

agricultural beliefs and practices of Nashya Sheikh Community of North Bengal.

There are eight districts in North Bengal that is Malda, North Dinajpur, South Dinajpur,

Darjeeling,Kalimpong,Jalpaiguri, Alipurduar and Cooch Behar. Its geographical location is

Gangas in south to Himalaya in north and Bihar in West to Assam in east. The residential

Muslim population is one of the most important indigenous people of this region.14 They are
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25 percent of the total population in North Bengal. In this context the Muslims are the most

important minority religious group in this region. They have been living in this region, even

before their conversion to Islam.15 In large area of North Bengal, a large portion of indigenous

Hindu population converted in Muslim in 13th to 18th century. So naturally they are very

close to with indigenous Hindu population.16 Without the difference of religious faith there

are various similarities in occupations, culture and tradition between the Muslims and Hindu

population of North Bengal.17

The Muslim society of Bengal, as with varying degrees of importance in other parts

of India, was composed of both immigrants and indigenous converts. The question of local

conversion presents a historical complexity that has given scope for some intellectual

wrangling. The controversy centres round whether or not the bulk of the Muslim people in

Bengal are autochthons, and if so, what social and economic strata they were mostly derived

from. When the British administrators first came in contact with the people of Bengal, they

arrived at the conclusion that the Muslims constituted an insignificant number in the population.

Their estimates, formed on very insufficient grounds, were generally assumed to be

approximately correct.18Adam in his Education Report notes about the district of Rajshahi:

Before visiting Rajshahi, we had been led to suppose that it was peculiarly Hindu district.19

Hamilton on official authority [the estimates of 1801] states the proportion to be that of two

Hindus to one Musalman; and in a work published by the Calcutta School Book Society for

the use of schools (1827), the proportion is said to be that of ten Hindus to six Musalmans.

Adam’s own investigations led him to reverse this to seven to three, or the proportion of

1,000 Musalmans to 450 Hindus. The first census of Bengal found it 1,000 Muslims to 288

Hindus.20 In 1830 the first census of the city of Dacca was taken by H. Watters, who

estimated the native population at 66,667, of whom 35,238 were Muslims and 31,429 Hindus.21

In 1839 Taylor observed that the population of the district of Dacca consisted of Hindus and

Muslims in nearly equal proportions.  Even as late as 1860, the Revenue Survey arrived at

the conclusion that the population of the Dacca district consisted of 455,182 Hindus and

449,223 Muslims. These estimates indicate the. General conviction of earlier administrators

until the first census of the whole of Bengal in 1872 revealed that, in Lower Bengal alone,

there were 17,608,730 Muslims, of whom 7,948,152 or 45 per cent resided in the nine

eastern districts, while the total number of Hindus in the same province was 18,100,438.

Throughout the central and eastern districts, with the exception of 24-Parganas, the Muslims

constituted at least one-half of the population. Within these districts is a central tract running

from Rangpur and Mymensingh on the north to the Bay of Bengal, in every part of which

the Muslims were in a decided majority. The discovery was too revealing to pass without an

attempt to comprehend the phenomenon. The British administrators and observers strongly

believed that this Muslim preponderance in the Bengal population resulted largely from the

fact of local conversion.22Early observers like Hodgson and Buchanan-Hamilton had already

paved the way for Beverley, Wise, Risley and who argued strongly in favour of the theory

of local conversion. But it is not so much the local conversion as such, as their opinionated
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view about the conversion from the lower rungs of the Hindu social ladder that drew stiff

opposition from some quarters and led to sharp diatribes from either side.23

Khan BahadurDewanFazleRubbie of Murshidabad wrote a book - Aqiqat-iMusalman-i

Bangla, which was translated into English as The Origin of the Musulmans of Bengal (1895)

to focus attention on the Muslim immigrants in Bengal at different periods of history.

FazleRubbie’s stand was strongly upheld as late as our own decade by Rahim, who along

with FazleRubbie smells at the back of this ‘low class theory’ a ‘definite intention of lowering

the prestige of the Muslims of Bengal.  The rejoinder from the other side is no less sharp:

The dislike which educated Muhammadans have for the theory that most of the local converts

in eastern and northern Bengal are of Chandal and Koch origin seems to be due to the

influence of Hindu ideas regarding social status, according to which these tribes occupy a

much-degraded position. The root of the controversy lies in the fact that the history of the

spread and dissemination of Islam in Bengal, as elsewhere in India, is largely shrouded in

obscurity. Historical allusions are sporadic and inadequate for framing an incontrovertible

picture. Understandably enough, inference and imagination have taken the place of factual

analysis. Fact of local conversion seems fairly despite this, the well established; there are

quite a few references in historical works to local conversion. The earliest is about the

conversion of a Mech chief, ‘Ali, at the hands of Muhammad bin BakhtyarKhaljl during his

march through northBengal against Tibet. We are also told about the conversion of a Yogi of

Kamrup named Bhojar Brahman; who arrived at Lakhnauti in the reign of ‘Ali MardinKhalji

(1210-3 A.D.) in search of a Muslim scholar for the purpose of holding a polemical discussion.

He was thoroughly impressed by Qairukn-ud-DinSamarqandi and accepted Islam. From

the same source wecome to know about the conversion of another religious personality of

Kamrup, Ambabha-natha. The conversion of Sultan Jalal ud-Din Muammad, son of Raja

Ganesahas already been discussed in some detail. Kalapahi, alias Raju, the famous military

commander in the Karrani regime is known the name, which sounds rather strange, can

very well be an Arabic or Persian corruption of Vajra Brahman, a name quite appropriate

for a Hindu Yogi or a Buddhist Tantrist: Rahim takes him to be a ‘Vedantist Brahmin’ for

reasons not clear to his readers to be a Brahmana converts.  KalidasaGajadani,Rajput

immigrant in Bengal during the reign of Islam Shah - 2- Sur (1545-53 A.D.), who had been

converted to Islam, left a long line of illustrious successors including his son, Isa Khan and

grandson Musi Khan, Masnad-i ‘Ala’, two of the leading Birabhuiftas of Bengal, who identified

themselves strongly with the local interests and culture. During the governorship of Islam

Khan (1608-13 A.D.) Raghu-raya, the Hindu chief of Shahzadpur in the Pabna district

embraced Islam. A number of medieval family histories record Brahmana and Kayastha

antecedents of some converted Muslim families. The Pirali, the Sarkhanl and the Srimanta-

khaniBrahmanas were thrown out of the pale of orthodoxy for having family antecedents

who had been converted to Islam.  KamaluddinCaudhuri and JamaluddinChaudhuri, the

zamindars of Singhatia, were known to be Brahmana converts to Islam. The Raj is of

Kharagpur were originally Khetauris, and became Muslims.  The Dewan family of
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ParganaSarail in Tripura was of known Hindu origin. The family of As’ad Musa Khan had

a great Sanskrit scholar, Mathuresa, as his court-poet.  ‘Ali Khan of Baranthan in Chittagong

is by origin a branch of the Srijukta family of Naupara. Their ancestor SyamaRayachaudhuri

was converted to Islam. The ancestors of Asdullah, the zamindarof Birbhum in the time of

MurshidQuli Khan, were known to be Hindus, The genealogical table of the Miyanfamily of

Srirampur, in the subdivision of Patua-Khali, Bakla, shows their Brahmana ancestry. Ivananda-

majumdarwas converted to Islam and came to be known as Siban Khan. The same is

known about the Rajas of Rupsi in the thana of Jhalkathi and the Khan family of Sirjug in

Bakla.  The Muslim Chaudhury family of Shahbazpur in Sylhet traces its origin to the Hindu

Jangdar family of Panchakhanda. Svaruparama, son of Syama-rayaJangdar of this Hindu

family was converted to Islam and became known as Shahbaz Khan.  The Muslim Caudhuri

family of Daulatpur in Sylhet is also known to be a noted founder branch of the family of

Anandapur, of Ananda-riya, the Medieval Bengali literature also alludes to the fact of local

conversion. Seka-subhodaya, one of the earliest literary works of medieval Bengal, doubtfully

ascribed to Halayuctha, who was one of the court-poets of king Lakmaasena, shows the

possibility of conversion at the Contemporary foreign travellers did not fail to observe the

phenomenon of local conversion.24

Traditionally, the Nashya Sheikh Muslim community of North Bengal are believed in various

Belief and Customs. They are following these beliefs from generation to generations, like

Gosalpana (when new seeds of Paddy are showing), Nayabhat (when new paddy taking

at home), Pusna (cake made of rice meal), goruchumani ( Swimming of Cow’s)

ChaitraSankranti ( last day of Chaitra month), BachharPahela ( first day of every new

Bengali year), SonaKapar (during marriage gifts of Golds and saris), HaludMakha (

using turmeric on face and body at the day of Marriage), Git Gaoa (Singing of Marriage

songs), ChailanBati (giving blessings with lamp), PasaKhela (Playing Pasa), SwadKhaoano

(giving foods of woman’s choice during pregnancy), NaboJatakerChul Katano (cutting of

hair of a new born baby), MukheBhat (ceremony of putting rice into a child’s mouth for the

first time), Asouchapalan (after the death of any family person ), Kriya Karma (Final

ceremony for the peace of the death soul after 40 days of death), Dostipata ( making new

friends), BapdaiDeoa( establish father as a relation), Mannat Kara (wish to God or Allah

during bad times) etc.25 Though these kinds of local culture are not approved by Islamic law,

but those are deep rooted into the mind of the Nashya Sheikh people. Though these kinds

of customs and beliefs are not now practice by Nashya Sheikh People, but those are

prevalent in the society in limited numbers.26

WHEN NEW SEEDS OF PADDY ARE SHOWING (GOCHORPANA):

Paddy plantation is one of the most celebrated rituals of all indigenous Rajbansi and Nashya

sheikh communities. It is celebrated in every year in the month of June and July. This is

celebrated on the first day of planting of paddy.27 This paddy planting method is done through

special materials, likes - one black shrimp, banana tree, teoya tree, jute tree, which are
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planted on the rituals field. It was arranged with five to seven banana pieces of casserole

and five pieces of kajal and sindoor were given to each. With it, a straw-shaped fire was

set on fire. Then the Borashala rice seedlings are planted. Five to seven saplings were

planted. Gold and silver were given in a glass of water from five to seven trees. This

practice is called as Gochorpana.28 Then they would go straight to the house with all the

extra belongings. Looking back, it was forbidden. Then all the materials were kept in the

north house of the house. They came home and drank milk first. On that day, there will be

one kind of pulses (Maskalai) and black turtles as vegetables on the menu. At meal time it

is necessary to take rice pulse vegetables. Nothing can be taken later.  Nashya sheikh

people have been practicing this ritual from the predecessor. The purpose of this ritual is to

improve the yield of paddy cultivation.29

The basic premise and origin of folklore is the observance of worldly things. Since this area

is the main area of agriculture, most folklore is the product of agricultural products. The

original form of folklore is the prayer of the abundance of objects or animals that are

involved with agriculture. This is the folklore that the goddess is remembered for or those

for whom it is observed, all of them are non-Aryan gods.30

The main purpose of this ritual is to worship of goddess Lakshmi to produce more rice. At

that time there was no way for humans to do so if there were insects and various diseases

in paddy. Therefore, people desire the fasts of the Goddess. So, they used to do this. This

ritual is observed when the paddy crop is ripe to emerge from the paddy tree during the

Ashwanior Kartik, (in the Bengali month) planting of paddy in the month of Ashar. A

farmer and his family observed this ritual. This is celebrated in the Kartiksankranti. On this

day, a small Chalais given to the rice paddy and this is usually made of jute. Many people

make this Chalawith straw. Women in the house wipe the door of the house. Apart from

that, lemon leaves and puffed rice are sprinkled on each paddy field. It burns the soil lamp

with every field. Duck is sacrificed to the paddy field for worship. This duck meat is brought

home and cooked and eaten all but the head of the duck is given to the goddess for worship.

This duck’s head is cooked in a new clay bone and is worshiped.31  Roaming around the

paddy field and calling goddess Lakshmi by lighting the lamp at night or lighting a fire in a

bundle of jute. This time of paddy is called catching up paddy. The practice of performing

this behaviour when catching up paddy on the paddy tree. This call is called thus—-

“khatolangoldighalish.

Hamardhanerboroboro shish

Saroisaroi

Hanserdimakchurfuti

Ai maalakhihamarveeti.”32

(i.e., “Short plough consisting with longer ploughstilt.

Sprout of our paddy is long long?
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Pipkinpipkin

Egg of Duck and Edible Root.

Comes Laxmi towards us.”)

Thus, the treatment is carried out in the pond through the openings of banana trees from the

paddy field. The house is celebrated on the eve of the entire observance. The ritual of

Baribandhais called Hawkdak.The last Ashwin is   called Hawkand 1stKartik is the Called

Dak.On the day of the hawk, the farmer went to the field and tied up all his land. So, that

the groundwater does not run out. It is done by men and in the house; women tie the straw

or banana tree to tree.

Cow bathing folk practices were prevalent among people of all communities. All

the cows are bathed on that day. Then oil and semen are fed on the cow horn by rubbing oil

all over the body.33 Women in the house worship the cows and enter the cows at night.

Cowshed is given special status by burning incense at night. It is customary to feed pumpkins

to cows these days. This BAKHAR JAUNI is a medicine of various diseases of cow. If it

feeds, the cow will remain healthy throughout the year. This is one of the main purposes of

cattle-eating behavior. This folklore is celebrated on the day before of worship of goddess

KALIand the night of worship of goddess KALI. All the devotees are bathed and became

pure and worshiped the god with a ATHIYA (special banana) banana. At night the rose is fed

and bowed out again in the morning. This folklore is called worship of cow. In this folklore

cowshed are well coated with raw cow dung. Then two statues of Garhiyaand Gorhiani

were erected. These two statues are presented in front of bananas, duck eggs, smear with

minium. Besides these, milk, puffed rice and ATHIYA bananas are worshiped with PRASAD.

This is cow folklore. This folklore is for cultivating of agricultural land. t is the belief that the

fruit will be more in the paddy tree. This folklore is called a house-bound because on this

day, the branches of the thorny bushes and the leaves of poisonous trees are tied in the

house. As a result, mosquitoes will not enter the house. Such faith works. Cows want to

cultivate land. These are two important resources. Cows and land had a special role to play

in the survival of people.This is where people used to practice folklore along with land.34

At present, the various practices and beliefs of the Nashya Sheikh community of

North Bengal are facing destruction due to various reasons for the so-called modernity. On

the other hand, for religious reasons, in the community of Nashya Sheikh, the influence of

the Islamic culture is gradually being lost. Gocharpana practices are currently on the verge

of destruction because of the change in paddy cultivation as a result of modern competitive

crop production. People no longer practice it, because now people do not cultivate paddy

only once in a year. Now it has lost its importance due to the production of crops, three to

four times in a year. On the other hand, the Nashya sheikh community has lost its importance

as there is not being mentioned of the observance of the law in Islamic Shariah law. The
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practice of Hariguri or Serosero is also lost its importance today, as a result of using of

different modern chemical fertilizers and medicine. It has increased the production of crops

as well as, the use of various kinds of medicine to protect the crops from insect, spiders and

several diseases. As a result, the attitude of people has changed. The practice of

Guruchumaniis also not observed in this way because the use of modern tools, techniques

and equipments in the cultivation has greatly reduced the use of cow of the cultivation in the

society. On the other hand, as the Islamic fundamentalist spirit has grown into the intoxicated

in Nashya Sheikh Community and people have abandoned non-Islamic practices and beliefs

in the wake of the infiltration of Islamic customs. Thus, the culture and belief of the Nashya

Sheikh community is also in crisis today due to the influence of modernity and the Islamic

law.35

Based on the above discussion, we can see that although there are non-Islamic

practices and beliefs prevailing in the Nashya Sheikh community, it is almost destroyed

today. Today, a very small section of families of villages in different districts of North

Bengal are still practicing Gocharapana, Hariguri ,Garuchumani and keeping faith.

Because they thought that these practices and beliefs were being practiced by their ancestors.

Therefore, they do not believe that these practices and beliefs are in religious law.
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Feminism, Post-Colonial Discourse and Indian Liminality

Dr. Prajnaparamita Sarkar1

Abstract:

The ‘Women Question” was a central issue in the most controversial debates over

social reform in early and mid-nineteenth century Bengal-the period of so-called

renaissance. What has perplexed historians is the rather sudden disappearance of

such issues from the agenda of public debate towards the close of the century. From

then onward, questions regarding the position of women in society did not arouse the

same degree of public passion and acrimony as they had only a few decades before.

An attempt has been made through this article to interpret this change.

Key Words: women question, feminine/masculin dichotomy, ghar/bahir, bhadramahila

The ‘Women Question” was a central issue  in the most controversial debates over social

reform in early and mid-nineteenth century Bengal-the period of so-called renaissance.

Rammohan Roy’s historical fame is largely built around his campaign against the practice of

the Immolation of Widows Vidyasagar’saround his efforts to legalize Widow Remarriage

and abolish Kulin Polygamy, and the BrahmoSamaj was split twice in the 1870s over the

question of marriage laws and the Age of Consent. What has perplexed historians is the

rather sudden disappearance of such issues from the agenda of public debate towards the

close of the century. From then onward, questions regarding the position of women in

society did not arouse the same degree of public passion and acrimony as they had only a

few decades before. The overwhelming issues became directly political ones-concerning

the politics of nationalism.

How are we to interpret this change?GhulamMurshid2 one of the researchers, states the

problem in its most obvious,straight forward form. If one takes seriously, that is to say, in

their liberal,rationalist, and egalitarian  content, the mid- nineteenth century attemptsin Bengal

to “modernize” the condition of women,then what follows in the period of nationalism must

be regarded as a clear retrogression3.‘Modernization’ began in the first half of the19th

century because of the”penetration’’ of western ideas4. After some limited success, there

was a perceptible decline in the reform movements as popular attitudes towards them

hardened5. The new politics of nationalism glorified India’s past and tended to defend

everything traditional6. All attempts of change customs and life styles began to be seen as

the aping of western manners and thereby regarded with suspicion. Consequently, nationalism

fostered a distinctly conservative attitude towardssocial beliefs and practices. The movement

towards modernization was stalled by nationalist politics.

This critique of social implications of nationalism follows from rather simple and historicist

assumptions. Murshidnot only accepts that the early attempts at social reform were impelled
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by the new nationalist and progressive ideas imported from Europe,he also presumes that

the necessary historical culmination of such reforms in India ought to have been,as in the

West, the full articulation of liberal values in social institutions practices7. From these

assumptions, a critique of nationalist ideology and practices is inevitable. It would be the

same sort of critique as that of the colonialist historian who arguethat Indian nationalism

was nothing but a scramble for sharing political power with the colonial rulers, it’smass

following only the successful activation of traditional patron-client relationships, it’s internal

debates the squabbles of parochial factions, and its ideology a grab for xenophobiaand

exclusiveness8.

Clearly, the problem of the diminished importance of the women’s question in the period of

nationalism deserves a different answer from one given by GhulamMurshid. SumitSarkar

has argued that the limitations of nationalist ideology is pushing forward a campaign for

liberal and egalitarian social change cannot be seen as a retrogression from an earlier

radical reformist phase9.Those limitations were in fact present in the earlier phase, as well.

The Renaissance reformers, he shows, were highly selective in their acceptance of liberal

ideas from Europe10. Fundamental elements of social conservatism, such as the maintenance

of caste distinctions and patriarchal forms of authority in the family, acceptance of the

sanctity of the sastras, and preference for symbolic rather than substantive changes in

social practices, were conspicuous in the reform movements of the early and mid-nineteenth

century. All these selective types appear to have been induced by theassumption that culture

and nationalism are integral11. (Guha1998,242)

II

Following from this, one could ask, how did the reformers select what they wanted? What

in other words, was the ideological sieve through which they put the newly imported ideas

from Europe? If we can reconstruct this frame work of the nationalist ideology, we will be

in a far better position to locate where exactly the women’s question fitted in with the claims

of nationalism.

In a recent critique(Guha1998,242)ParthaChatterjee argues that nationalism did in fact

provide an answer to the new social and cultural problems concerning the position of women

in modern society and that this answer was posited not on an identity but on a difference

with the perceived forms  of cultural modernity in the West. He also argues that the relative

unimportance of the women’s question in the last decades of 19th century is to be explained

not by the fact that it had been censored out of the reform agenda or over taken by the more

pressing   and emotive issues of political struggle. The reason lies in nationalism’s success in

situating the “women question” in an “inner”domain of sovereignty, far removed from the

arena of political contest with the colonial state.( Guha1998,242)  This “inner” domain of

national culture was constituted in the light of the discovery of “tradition”.For the sake of

convenience Chatterjeehas classified his construction in the following manner.
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a)  Apart from the characterization of the political condition of India preceding the

British conquest as a state of anarchy, lawlessness and arbitrary despotism, a central

element in the ideological  justification of British colonial rule was the criticism of

the “degenerate and barbaric” social customs of the Indian people, sanctioned, or

so it was believed, by the religious tradition.( Guha1998,242). In identifying the

tradition as “degenerate and barbaric, colonialist critics invariably repeated a long

list of atrocities perpetrated on Indian women,not so much by men or certain classes

of men,but by an entire body of scriptural canons and ritual practices that, they said

by rationalizing such atrocities within a completeframework of religious doctrine,

made them appear to be perpetrators and sufferers alikeas the necessary marks of

right conduct. By assuming a position of sympathy with the un-free and oppressed

womanhood of India, the colonial mind was able to transform this figure of the

Indian women into a sign of the inherently oppressive and un-free  nature of the

entire cultural  tradition of a country. Indeed, the practical implication of the criticism

of Indian tradition was necessarily a project of civilizing the Indian People : the

entire edifice of colonialist discourse was fundamentally constituted around the

project.( Guha1998,242)

Of course,within the discourse thus constituted, there was much debate and

controversy about the specific ways in which to carry out this project. The options

ranged from proselytization by Christian missionaries to legislative and administrative

action by the colonial state to a gradual spread of enlightened western knowledge

underlying each option was the liberal colonial idea that in the end Indians themselves

must come to believe in the unworthiness of their traditional customs and embrace

the new form of civilized and rational social order. What one must note here is that

the so-called women’s question in the agenda of Indian social reform in the early

19th century was not about the specific condition of women within a specific set of

social relations as it was about the political encounter between a colonial state and

the supposed “tradition” of a conquered people. It was colonialist discourse that, by

assuming the hegemony of Brahmanical religious texts and the complete submission

of all Hindus to the dictates of texts,defined the tradition that was to be criticized

and reformed.

b)   ParthaChatterjee has described the way nationalism separated the domain of culture

into two spheres-the material and the spiritual.( Guha1998,243)It was in the material

sphere that the claims of western civilization were the most powerful.Science,

technology, rational forms of economic organization,modern methods of statecraft-

these had given the European countries the strength to subjugate the non- European

people to impose their dominance over the whole world. To overcome this domination

the colonized people had to learn those superior techniques of organizing material

life and incorporate them within their cultures. This was one aspect of nationalist
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project of rationalizing and reforming the traditional culture of their people. But this

could not mean the imitation of the west in every aspect of life, for then the very

distinctions between the west and the east would vanish, the self-identity of national

culture would itself be threatened. In fact, as Indian Nationalists in late nineteenth

century argued, not only was it undesirable to imitate the West in anything other

than the material aspects of life, it was even unnecessary to do so, because in the

spiritual domain the East was superior to the West.What was necessary was to

cultivate the material techniques of modern western civilization while retaining and

strengthening the distinctive spiritual essence of the national culture.

The discourse of nationalism shows that the material/spiritual distinction was

condensed into an analogous, but ideologically for more powerful dichotomy: that

between  the outer and the inner.( Guha1998,244) The material domain, argued

nationalists writers, lies outside us- a mere external, which influences us,conditions

us, and to which we are forced to adjust.But ultimately it is unimportant. It is the

spiritual, which lies within,that is our true self, it is that which is genuinely essential.

This was the key that nationalism supplied for resolving the ticklish problems posed

by issues of social reform in the 19th century.

Applying the inner/outer distinction to the matter of concrete day-to-day living

separates the social space into ghar and bahir, the home and the world.The world

is the external, the domain of the material, the home represents one’s inner spiritual

self, one’s true identity. The world is a treacherous terrain of the pursuit of material

interests,wherepractical considerations reign supreme. It is also typically the domain

of the male. The home in its essence must remain unaffected by the profane activities

of the material world-and woman is its representation. And so one gets an

identification of social roles by gender to correspond with the separation of the

social space into ghar and bahir.

Chatterjee seems to have been tempted to find continuities in these social attitudes

in the phase of social reform in the 19th century. So he has labeled this, as indeed

the liberal historiography of India has done, as conservatism inner defense of

traditional norms( Guha1998,246). But this would be a mistake. The material/

spiritual dichotomy to which world and home corresponded, had acquired, as we

have noted before, a very special significance in the nationalist mind. The world

was where the European power had challenged the non- European peoples and, by

virtueof its superior material culture, had subjugated them. But the nationalists asserted

that it had failed to colonize the inner, essential identity of the East, which lay in its

distinctive, and superior, spiritual culture. That is where the East was un-dominated,

sovereign, master of its own fate.

Once this new meaning of the home/world dichotomy is matched with the

identification of social roles by gender, we get the ideological framework within
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which nationalism answered the women’s question. It would be a graveerror to see

in this, as liberals are apt to hold their despair at the many marks of social conservatism

in nationalist practice, a total rejection of the West. Quite the contrary: the nationalist

paradigm in fact supplied an ideological principle of selection. It was not a dismissal

of modernity, the attempt was rather to make modernity consistent with the nationalist

project.

c)It is striking how much of the literature on women in the 19th century concerns

the threatened westernization of Bengali women. From Iswar Chandra Gupta of

the early 19th century to the celebrated pioneers of modern Bengali theater-Michael

MadhusudanDutta, DinabandhuMitra everyone picked up the theme. To ridicule

the idea of a Bengali women trying to imitate the ways of a memsahib was a recipe

sure to evoke raucous laughter  and moral condemnation in both male and female

audiences.

The literature of parody and satire in the first half of the 19th century clearly

contained much that was prompted( Guha1998,247) by a straight forward defense

of existing practices and outright rejection the new. The nationalist paradigm had

still not emerged in clear outline. In hindsight, this appears as a period of great

social turmoil and ideological confusion among the literati- the period from

Rammohan to Vidyasagar. And then a new discourse drawing from various sources,

began to form in the second half of the century-the discourse of nationalism. The

point of new discussion wasto define the social and moral principles for locating

he position of women in the “modern’  newly world of the nation.

It is evident from the writings of the Bengali writers that the newly emergent middle

class of Bengal were threatened under the peculiar conditions of colonial rule.A

quite unprecedented external condition had been thrust upon them, they were being

forced to adjust to those conditions, for which a certain degree of imitation of alien

ways was unavoidable. New norms were needed which would be more appropriate

to the external conditions of the modern world and yet not a mere imitation of the

West. What were the principles by which these new norms could be constructed?

The nationalist answer is that the natural and social principle that provide the basis

for the feminine virtues. Protected to a certain extent from the purely material

pursuits of securing a livelihood in the external world, women express in their

appearance and behavior the spiritual qualities that are characteristic of civilized

and refined human society.

d) It was the central principle by which nationalism resolved the women’s question

in terms of its own historical project. In fact, from the middle of the 19th century

right up to present day, there have been many controversies about the precise

application of the home/world, spiritual/material,faminine/masculine dichotomies in

various matters concerning the everyday life of the “modern” women-her
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dress,food,manners,and education, her role in organizing life at home,her role outside

the home.

The new women bhadramahila defined in this way was subjected to a new patriarchy.

In fact,the social order connecting the home and the world in which nationalists

placed the new women(Bhadramahila) was not only contrasted with that of modern

western society, it was also explicitly distinguished from the patriarchy of indigenous

tradition.  The ‘new” woman was quite the reverse of the “common’ woman, who

was coarse, vulgar, loud, quarrelsome, devoid of superior moral sense, sexually

promiscuous, and subjected to brutal physical oppression by males. Attainment   by

her own efforts of a superior national culture was the mark of women’s newly

acquired freedom. This was the central ideological strength of the nationalist

resolution of the women’s question.(Guha1998,252) The paradox of

“bhadramahila”/ “memsahib” dichotomy however remained a point which the modern

education has compelled the nationalists to resolve satisfactorily.

It is this particular nationalist construction of reform as a project of both emancipation

and self-emancipation of women that also explains why the early generation of

educated women themselves so keenly propagated the nationalist idea of the “new

women”. Education then was meant to inculcate in women the virtues- the typically

bourgeois virtues characteristic of the new social forms of disciplining- of

orderliness,thrift, cleanliness, and a personal sense of responsibility,as well as the

practical skills of literacy, accounting, and hygiene and the ability to run the household

according to the new physical and economic conditions set by the outside world.

For this,she wouldalso need to have some idea of the world outside the home into

which she could venture as long as it did not threaten her femininity. Once the

essential femininity of women was fixed in terms of certain culturally visible spiritual

qualities, they could go to schools, travel in public conveyances,watch public

entertainment programmers,and in time even take up employment outside the home.

But the ‘spiritual’signs of her femininity were now clearly marked in her dress,her

eating habits, her social demeanor and her religiosity. Here, too, the necessary

differences were signified in terms of national identity, social emancipation and

cultural refinement-differences, that is to say, from the memsahib,from women of

earlier generations,and from women of the lower classes. The new patriarchy

advocated by nationalism conferred upon women the honor of new social

responsibility, and by associating the task of female emancipation with the historical

goal of sovereign nationhood,bound them to a new,and yet entirely legitimate

subordination. In fact, the image of women as goddess or mother served to erase

her sexuality in the world outside the home.
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The fixing by nationalist ideology of masculine/feminine qualities in terms of the

material/spiritual dichotomy does not make women who have entered professional

occupations/competitors to male job seekers,because in this construct there are no

specific cultural signs that distinguish women from men in the material world. In

fact,the distinctions that often become significant are those that operate between

women in the world outside the home.

e)ParthaChatterjee also points out another significant feature of the way in which

nationalism sought to resolve the women’s question in accordance with its historical

project. Nationalism, located its own subjectivity in the spiritual domain of culture,

where  it considered itself superior to the West and hence un-dominated and

sovereign. It could not permit an encroachment by the colonial power in that domain.

This determined the characteristically nationalist response to proposals for effecting

social reform through the legislation enactments of the colonial state. Unlike the

early reformers from Rammohan to Vidyasagar, nationalists of the 19th century

were in general opposed to such proposals for such a method of reform seemed to

deny the ability of  the nation to act for itself even in a domain where it  was

sovereign. In the specific case of reforming the live of women,consequently, the

nationalist position was firmly based on the promise that this was an area where the

nation was acting on its own, outside the purview of the guidance and intervention

of the colonial state. ( Mohanty1997,173-174).

III

The critique of Chatterjee has its theoretical limitations in his inability to distinguish the

“problematique” from the ‘thematique”. The entire feminist study or in other words the

historiography of feminist study assumes a meaningful character in the light of the post

colonial discourses on third world feminism. The primary concern today is to understand the

relationship between “women”-a cultural and ideological composite, other constructed through

diverse representational discourses(scientific, literary, judicial, linguistic, cinematic, etc) and

“women”-real, material subjects of their collective histories.

So, it tends to appear through modern researches undertaken by Benita Parry(Parry

2004,56), Cutrufelli(Cutrufelli 1983,43),Baverly Lindsay.(Lindsay 1983,298-304)etc.

that the centrality of feminist study has shifted from surface studies to intricate operation of

paradigmatic constructs. By analyzing the feminist writings we come to the conclusion that

the western women/men construct of the third world women is “ourselves undressed”. For

there are five specific ways in which women are common as a category of analysis used in

western feminist discourse on women in the third world. If it was true during the colonial

period, it appears to be as much trueeven today. The five ways are 1) women as victim of
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male violence, ii)women as universal dependents,iii) married women as victims of the colonial

process, iv) women as familial systems and v) women and religious ideologies.

Having had this “problematique” in the colonial and post-colonial construct of the third

world women its reduction to “thematique” of cultural specificities become significant. While

GhulamMursid has been naïve not to be able to understand the implication of any of

themChatterjee has harped on the second without the argument being framed by the first. it

is true that there is something uncommon amongst women suffering in different countries of

the third world but what is common is the paradox into which the third world intellectuals

landed themselves by believing to be empirically true the construction given by the colonial

intellectual establishment.

Therefore, the process of unraveling the truth out of the constructs has never been linear in

a colonial situation. From Rammohan to Vidyasagar it was a bemused response to the

western construct of the colonized women. They could not have seen the existence of two

women in India, one being the product of colonial city and endowed with the benefits of

colonial proprietary jurisprudence and the other, rural,struggling,driven to share man’s universe

and consequently authentic. The reforms suggested by the mesmerized product of colonialism

presumably had been circumscribed by the theoretical miopicity of the vision. Obviously, the

nationalist discourse could not accommodate this derivative discourse.What had been

unavoidable for them was to give another construction of their women as a binary opposite

to the colonial construct. It is true that in their urgency to give the construct they preferred

the “Bhadramahila” concept as an appropriate paradigmatic opposite to memsahib. What

is interesting to note that the qualities which they attributed to this Bhadramahila to be

what they did not substantially differ from those attributed to a memsahib. Here memsahib

was not the denizen of white racism but the imaginary Indian counterpart with imaginary

attributes likeusing new garments,western cosmetics,sexually free etc. which had only forced

moral implication.  Chatterjee interestingly did not notice this category confusionin the

nationalist discourse. However, the fact remains in the nationalist construct of Bhadramahila

while suggested overt reaction and in substantially claimed to be a product of an authentic

discourse it could have at least successfully retrieved women from thematique to be relocated

into the “nationalist problematique.”
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Spaces of Protection, Regimes of Exception: Anthropologists,

Administrators and the Framing of the Late Colonial Discourse

on Tribal Regions (1920-1950)

Dr. Saagar Tewari1

ABSTRACT

In the decades leading to Indian independence, a number of anthropological works

by figures like J.H. Hutton, J.P. Mills, Verrier Elwin, William Archer, Christopher von

Furer-Haimendorf and, Wilfrid Vernon Grigson etc. were published at regular intervals

from 1920s onwards. Taken together, there is a remarkable unity in the ideas of this

‘knot of men’2 whose writings played a crucial role in articulation of ideas and

strategies designed for the protection of tribal communities in future India. These

individuals were definitely not the founding fathers of this ‘tradition’ and their

arguments built upon a much earlier lineage of similar anthropologically minded

administrators. However, given that this period was also the twilight of the British

Indian empire, their contributions were extremely significant. Without analyzing them,

it is almost impossible to theorize the ‘bridge’ which connects the late colonial to the

post-colonial period as far as the discourse on the Indian tribal population is

concerned.

This paper attempts to retrace the intellectual trajectories of the late-colonial discourse

on the constitutional protection to be provided to the tribal population in British India.

My paper is divided into three sections. The first section discusses some key ideas in

British anthropology and the shaping influence they had on scholar-administrators

working with tribal communities in India. The second section analyzes the ideas of

John Henry Hutton and the manner in which he appropriated ‘Diffusionist’ ideas on

culture-contact to argue for territorial protection for tribals in Assam and British

India. The third section contrasts the ideas of Wilfrid Vernon Grigson with those of

Hutton, outlining the similarities and differences between the two.

Key Words: Tribal, segregation, anthropology, culture, ethnography, exclusion.

Section I

FROM MELANESIA TO THE NAGA HILLS: BRITISH ANTHROPOLOGY AND

IDEAS OF CULTURE-CONTACT

For a critical understanding of the late colonial debate on the appropriate administrative

arrangements for the tribal populations of India, let me begin by foregrounding the ideas of

1The author is working as an Associate Professor, O.P. Jindal Global University, Sonipat (Haryana)
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John Henry Hutton. My evidence suggests that Hutton became the linchpin of the British

policy of territorial segregation of areas predominantly inhabited by tribal communities leading

to the passage of the Order-in-Council declaring large parts of British India as either excluded

or partially excluded areas under the Government of India Act 1935.

John Henry Hutton was born in England in 1885 and took his B.A. degree from Worcester

College, Oxford University in 1908. In 1909, he entered the Indian Civil Service in the

Eastern Bengal and Assam cadre. In the initial years of his service, he was posted at

Dacca, Khasi and Jaintia Hills, Mymensingh and Bakarganj. In 1912, he was sent to the

Naga Hills and served there with distinction till 1929.3

Hutton arrived in Assam at a very interesting ‘anthropological moment’.4  Surrounded by

colleagues, seniors and missionaries who were part-administrators and part-scholars writing

detailed anthropological works, the young Hutton was smitten by the newly emerging discipline

of social anthropology and eventually took his M.A. in the subject from the University of

Oxford in 1919.

Hutton’s first anthropological endeavour was his account of the AngamiNagas which he

completed in the year 1915. Simultaneously, from 1915-1920, he was also preparing a

monograph on the SemaNagas.  Following the publication of both these books, Hutton’s star

witnessed a meteoric rise. Positions and accolades quickly followed: in 1922, Hutton was

made the Honorary Director of Ethnography for Assam, a position he continued to hold until

1929 when he was made the Census Commissioner; in 1923, his alma mater, Oxford

University conferred a D.Sc. making him Dr. Hutton.

However, historical personalities are products of their times and in order to fully appreciate

the positions Hutton later took in the Indian constitutional discourse on the tribal population

it is imperative to understand the intellectual milieu which shaped his ideas. In this paper, I

seek to reconstruct how a set of influential ideas in British anthropological discourse had a

shaping influence on the constitutional debate on the scheduling of predominantly tribal

areas in the last three decades of the British Empire.

The turn of the nineteenth century in British anthropology saw the rise to prominence of the

Diffusionist school of thought. Diffusion referred to ‘the spread of cultural attributes from

one culture to another through contact between different cultural groups’.5 Though the idea

took root in the pre-Darwin era, after the publication of The Origin of Species, Diffusionism

stood in stark contrast to Evolutionism, both of which were concerned with the origins of

human culture.

An important advocate of Diffusionism in British anthropology was Dr. W.H.R. Rivers who

authored a widely recognized book on The Todas (1906). In 1908, Rivers proceeded to

Melanesia and conducted extensive fieldwork which went into his widely acclaimed two

volume work, The History of Melanesian Society (1914). However, for our interests, the

work which was to have tremendous influence on the minds of frontier administrators like
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J.H. Hutton and J.P. Mills appeared in a book edited by Rivers titled Essays on the

Depopulation of Melanesia (1922). In this collection, members of the Melanesian Mission

run by Rivers contributed their analysis of the decline in population of several Pacific islands

after their isolation was broken by European contacts. Rivers’ own article was titled ‘The

Psychological Factor’: in it, he argued that the ‘discouragement and destruction of native

institutions’ was the chief cause of the depopulation of primitive communities of the Melanesian

Islands. Rivers wrote,

The point I wish to emphasize is that through this unintelligent and

undiscriminating action towards native institutions, the people are deprived

of all that gives interest to their lives. I have now to suggest that this loss of

interest forms one of the reasons, if it be not the most potent of all the

reasons, to which the native decadence is due…It is the loss of interest in

life underlying the more obvious causes which gives them their potency for

evil, and allows them to work such ravages upon life and health.6

As we shall see, this argument about the ‘loss of interest in life’ was to become the core

argument of the group of anthropologists and administrators from Hutton to Elwin, the latter

coining the famous phrase ‘loss of nerve’.

It is likely that it was while completing his Masters in Anthropology at Oxford that Hutton

encountered Rivers’ ideas on culture-contact.  True, the above work by Rivers was not yet

published but the roots of his aforementioned ideas were available in the 1911 Presidential

Address to Section H (Anthropology) of the British Association of Advancement of Science

(‘The Ethnological Analysis of Culture’). Two other articles by Rivers on the same theme

(which were cited by Balfour, Hutton and Mills) were published in 19177 and 19208

respectively.

It was also at Oxford that Hutton encountered the legendary Henry Balfour, curator of the

Pitt Rivers Museum. Subsequently, in 1921, Balfour had contributed a foreword to Hutton’s

book on the SemaNagas. In July 1922, at Hutton’s invitation, Balfour spent three months in

the Naga Hills travelling on foot through numerous villages.

In 1922, when Rivers died at the age of 58, Balfour was chosen to succeed him as the

President of the Folklore Society. In March 1923, Balfour delivered his Presidential Address

on the subject of ‘The Welfare of Primitive Peoples’.9 In his speech, while acknowledging

his predecessor’s contribution to the discipline of anthropology, Balfour stated that Rivers’

work had  shown that ‘the past history of the effects of the contact of indigenous savage

populations with exotic civilized invaders, is not reassuring and gives little grounds for

complacency’.10 The two main themes that Balfour juggled with through the course of his

address were ‘culture’ and ‘environment’. He sought to establish that the ‘primitive outlook’

was fundamentally different from the ‘civilized’ one. Consequently, the administrators who

were responsible for the well-being of the primitive communities had to tread cautiously

while trying to reform their traditional lifestyles. ‘Tampering with or suppressing certain
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special practices and observances’ without understanding the relationship between culture

and environment was bound to have ‘serious consequences’.11

In a strongly worded plea for caution on governmental actions upon native people, Balfour

said,

The inter-relationship and interdependence of the various important elements

in that culture should be ascertained before and not after governmental

prohibitions are imposed and time-honoured practices are abolished.

…

A higher culture may be introduced to the backward races provided that

the assimilative process is gradual one spread over a prolonged period of

time. Civilization is like arsenic- an admirable tonic if administered in small

successive doses, which can act cumulatively with beneficial results. But,

as with arsenic, an overdose of civilization is likely to have disastrous effect.

Being incapable of assimilation in large doses it usually induces a state, to

put it mildly, of mental indigestion, which may easily lead to worse

conditions.12

Echoing Rivers’ arguments on Melanesia, Balfour created an island imagery of culture-

contact wherein a ‘higher’ culture in its bid to ‘civilize’ a long geographically isolated ‘lower’

one resulted in a ‘lack of interest…in life’ among members of the latter. The inevitable

result was ‘depopulation’ and to avert it, the remedy was gradual change; an evolution

was desirable to a revolution. This articulation was to have a shaping influence on the

protectionist school of thought in India. Hutton, in particular, was greatly influenced by

Balfour’s formulation of civilization as ‘arsenic’ to be administered in measured doses.

Hutton utilized a substitute word ‘drug’ in some of his public statements in years to come.

Elsewhere in his lecture, Balfour referred to his recent trip to the Naga Hills which he had

undertaken with Hutton and Mills and noted that the ‘indigenous culture of the Naga Hills is

undergoing inevitable changes under the influence of a stable government’. While noting

the British government’s interest in protecting the indigenous culture,13 Balfour expressed

his skepticism over the future of these tribal tracts, and explained his argument through a

curious analogy. The one similarity between the Melanesian islands and the Naga Hills was

the tradition of head-hunting which the British administration had suppressed in both cases.

Balfour suggested that although the practice led to the killing of people, the effects of its

suppression had completely unintended consequences. He said,

Mortality is unquestionably higher than it would have been had the practice

never existed. But is not this artificially augmented death-rate more than

counter-balanced by a higher birth-rate due to the vigour, alertness and the
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greater physical and mental fitness which the exigencies arising from such

a custom stimulate? The Melanesian evidence bears out this view.14

Balfour stated that he did not support the practice of head-hunting but nonetheless viewed

it as a,

typical instance of a practice whose associated ritual is deeply rooted in the

social structure of many primitive peoples. So completely involved is it in

the general culture-complex of some native tribes, that its sudden eradication

is liable seriously to affect the organization, cohesion, general outlook and

the interest in life, and indirectly even the physical efficiency of the natives.15

Applying these observations to the Naga Hills, Balfour divided the region into two culture

zones: the eastern districts were outside the administered area and were largely unsurveyed;

the western portions were under the sympathetic administrative regime of the British

government. In Balfour’s analysis, the ‘relatively uncontaminated Nagas’ of the central and

eastern districts were superior ‘in most respects’ to the Nagas whose culture had been

exposed to infiltrations from the plains. If the ‘untouched’ Nagas be taken as a yardstick,

different levels of advancements in ‘cultural-metamorphosis’ could be carefully studied.

Such a study would be of great administrative value as the agents of negative change could

then be identified and checked. Such an anthropological approach would not only help in

‘avoiding the mistakes of the past’, saving the Nagas from the fate of ‘backward peoples in

the South Pacific’, but also ensure that the Nagas develop ‘into an efficient ethnic unit,

enjoying a stable organization- a race equipped to play a useful part in the world and with an

undeniable claim to a “right to exist”’.16

As Deputy Commissioner of the Naga Hills, Hutton became a swift convert to the ideas of

Rivers and Balfour. In 1922, following the publication of Rivers Essays on the Depopulation

of Melanesia, Hutton published a review of the book in Man in India.17 He argued that

the book contained important lessons,

for all those who, as missionaries, doctors or administrators have to deal

with tribes or races of primitive culture, who have been comparatively

recently brought into contact with the outside world. The result of such

contact in Melanesia has been very rapid and far-reaching decay, and there

is every reason to suppose that a similar contact will entail similar results in

other parts of the world, if the lesson is not learnt; and indeed in Assam, at

any rate, already shows signs that the same mischief is at work, and that

similar results will follow, if the danger is not taken in hand in time.18

In this article, as in subsequent works, Hutton became almost obsessed in establishing a

connection between the Nagas and the people of the Pacific islands.19 He agreed that any

racial affinity between these two groups of people was difficult to establish, but in terms of

cultural features and the effect of culture-contact on their primitive societies, the similarities

were striking.
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One of the earliest and most extended explications of his views on culture-contact can be

seen in Hutton’s Presidential Address to the Anthropology Section of the 14th Indian Science

Congress.20 Titled ‘Anthropology and Administration’, it outlined the importance of following

certain key principles of ‘scientific’ anthropology in the administration of ‘primitive’ races.

Hutton utilized his administrative experience in the Naga Hills to illustrate the form of

administration which would suit the needs of the tribal communities.

A careful perusal of the form and content of this address reveals a complete identification

with the views of Rivers and Balfour on the debilitating effects of culture-contact. Hutton

quoted both authorities many times in the course of his address, and even where he did not

cite them, the imprint of their ideas was clear. For instance, he argued that while the

administrator may view cannibalism, head-hunting or human sacrifice as customs abhorrent

to civilization, to an anthropologist, these were ‘natural’ as well as ‘reasonable and inevitable

acts resulting from beliefs and ideas logically applied to circumstances and environment’. If

this was accepted then measures to end such practices were likely to be more ‘humane and

effectual than mere prohibitions and punishments enforced on a people who know perfectly

well that their point of view was unappreciated, unconsidered and ignored’. It was the

absence of such intimate knowledge which generated ignorance and misunderstanding

between the rulers and the ruled. Sometimes this manifested itself in rebellions or disturbances,

but the end result was usually ‘apathy, depression and degeneracy’ leading many primitive

tribes to ‘decay under administration’.21

Generally, Hutton was of the view that the effects of British administration on Naga society

were harmful. He commented that before the British administration was established in the

Naga Hills, it was necessary for everyone to live in a state of alertness which fostered

‘active habits of mind and body’; this was lost as an inevitable result of the peaceful conditions

prevailing under proper administration. A further result of these new conditions was said to

be the spread of small-pox, measles, influenza and syphilis, diseases that were previously

unknown in the hills and caused ‘far more loss of life in a short time than head-hunting ever

did in a long one’.22 Drawing a parallel with Melanesia again, Hutton pointed out that the

spread of diseases there had been linked with the introduction of European clothing and the

Naga Hills which were experiencing a similar transformation carried that risk too.

In developing his ideas on culture-contact, we see how Hutton (following Balfour before

him) applied a set of ideas that had been developed while studying the Melanesian islands of

the South Pacific to the entirely separate geographic terrain of the Naga hills. Although the

Naga hills were a land-locked area, Hutton retained the island imagery in an effort to

explain the debilitating effects of culture-contact on its tribal society. Of course, he was not

applying their ideas mechanically but took his cues from ground reality and modified the

principles accordingly. Hutton said that the greatest importance of anthropology to

administrators was ‘in informing them and warning them of the evil effects which follow

universally the contact between a lower and a higher culture’.23In the following sections,
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we will see how this anthropological discourse came to be applied in administrative ventures

in two different tribal regions, and how these ideas were given a concrete shape in the years

to come.

Section II

ANTHROPOLOGY IN ADMINISTRATION: J.H. HUTTON AND THE

PARADIGM OF TERRITORIAL SEGREGATION

Making a case for the need to control contact between ‘civilization and wild tribes, so that

progress is very slow and that the wild man may have time to accommodate himself gradually

to new conditions’,24 Hutton suggested devising a protective regime for the tribes.

Accordingly, he argued for the territorial segregation of predominantly tribal areas in British

India and wrote:

Among other things much greater freedom is needed in regulating the

communications between primitive tribes and the more civilized world.

Enlightened countries like Australia have gone so far as to prohibit the

entry of any persons whatsoever into their native reserve except occasional

scientists and the administrator of the tribe. Even schools and missions

have been barred, as this appears the only way at present of protecting the

remnant of their aborigines from extermination. There is no reason why

legislation on somewhat similar lines should not be applied to these primitive

areas of India and Burma, and it would vastly improve the present position

with regard to the acculturation of aborigines if the entry of civilized

foreigners and of their trade goods into such areas was put under much

severer control than it is at present. As I have said before civilization is a

drug and its consumption needs very careful regulation and supervision …

Anthropologists know that haste in civilizing, educating, and acculturating is

likely to do more harm than good. The difficulty is that other people do not

believe it.25

Thus, almost twelve years before the publication of Verrier Elwin’s The Baiga (which

became notoriously famous for its idea of ‘National Parks’ for Central Indian tribes), Hutton

was already advocating the idea of establishing ‘aboriginal reserves’ in India and Burma. In

these territorially segregated spaces, all kinds of contacts with civilization such as schools,

missions and even business were meant to be strictly regulated, if not entirely debarred.

It is important to emphasize that during the 1920s and 1930s, as a result of nationalist

movements, the British had begun the process of devolution of legislative and executive

powers to Indian political representatives. In this context, Indian political circles were

witnessing a steadily intensifying debate around what came to be known as ‘excluded’ and

‘partially excluded’ areas.26 Notifying tribal areas under these categories meant that they
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were excluded, totally or partially, from the legislative powers of the elected Provincial and

Central Legislative Assemblies and Councils. The underlying principle behind these terms

was that modern representative democracy (with associated laws, courts, pleaders and

legal procedures) through the medium of elections was highly unsuited to the tribal

communities. This principle also presumed that owing to their peculiar socio-economic and

cultural institutions and practices, the tribes were unfitting to responsibly exercise the power

of vote. They could manage their life well with the help of tribal ‘customary laws’ and if

they were indeed brought within the ambit of western legal framework prevalent elsewhere

in British India, they would surely loose out their distinctiveness and merely swell the ranks

of Depressed Classes.

It was in this overarching framework that Hutton was to frame the distinction between

tribal and non-tribal areas. His first attempt in this direction was to posit an opposition

between hills (tribal) versus plains (non-tribal) in the province of Assam. Hutton based this

argument on a particular reading of history that is best outlined in his memorandum of

evidence to the Simon Commission.27 In this scheme, the hillmen were driven to their present

abodes by the better organized invaders who occupied the plains. The hostility between

them continued unabated, as the ‘hillmen rarely ceased to harry the plains’,28 and it was

only as a result of British military interference that the hillmen came to be finally subjugated.

Consequently, Hutton argued that it would be ‘unjust for the British Parliament to subordinate

the interests of the hillmen…to interests of their ancient foes’.29

The hill-plain divide was also framed at three levels — of religion, society and culture. At

the level of religion, the hillmen had ‘neither part not lot in Hinduism and Islam’. Their

religious beliefs could instead be described as ‘Animism’ and centered around ancestor-

worship.30 At the level of society, Hutton highlighted the fact that the caste-system,

characteristic of the plains, was ‘unknown’ amongst the hill people. Even the social problems

in the hills were ‘entirely different from those in the plains’. Although tribes varied on

acceptance of polygamous or monogamous relationships, ‘such ideas as that of purdah on

the one hand and commercialized prostitution on the other would be repugnant to all alike,

and there is a very considerable equality between the sexes’.31 Culturally too, the

distinctiveness of hill society from the plains was crystal clear. Linguistically, Hutton called

them ‘Babel’; however, he highlighted the fact that all the tribal languages of the Assam

Hills belonged to the Tibeto-Burmese group and that none of them had ‘any affinities with

Assamese, Bengali or Hindustani’.32

One of the most remarkable contributions of Hutton’s career was the 1931 census report of

which he was the presiding all-India Commissioner. As is well-known, this was the last

colonial census which undertook an enumeration of individual castes and tribes. What is

also important, but less well-known is that the 1931 census was also the last to use the

category of ‘religion’ to define the concept of ‘tribe’. It is beyond doubt that Hutton made

every effort to philosophically set up ‘Tribal Religions’ as a belief system distinct from
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Hinduism, arguing that cultural practices such as fertility cults, cults of the dead, headhunting,

erection of monoliths, foundation sacrifices, ideas of reincarnation, totemism and witchcraft

etc. all coalesced into a definite religious philosophy of hagiolatry which bound together all

the disparate sets of beliefs found among various primitive tribes in India.33 Despite Hutton’s

efforts, however, the Communal Award of August 1932 while providing separate electorates

to Mohammedans, Sikhs, Indian Christians, Anglo-Indians and Europeans34, did not recognize

the followers of ‘Tribal Religions’ as a distinct religious minority worthy of separate electorates.

Perhaps as a result of this, we witness a change in Hutton’s subsequent strategy. No more

was the religious distinctiveness of primitive tribes which he so carefully sought to define in

the 1931 census resorted to. Instead, from now onwards, the preservation of ‘tribal custom’

became the pivot of his thesis for territorial protection to predominantly tribal tracts.

In his memorandum to the Joint Committee on Indian Constitutional Reforms, Hutton

expressed satisfaction with the provisions of total exclusion of predominantly tribal areas in

the British Indian Empire ‘provided exclusion is widely and freely resorted to at the outset’.35

He was also of the opinion that while deliberating on the boundaries of excluded areas,

‘regard should be given to tribal rather than to political boundaries’.36

It was in the ‘administration of justice’ that Hutton saw the main flaw of extending systematic

administration to predominantly tribal tracts. Reiterating the hill versus plain binary, he also

outlined the disadvantages of applying normal law to tribal areas. Hutton wrote,

The methods of the plains courts and the legal procedure is completely

unsuited to the hillmen and the errors of High Courts particularly the Calcutta

High Court, have resulted in serious injustices in the past. Where the Hillman

is in contact with the plainsman and the two frequent the same courts with

the same procedure the Hillman very soon learns that truth and a straight–

forward statement of his case does not pay. Consequently, he resorts to

chicanery in which he is no match at all for his more sophisticated neighbour.

In non-regulation district, however, the rules of the procedure code are not

strictly adhered to, and the more common method is, as in the Assam Hills,

to follow the lines indicated by tribal methods. Distances are great and

communications bad, and the first essential of justice in the hills is that it

should be speedy. Consequently, a form of summary procedure is generally

found most suitable for all but really serious cases. Generally, owing to the

difficulties raised by languages and customs entirely alien to the plains,

lawyers are useless. They are only allowed with the permission of the

court, which would be given wherever their interference would be of any

value, but generally the employment of lawyers merely complicates cases,

and if they once took to practicing in the Naga Hills, for instance, the

administration of justice would probably become impossible…37
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Hutton also opined that in order to ensure good administration, provisions must remain with

the ‘officer-in-charge to remove any undesirable person from the areas in question’. In

particular, he laid emphasis on the ‘training and selection of some officers for the administration

of excluded areas’,38 even proposing a separate ‘Department for the Protection of Aborigines’

to be established by the Government of India with headquarters in Delhi or Calcutta.39 This

service was to be staffed with ‘men of anthropological training and practical experience’,

preferably ‘European, or mainly so, until it can be replaced, as it should be, by officers

remitted from the aborigines themselves’.40 Hutton did not place even an iota of trust in the

ability of Indians to benevolently administer his beloved aboriginals. Instead, he believed

that so long as tribals could not administer themselves, only ‘sympathetic’ European officials

were capable of protecting them.

Linked to this were Hutton’s objection to the provisions of partial exclusion, for he believed

they would not protect the interests of the primitive tribes adequately from ‘interference of

legislative bodies’.41 Partial exclusion was an ‘unsatisfactory expedient’42 as it placed the

Governor in a position where he would find it difficult to fulfill his ‘special responsibilities’

and ‘withstanding the pressure of … Councils and Ministers.’43His stress on the necessity

of Special Officers was also intended to preserve the position of the ‘sympathetic’ official

block as a buffer between the tribals and elected law-makers in future India.

Section III

PARTIAL EXCLUSION AS POLITICAL REALISM: W.V.GRIGSON AND THE

TRIBES OF THE CENTRAL PROVINCES & BERAR

In its overall contours, Hutton’s intellectual paradigm sought to bring together Diffusionist

principles with the prevalent tropes of colonial anthropology (such as aboriginality, tribe-

caste continuum, detribalization, hill-plain binary etc.). By juxtaposing this framework over

the entire Indian sub-continent and using it to argue for the territorial segregation of tribal

communities from the reach of elected law-makers, Hutton played a crucial role in the

constitutional deliberations of the 1930s.

This idea of an anthropologically driven administration of predominantly tribal areas was

one that bound together the aforementioned ‘knot of men’. However, the paradigm developed

by Hutton and its uniform application throughout the British Indian empire did not go

unchallenged within this elite group. One such remarkable administrator who, on account

of his administrative experience with the Central Indian tribes, drew upon but also differed

from his ideological predecessor was W.V. Grigson.

Wilfrid Vernon Grigson was an anthropologically minded member of the Indian Civil Service

who served as the Administrator of the Bastar State between 1927- 31. It was here that he

developed a life-long passion for tribals, especially the Gonds, and went on to write an

authoritative monograph on the Maria Gonds of Bastar.44Grigson was known for his
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tremendous acumen in administering predominantly aboriginal areas through a deft handling

of popular demands and simultaneous introduction of reforms.

Influenced by the anthropological ideas advanced by Hutton and others, Grigson too believed

that the aboriginal communities were a distinct element of the Indian population and that

‘culture-contact’ had a degenerating influence upon them. He also emphasized preserving

and encouraging tribal customary laws as the key to fostering the cultural autonomy of

these communities.

But unlike Hutton who argued for the complete exclusion of all predominantly tribal tracts,

based on his experiences in Central India, Grigson was of the opinion that partial exclusion

was preferable to total exclusion. He reasoned that the aboriginal problem in the Central

Provinces was characteristically different from the northeast frontier, remarking: ‘(O)ur

aboriginals live, broadly speaking, as large or small islands in a sea of Hindus’. Further, the

kind of isolation experienced by the Assam tribals was not evident in the Central India as the

‘(M)ain lines of communication by road and rail across India pass through aboriginal areas’.

As a case in point, he used population statistics to highlight the fact that even the ‘most

“advanced” districts include primitive patches’.45

Grigson called the powers to tweak laws unsuitable to aboriginal areas under the provisions

of Partial Exclusion as a ‘most valuable power’.46 He also opined that for the aboriginals of

the Central Provinces & Berar, isolation was not ‘practical politics’.47 Articulating his

preference for partial over total exclusion in the case of Central Provinces and Berar,

Grigson wrote,

There is in total exclusion the danger of further blinding educated Indian

opinion to the extent of the problem. The country rapidly approaches full

self-government, and as Indians are to govern themselves, it would be fatal

not to attempt from the beginning to associate them in the fullest way with

all attempts to solve the problem and not to do all possible to arouse the

Indian conscience to its duties in this respect ... Total exclusion therefore

might be a mistake…the aboriginal is face to face with a Hindu and

Mohammadan electorate which will be actuated mainly by the self-interest

of its most influential landholders and businessmen…48

The winds of nationalism were sweeping through the country and being a political realist,

Grigson foresaw the major objections from Indian leaders towards the continuation of the

colonial ‘man on the spot’ administrative model. He saw in partial exclusion a useful expedient

that, while providing effective cover to the aboriginals, would also not alienate nationalist

opinion. Grigson wrote,

It was not the purpose of Partial Exclusion to label or stigmatize for all time

any areas of any province as backward: these provisions of the Government

of India Act merely drew attention to an existing state of affairs. In the
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province almost every era of civilisation from the Stone Age to the twentieth

century can be seen in the life of different communities in different districts.

Can it be asserted that a Kamar or a Bharia-Bhumia or a Maria can by a

stroke of pen be transformed into an intelligent citizen and voter in a

commonwealth? Partial Exclusion came therefore only to protect the

interests of tribes not yet fit to hold their own under the stress of modern

civilisation until they have been fitted to hold their own.49

An important point of departure for Grigson was his attitude towards ‘Tribal Religions’

which was once the central tenet of Hutton’s approach to the aboriginal question. He explained

his objections to the concept in the following manner,

…I have omitted all reference to the figures of tribal religion. They are

meaningless. It is impossible to say when a man’s religion ceases to be

tribal or begins to be Hindu. Fluctuations in the percentages of aboriginals

returned as animists, or tribal by religion occur in different districts at different

censuses and are no true index even of the degree to which the tribal

religion is becoming hinduised. Much depends upon the approach to this

question made by individual enumerators…50

Another instance in the report which indicated at Grigson’s ideological evolution was the

breaking-up of the notion of the aboriginal as the ‘original son of the soil’. Instead, the new

paradigm indicated a shift towards a notion of ‘backwardness’ which included other non-

aboriginal communities as well. Grigson wrote,

In the really backward aboriginal tracts, the aboriginal way of life is largely

shared by all the villagers whether aboriginal or members of backward

Hindu castes or the Scheduled Castes… Moreover, in the Partially Excluded

Areas at least, probably also in the other backward areas, it will be impossible

to exclude members of the backward and menial castes from the benefits

of the measures designed for the aboriginal.51

Linked to this was Grigson’s advocacy of increased communications in tribal regions. While

Hutton were vehemently against the ‘opening-up’ of aboriginal areas, Grigson was less

antithetical to the process. He wrote,

It may certainly be conceded that it would be premature to open up to the

outside world by all weather roads the most backward tracts of the province

in their present stage of educational and economic development. At the

same time our aboriginals as a whole have been more exposed… and the

time has come perhaps in their own interests to make the outer world more

accessible to them and their villages more accessible to the protecting

officials. The very backward areas not yet ready to be exposed to all that
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the all-weather road and the motor-bus bring in their train…But elsewhere

better communications are essential.52

Finally, a major point of departure is represented by Grigson’s views on the issue of education.

Whereas Hutton deemed modern education undesirable, Grigson held that it was one crucial

area where massive state intervention was needed. He stressed on the need for aboriginal

education by arguing that ‘Political and General Education’ were the prime ‘Nation-Building’

activities. Linking up the issue of education to that of effective aboriginal representation,

Grigson noted that it was ‘lack of education that leaves the aboriginal so much at the mercy

of his exploiters and prevents him from using his numerical superiority to control local

bodies and properly influence Government through Provincial Legislature’.53 Consequently,

he recommended all schools and training colleges in aboriginal areas give pupils training

about the meaning of local bodies and the franchise.54

Grigson also recommended that the tribal children be given instruction in their own languages

such as Gondi and Korku. This was a challenging task as they lacked any script. He also

recommended special training for aboriginal teachers who would participate in educational

schemes in tribal regions. Grigson quoted approvingly from Elwin’s reply to his questionnaire

on tribal education: Elwin wrote that the aim of any scheme of tribal education should be to

‘conserve and develop aboriginal culture, religion and tribal institutions’, not only to equip

the aboriginal against the degrading effects of civilization, but also to allow him to ‘take his

place in a rapidly changing world’ and ‘improve his economic condition’.55 Elwin’s note

ended with the following words:

The matter is very urgent If the schools of the existing type are opened on

a large scale and with rules of compulsion, the result will be disaster to

the aboriginals, disaster comparable to that which has decimated

similar people in the Pacific and elsewhere. Only by the application of

scientific research, by the utmost caution, by centralized control, can this

unhappy result be avoided.56

Here, we can see a striking continuity in the idea of depopulation of primitive communities

as evident by the recurring example of Pacific Islands which continued to hold appeal from

Hutton to Elwin. Based upon the evidence presented in the paper, it can be argued that the

Diffusionist ideas propounded by Rivers and Balfour helped the select class of

anthropologically minded administrators(most notably Hutton), to powerfully advocate for

territorial segregation of predominantly tribal areas in the British Indian empire from the

purview of elected legislatures. For a certain period of time, this common set of ideas

provided cohesion to this group of administrators. However, when individual figures

impliedDiffusionist ideas upon their respective regions and landscapes, the theoretical unity

amongst administrators started giving way to a divergence of opinion. Consequently, we

have in Grigson, a figure who being well-versed with socio-political dynamics amongst the

Central Indian tribal communities and took recourse to a significantly different set of
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interpretations. He advocated policy measures which significantly dissimilar fromHutton’s.

Curiously enough, though he also applied the island-imagery developed for the primitive

communities in the Melanesian islands (‘large or small islands in a sea of Hindus’), Grigson

continued to uphold the distinctiveness of the Central Indian tribal belt and advocated

partial exclusion for the same.  This suggests that this remarkable group of men were not

doctrinaire in their approach. Instead, they used their own administrative experience to

throw light on changes across space, time and contingent political dynamics which were

differently operative in numerous tribal regionsacross British India.

CONCLUSION

The late-colonial constitutional discourse on the future of the tribal communities in India

was framed by a select group of anthropologically minded administrators mainly coming

from the Indian Civil Services. In the absence of an educated middle class articulating tribal

interests, this ‘sympathetic’ European ‘official block’ considered itself their primary

representatives and sought to maintain the centralized paternalistic ‘man on the spot’ model

of administration which had been followed through most of the colonial period.

But in an era of increasing nationalist demands for representative democratic institutions,

this was a tall order to achieve. Perhaps that is why, personalities such as Hutton, Mills,

Grigson, Hyde and Mitchell pitched their case for territorial segregation of predominantly

tribal tracts to maintain some form of this administrative model where they (and others of

similar persuasion) could act as a buffer against the potential exploitation of tribal communities.

Because of their numerical inferiority, the tribals were set to lose the battle of culture-

contact, and these scholar-administrators argued that because of the inability of tribals to

use the power of vote to their own benefit, there was a strong need to ‘exclude’, either

totally or partially, the tracts predominantly inhabited by them.

I would urge that the so-called ‘ethnographic’ works authored by these scholar-administrators

should not be seen merely as contributions to the discipline of anthropology. This is a very

singularly limiting assessment which misses out on a significant ‘function’ of these texts.

Instead, I would suggest that they were products of their times and should be seen ascritical

interventions in contemporary political debates on the future of aboriginal communities in

India.

The debates on the ‘tribal question’ had long-term ‘constitutional’ implications. Beginning

with the discussions surrounding provisions for ‘excluded’ and ‘partially excluded’ areas

under the Government of India Act, 1935, they acquired greater complexity with the

interventions made by the scholar-administrators and the nationalist responses to them. The

ideas and frameworks evolved through these debates went on to influence the rationale for

the Fifth and Sixth Schedule areas under the Indian Constitution.
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In the period when this ‘knot of men’ was crafting their ideas, the issue of the future of tribal

communities was literally at the margins of the constitutional deliberations. The twin aspects

of the ‘Communal’ question i.e., Hindu-Muslim relations and the Depressed Classes issue

got the major share of attention. Additionally, in the absence of an articulate and English-

educated middle class amongst the tribal communities, these handful of European men saw

themselves as the only real ‘representatives’ of tribal interests. Their singular contribution

lay in the explication of a minority politics articulated upon a language of cultural

distinctiveness and indigeneity. Also, with important variations, their political vision was

imbued with a notion of decentralized autonomous administration of predominantly tribal

areas. This alternative was consciously articulated outside the hegemonic discourses of

‘nation’ and ‘development’.
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A Critical Study of the Official Policies on Child Labour in India
1947-1979

Dr. Samiparna Rakshit1

ABSTRACT

This article essentially analyses the different constitutional provisions, all the laws

and regulations, committee resolutions regarding child labour during the period from

1947(the year of India’s Independence) to 1979 (International Year of the Child) to

tease out the actual official attitudes of the post-colonial Indian nation-state to the

problem of child labour. We have also resorted to critical reading and deconstruction

of texts as official policies are largely reflected in the drafts and final texts of the Five

Year Plans, other policy documents and the wrings, speeches and comments of

ministers, legislators and policy-makers. In order to situate the Plans, policies and

official programmes discussed in this article in their appropriate economic and political

context, we have also drawn upon the relevant gamut of social-scientific literature.

The child labourers were obviously elided by the State’s policy makers as they were

exposed to successive links in a chain of exploitation. The poorer sections were being

systematically exploited because an unequal economic system was pinning the lower

classes down to poverty.

Key words: Child labour, exploitation, constitutional provision, laws, parliamentary debates

The term ‘child labour’ is often defined as work that deprives children of their childhood,

their potential and their dignity, and that is harmful to physical-mental development. It refers

to work that is mentally, physically, socially or morally dangerous and harmful to children,

and interferes with their schooling by depriving them of the opportunity to attend school,

obliging them to leave school prematurely or requiring them to attempt to combine school

attendance with excessively long and heavy work. The statistical figures about child workers

in the world have variation because of the differences in defining categories of age group

and engagement of children in formal and informal sector.2

         Despite a number of important constitutional provisions and legislations prohibiting

child labour, even today the child labour scenario in India presents an alarming picture.

According to the Census 2001 figures there are 1.26 crore working children in the age

group of 5-14 as compared to the total child population of 25.2 crore. There are approximately

12 lakhs children working in the hazardous occupations/processes which are covered under

the Child Labour (Prohibition & Regulation) Act i.e. 18 occupations and 65 processes. As

per survey conducted by National Sample Survey Organisation (NSSO) in 2004-05, the

1The author is working as Assistant Professor of History, Vijaygarh Jyotish Ray College, Kolkata
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number of working children is estimated at 90.75 lakh. As per Census 2011, the number of

working children in the age group of 5-14 years has further reduced to 43.53 lakh. Though

it shows that the efforts of the Government have borne some desired fruits for the

improvement of the scenario still a mammoth task is left in dealing with this grave quandary.

Had the government of India taken any concrete measure to tackle the issue of child labour

right from the beginning of the post-independent era? Did the government policy makers

show any sign of concern for the plight of the child workers? Last but not the least, what

was the actual official attitude to the peril of child labour in the post-independent era to the

International Year of the Child?

        Keeping all these queries in mind this article would try to essentially analyse the

different constitutional provisions, all the laws and regulations, committee resolutions regarding

child labour during the period from 1947(the year of India’s Independence) to 1979

(International Year of the Child) to tease out the actual official attitudes of the post-colonial

Indian nation-state3 to the problem of child labour. A separate focus would be given on the

girl child labourers to find out whether the official attitude of the policy makers to the

problem of child labour was gender sensitive or not of the period under review.

          The crucial consideration of the official attitude of the post-colonial Indian nation-

state to the child makes it pertinent to divide the whole period from 1947 to 1979 into two

consecutive periods. The first period would consist of the years from 1947 to 1964 and the

second one would indicate the timeframe from 1964 to 1979. The first period (1947-1964) is

the period of Pandit Jawaharlal Nehru’s prime ministership and thus this period can be

called the Nehruvian era. This is because the existing literature on the official policies and

plans in India has, indeed, treated the so-called Nehruvian era as a distinct period. There is

also a sense in which Nehru and his vision as reflected in the teamwork of Nehru inspired

statesmen, policy makers and planners gave the period of Nehru’s tenure as the Prime

Minister a character on its own. What makes the separate study of Nehruvian years all the

more pertinent is Nehru’s proclaimed love for children. The period 1947-64 covers the first

three Five Year Plans: the First Plan (1951-56), the Second Plan (1956-61) and the Third

Five Year Plan (1961-66). The subsequent discussion would denote the period from 1964 to

1979 (International Year of the Child) or the Post-Nehruvian period.

           It seems that the problem of ‘child labour’ had already become an important topic of

discussion in the Parliament of India in 1950. A discussion was held on the topic of ‘Child

Labour in Bombay Docks’ on 24th February 1950, between ShriSdhva and The Minister of

Labour, ShriJagjivan Ram. The Minister of Labour informed that there was no child employed

in Bombay docks either by Bombay Port Trust or by other employers in the dock. But he

also said that children had been noticed doing several minor works – unconnected with

handling of goods.4

          It cannot be denied that the Constitution of India recognized the need for granting the

special protection to children. As regards Fundamental Rights, specific provisions, in regard
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to children, were made in Part III of the Constitution. Article 21 guarantees to every child

the protection of life and personal liberty. Article 24 provided, categorically, that no child

below the age of 14 years would be employed to work in any factory or mine, or engaged in

any other hazardous employment. ‘State’, in this context, includes the Parliament of India

and the Government and Legislature of each of the States and all local or other authorities

within the territory of India or under the control of Government of India. Article 32 required

the states to interfere and stop hazardous working conditions – detrimental to the health of

child labour – and look into their proper physical, mental and social development. It also

asked the states to legislate, fixing minimum age, working hours and conditions for the child

labourers, and at the same time to prohibit the employment of a child below the age of 14

years.  Regarding theDirective Principles of the State policy; it will be appropriate to refer

to Article 39 (contained in Part IV of the Constitution). It incorporated a directive principle

of the State policy in the following two terms. Those were that the tender age of children

are not abused and that citizens are not forced by economic necessity to enter avocations –

unsuited to their age or strength; and that children are given opportunities and facilities to

develop in a healthy ambience and in conditions of freedom and dignity and that childhood

and youth are protected against exploitation and against moral and material abandonment.

Article 45 directed the State to make endeavour to provide within a period of ten years from

the commencement of the Constitution, for free and compulsory education for all children

until they complete the age of 14 years. Article 47 required the State to raise the level of

nutrition and the standard of living of its people. Though the Constitution of India had enough

articles against child labour, the First Five Year Plan made no discussion on child labour.

Furthermore we do not find any mention of child labour or welfare of child labourer in the

Second and Third Five Year Plan.

         The constitutional philosophy found concrete shape in the post 1950 legislative activities,

in the sphere of child labour, as in the many other spheres of social welfare.5 The problem

of child labour continues to exist despite the provisions contained in Article 24 of the

Constitution of India that no child below the age of fourteen years shall be employed to

work in any factory or employed in any hazardous employment and the Directive Principles

of State Policy contained in Article 39 (e) along with the commitment of the State to provide

free and compulsory education to our children till the age of 14 years.

        The reality regarding exploitation of the child workers becomes clear from the discussion

that held on 3rd April 1951 on Employment of Child Labour, between ShriSanjivayya and the

Minister of Labour ShriJagjivan Ram. The Minister of Labour said that enquiries undertaken

by the State Governments have shown that children, below the prescribed age, are being

employed generally in small establishments not covered by the Factories Act.  He also said

that the Government was trying to amend the Employment of Children Act, 1938, so as to

completely prohibit the employment of children below 15 years of age in any occupation in

port areas and there are a large number of children employed in industries or establishments
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not covered by the Factories Act. The Government was trying to amend these Acts with a

view to comply with the Conventions of the International Labour Organization (henceforth,

I.L.O).6 On 9th August 1951 another discussion was held on ‘Employment of Children

(Amendment) Bill’ between the Minister of Labour ShriJagjivan Ram and Dr.Deshmukh.

The Minister of Labour – ShriJagjivan Ram – moved the Bill first to amend the Employment

of Children Act, 1938 and later said that it was a very simple measure to ratify the Convention

of the International Labour Conference, prohibiting the employment of the young persons

during night time in the factories, mines, railways and ports. Dr. C.D. Deshmukh was a

member of the Congress party and member of the Planning Commission from 1950. The

important part of the discussion, which was elaborated by Dr.Deshmukh, was that so far as

the welfare and care of children were concerned, the attention would not remained confined

to formalities, but go a little deeper and see that provisions that had already been made were

really brought into effect, and were observed. It was clear from Dr.Deshmukh’s speech

that child labour was being exploited in a very cruel and harsh manner and the Government

of India was lacking an effective machinery to enforce the acts or to see whether the acts

were really respected and obeyed and the provisions of the laws did not merely remain on

the statute book. Dr.Deshmukh made an exceptional speech which was practically different

in that period regarding child labour, but at the same time, it was really disheartening to find

Dr.Deshmukh to comment that ‘there was no other commodity in India, which was more

neglected than children. We care for trees; we care for even manure and fertilizers. But, so

far as children are concerned, they are left more or less entirely to their fate.’7 This

comparison points to the fact that some parliamentarians like Dr.Deshmukh were able to

think differently regarding the child in that period of time, but even their thought did not

allow them to consider the child as a human being not a commodity. He said that the

Government would hold itself responsible, as provided in the Constitution, not only for the

care of children, but also for their employment when they come of age and there should be

a more careful supervision over child labour throughout the country and some steps ought to

be taken in the direction of seeing that child labour was not exploited in the manner in which

it was being exploited.8 Therefore it is crystal clear from this debate that India faced the

problem of proper enforcement of acts and laws from the 1950s onwards. Series of the

enactments were made to combat with the situations prevailed regarding child labour but

the situation did not improve a little bit, rather the problem became complicated day by day.

          Now discussion would be made about the Acts, which were promulgated to secure

the future of the children, taking into account the problems of child labour. This discussion

would also help to understand the situation that prevailed still after the enactments of these

Acts. In 1952, the Mines Act prohibited the employment of children under 15 years in

mines. The act also stipulated the conditions for the underground work. In this case, the

child should be at least of 16 years of age and should have a certificate of physical fitness

from a surgeon.  During 1953, the Labour Bureau conducted a rapid ad hoc enquiry into

labour conditions. It reported that, no sooner did factory inspectors or other officers make
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their appearance on the scene than a large number of children ran away from the premises.

These were often the children below the minimum age for employment. In this connection,

the Labour Investigation Committee remarked that it must be remembered that the concerns

supplying figures were more law abiding than some of the others and also that employment

of children was almost always clandestine. The important fact that has emerged from the

investigations was that in various industries, mainly smaller industry, the prohibition of the

employment of children was disregarded quite openly and owing to the inadequacy of the

inspection staff, it has become difficult to enforce the relevant provisions of the law. The

Committee observed that a large number of children were being employed in cashew nut

processing factory in Madras and Travancore-Cochin, in a large number in mica-mines, in

establishments coming under the Factories Act, bidiworkshops, carpet weaving, matches

and mica splitting. This was in contravention of the provisions of the Mines Act, Employment

of Children Act and Factories Act.

            As far as this situation was concerned when children in many numbers were being

employed in factories and industries all over the country, the insensitivity of the parliamentarians

to this problem was really disheartening in 1952. On 16th July 1952 a long discussion was

made on the topic ‘Failure to improve the conditions of labour’, but no point was discussed

on child labour policy or its welfare.9 The discussion held on18th December 1952 about

‘Employment of Children’ between ShriMorarka and the Minister of Labour proved again

that, so far as the employment of children below the prescribed age limits in contravention

of the statutory requirements is concerned, enquiries show that children are employed in a

few industries.10 Surprisingly enough against this grave situation, child labour did not get any

importance in the parliament of India in the year 1954.11 Again a discussion was made on

labour welfare in the year 1954, but no discussion was held on child labour welfare.12

Another discussion was held on labour welfare, but no point was discussed on child labour

welfare.13

            The Labour Organization Committee of 1953 has remarked that in contravention of

the provisions of the Act regarding employment of women and children, both women and

children appeared to be employed underground in mica mines. Workers collude with the

employers in the employment of women and children in order to augment the family income.

The situation is more or less the same in the iron ore industry in regard to which the Report

says: ‘In particular, the employment of children under 15, in contravention of the law is

frequent’, and it further adds: ‘Although no figures are available, it is likely that children are

employed even in the coal mines. Employment opportunities for the workers’ children are

available in the coal field to a limited extent in seasonal occupations and domestic services

which are beyond the scope of the Mine Act, 1952.’ In factory industries, the official figures

of employment of children are small, but to quote again the Report: ‘It is, however, doubtful,

if statistics compiled from the returns under Factories Acts tell the whole story regarding

child labour. For it is well within the experience of factory inspectors as well as other
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officers engaged on field enquiries that no sooner they make their appearance on the scene

than quite a large number of children run away from the factory premises…often factory

premises are crowded with such children ranging in age from 5 to 12.’14 Data on the conditions

of child labour are not generally available except through occasional surveys. A Report on

Child Labour in India was published by the Labour Bureau way back in 1954.

       In 1955, after being asked by Shri M.R. Krishna, the Minister of Health,

RajkumariAmritKaur answered that the Government had no record of mothers with children

below earning ages who have to work in order to support the family and there is no such

proposal to conduct any survey by the Government.15 This attitude of parliamentarians

brings forth the insensitivity of the Government of India to the problem of child labour. It

seems the honourable members of the parliament and as well as the state policy makers did

not want to interfere within the family where the parents themselves were responsible for

sending their child to earn. Family has been accepted as a safe haven for the care, nurture

and bringing up of the child from the period of anti-colonial nationalism and this legacy has

been continued by the post-colonial Indian nation-state. In reality the child is exploited inside

the family by its own parents for economic reasons. But the state policy makers avoided

critiquing the politics inside the family. Both the parliamentarians and the policy planners did

not address this practical problem.

             It was very clear from the book entitled Social Welfare in India, published in 1955

on behalf of the Planning Commission of India that only promulgation of a number of Acts

could not change the situations faced by the child workers or child labour completely. Thus

it was evident from the book that till 1955 the conditions regarding the child workers were

not changed. To understand the situation – prevailed at that time – it is necessary to show

that the book said, ‘As primary education is not yet universal, free and compulsory and as

the ILO Convention regarding the minimum age of employment, which the Government of

India has ratified, is not fully enforced, many children work with their parents or share their

work with a view to supporting the lean family budgets. The best way to take the child out

of a factory, it is said, is to open a school. Many families cannot afford to lose the help of the

children in domestic and bread-winning work nor can they carry on without the earning of

the child, however small it may be. Yet, all children must have free primary education. It

should, therefore, be so arranged that after school hours, children might take up employment

in healthy environment and under controlled conditions, subject to the minimum age and

health requirements. In this connection it may be mentioned that legislation affecting

employment of children and young persons needs proper enforcement’.16 It is thus clear

that the state accepted the employment of children and it will be clearer if we say that the

state contradicted its own Constitution when the state made certain educational facilities for

the employed child labourers to fulfil the constitutional directive of free, compulsory and

universal primary education.
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           In 1954, the Factories Act was amended to include the prohibition of employment of

children under 17 years between 10 p.m. and 7 a.m. In 1958, the Merchant Shipping Act

prohibited the employment of children under 15 in any ship, except in school ship, in ship

where all employees were members of a family. In 1961, the Motor Transport Workers Act

was passed to prohibit the employment of children under 15 in motor transport undertakings

and this act required adolescent workers to obtain certificates of fitness. The Merchant

Shipping Act and the Motor Transport Workers Act were later amended to define the child

as being only those who were under 14 years by the Child Labour (Prohibition and Regulation)

Act, 1986. In 1961, the Apprentices Act was passed which prohibited the apprenticeship or

training of a child under 14 years and the case of the apprenticeship of other minors, required

a contract between the guardian and the employer. In 1962, the Atomic Energy Act, prohibited

the employment of persons under 18 years of age as radiation workers, except with the

permission of the competent authority. In 1966, the Bidi and Cigar Workers (Conditions of

Employment) Act was passed. It prohibited the employment of children under 14 in industrial

premises. It is clear from the above acts promulgated by the State that the minimum age for

employment of a child varied with every different act. It points to the fact that legislations

were passed not with a focus on the employment of children or, for that matter, persons

failing under any other age group or any particular general category, but with reference to

the need to regulate employment in a particular industry as and when such need arose. It is

surprising that no ‘general’ law regulating child labour is to be found on the Indian Statute

Book. It is also unfortunate that no national statistics exist in regard to the employment of

children in factory industries by categories and by ages, due to the fact that this employment

is almost clandestine. So far as the nature of the work is concerned, children are often

assigned comparatively light work such as packing, pasting, labelling etc.

            The government has identified family poverty on the one hand, and lack of educational

and training facilities, on the other, as the two basic obstacles in the way of abolishing child

labour. The Government of India’s report on child labour, to which we have often referred,

says: ‘Invariably the employers of child labour are the workers themselves and often the

children are related to the workers whom they help. Several workers stated that they realized

that such work was deleterious to the children but they could not afford to send them to

school and to buy books, slates and clothes for them.’17 It seems that the government of

India was well aware of the condition of the large number of child labourers who were

engaged in different factories and industries. As some of the industries were largely depended

on the child labour and some of the families were dependent on the income of the child

labourers, the government could not afford to abolish child labour totally. A number of acts

were promulgated but without proper enforcement machinery those acts remained only in

the statute book. Article 39 said that the tender age of children should not be abused. We do

not find the reflection of this provision of the article in any of the initiative taken by the state

during the period of our discussion.
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             The National Commission of Labour observed, in 1966, that the employment of

children was indeed more of an economic problem than anything else. However, denial of

opportunity to children for their proper physical development and education was considered

a serious issue keeping in view the larger interests of society. The Commission recommended

fixing the minimum age for children, along with the fixation of the working hours of child

labour and also made arrangements for work with education.18 Apart from the

recommendations in the above-mentioned areas, the National Commission could not give

any solution for the economic problem which is, according to the commission, the actual

cause behind child labour. The commission pointed out that the child’s proper physical

development and education was meant for the larger interests of the society. But what

about the fundamental point of child’s own interest? The official attitudes of the Nehruvian

period point to the fact that during this timeframe the child’s subjectivity is completely

denied. It can be assumed from the above statement that the state thinks that the proper

physical development and education of the child are essential as those will help the child to

grow up into an able adult citizen in the future. This is essential for the biological and cultural

reconstruction of the Indian nation-state. It should be kept in mind that social security as

practiced in many of the countries, particularly in Scandinavia, was practically absent in the

case of independent India, given the specific nature of economic policy pursued by the

state. Any questioning of the invariable authority of the family over the child particularly in

relation to the poorer classes and marginal groups would have entailed the necessity of the

state to provide social security to the children ill-treated, exploited, repressed or abused by

family members themselves; such an eventuality had to be avoided at any cost.

Post Nehruvian Period (1964-1979)

It is only to be expected that the focus on poverty eradication would bring the problem of

child labour up like never before in the domain of public policy. It should be recalled in this

connection that the policy-makers in India had shown considerable insensitivity towards this

problem during the Nehruvian era. In that sense it is significant that in the 1971 census child

labour or the workers of 0-14 age group was shown for the first time.19 According to 1971

census there were 10.74 million child workers of less than 15 years age and 5.95% of the

total labour force, of these about 7.9 million were boys and 2.8 million girls. Out of the total

number of 10.7 million child workers, 0.7 million or 7% were in urban areas and the rest of

10 million or 93% in rural areas. And in the context of this publication of statistics the goal of

abolition of child labour was accepted in principle even before the Fifth Five Year Plan.

      The legislators displayed an increasing degree of concern about the issue of child labour

during the period from 1964 to 1979, the issue having been raised approximately eight times

in the parliament during this time.  In 1972 when 10.74 million children were working in

India, the Minister of Labour and Rehabilitation, R.K. Khadilkar had to face questions

regarding child labour from Kodanda Ram Reddy in Parliament on 14th December 1972.
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The Minister said that the Government wanted to ultimately abolish child labour though it

was not feasible to do so immediately. Till total abolition was achieved, Government would

regulate the minimum age of employment through various laws.20 The government’s

justification for such a stand was that the root cause was poverty. The Draft Fifth Five Year

Plan said that due to poverty, parents compel children to work. During 1977-78, it was

estimated that approximately 48 per cent of the people in rural and tribal areas lived below

the poverty line. Work alone helped their children contribute to the family income and this

helped meet some of the basic needs even of the children themselves. Low family income

and bigger family size, low living standards and lack of self-confidence were some other

factors responsible for the problem.21

          The case of child labour – the most glaring form of multi-layered inequality in India –

may be specially cited to illustrate the above-mentioned point. Kodamba Ram Reddy, a

Member of Parliament, asked the Minister of Labour and Rehabilitation in 1978 whether

the Government was contemplating to bring in legislation for the abolition of child labour.

The government’s reluctance to commit itself to such abolition was present as a sub-text in

the Minister’s reply in Parliament.22 The Working Group on Employment of Children, too,

avoided giving the advice of outright abolition and expressed its preference for the status

quo in the matter of the legal aspect of the child labour question. It stated,  ‘Better enforcement

of existing provisions in law in regard to child workers and an in-depth study of all legislations

relating to children should be taken up and changes proposed wherever necessary.’23

         We are not surprised, therefore that even as late as 1979 (interestingly, the International

Year of the Child) the newly appointed Gurupadaswamy Committee on Child Labour did

not advise complete abolition of child labour but merely enunciated some welfare measures

‘to benefit the working children’.24The Committee examined the problem in detail and made

some far-reaching recommendations. It observed that as long as poverty continued, it would

be difficult to totally eliminate child labour and hence, any attempt to abolish it through legal

recourse would not be a practical proposition. Significantly, the members of the Committee

mainly comprised bureaucrats - Joint Secretaries of the Ministries of Law, Justice and

Company Affairs (Legislative Department), Social Welfare, Education and Social Welfare

besides the Secretary of Labour Social Welfare and Tribal Department, Government of

Gujarat. The only two members from outside the domain of the state were the Deputy

Director of National Institute of Public Cooperation and Child Development, New Delhi,

and M. Khandekar from the Tata Institute of Social Sciences, Bombay. Despite a long

debate these two members – from two autonomous research institutes - could not influence

the resolution of the Committee.25 The Committee merely suggested no initiative other than

‘examining existing laws, their adequacy and implementation and suggest corrective action

to be taken to improve implementation and to remedy defects.’26 

     Based on the recommendations of Gurupadaswamy Committee, the Child Labour

(Prohibition & Regulation) Act was enacted in 1986. The Act prohibits employment of
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children in certain specified hazardous occupations and processes and regulates the working

conditions in others.  The list of hazardous occupations and processes is progressively being

expanded on the recommendation of Child Labour Technical Advisory Committee constituted

under the Act. In consonance with the above approach, a National Policy on Child Labour

was formulated in 1987. The Policy seeks to adopt a gradual and sequential approach with

a focus on rehabilitation of children working in hazardous occupations and processes in the

first instance.

       What was being obviously elided by the State’s policy makers was that the child as

labour was exposed to successive links in a chain of exploitation; the poorer sections were

being systematically exploited because an unequal economic system was pinning the lower

classes down to poverty. The Planners and policy makers were not alone in eliding this

systematic perpetuation of poverty. This poverty, in its turn, was forcing the parents in these

poor families to send their children to earn through hard adult-like labour. After all the family

– whether rich or poor - was almost invariably ruled by patriarchy, which also connoted the

domination of adulthood over childhood. The Parliamentary debates of the period reveal

that the vast majority of the Parliamentarians, as part of State power, were party to the

same elision.27 It is important that even as the policy makers and legislators elided the root

cause of poverty in India, they also carefully sustained the patriarchal silence about politics

within the family as if the family was a natural, pre-political institution.28Any questioning of

the invariable authority of the family over the child particularly in relation to the poorer

classes and marginal groups would have necessitated the state to provide social security to

the children who were ill-treated, exploited, repressed or abused by family members

themselves; given the specific nature of economic policy pursued in India, the state was

anxious to avoid such an eventuality at all cost.
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Was Academic Association a Student Movement or Resurgence
of the Social Awakening? A Critical Assessment

Dr. Swapan Kumar Pain1

Abstract

After the introduction of modern education system a fresh consciousness gradually

brought the educated youth and students in contact with the modern events in various

parts of the country and the world at large. They started to pay attention to the problems

facing the country and the people and to look upon them in different light. At the

outset of the 19thcentury the problems related with the social reforms were the focal

point of students’ agitation. This consciousness of the students was one of the

consequences of modern system of western education introduced by the colonial

masters. This insisted the educated youth conscious about the social, economic and

religious inequalities, discriminations and orthodoxies. These social evils led to the

serious reaction among the educated middle class or the Bhadraloke class and it

reflected comprehensibly in the ideas of Raja Rammohan Roy, Derozio and Young

Bengal and several other streams. The primary reaction of the educated youth and

students was not only political, but also social, humanistic and cultural. They began

reacting to the needs of better and wider education, social change, discussions on

various questions of mutual interests, to spread and share the newly acquired

knowledge and consciousness and to protest against various kinds of injustices. This

new intellectual segment or, group was originally influenced by the ingredients of

freedom, fraternity and equality of the French Revolution. They were also influenced

by the writings and compositions of the great philosopher and scholars like Mill,

Bentham, Thomas Paine, David Ricardo, Adam Smith etc. This new wave of students

was initiated with the inspiration of Henry Louis Vivian Derozio, the young professor

of Hindu College and with the movements of Young Bengal. In 1828, after a constructive

discussion, the formation of Academic Association took shape in the House of Derozio.

Derozio was its first president and Uma CharanBasu, student of Derozio, was its first

secretary. The students of Derozio were the forerunner of this mission. It was the first

student organisation in India functioning in an organised and regular manner.

Key Words: Shaky, Talukdar, Bhadraloke, Orthodox, Heyday

1:1 Introduction

At the beginning of the 19th century the students and its leadership have begun playing a

determined and major role in social change. But, it is very difficult to trace a movement of

1The author is working as an Assistant Professor in the Deptt. of History, Raiganj University, WB
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the students alone. After the introduction of modern education a fresh consciousness gradually

brought the educated youth in contact with the modern events in various parts of the country

and the world at large.Theystarted to pay attention to the problems facing the country and

the people and to look upon them in different light. The ideas of the French Revolution,

writings and compositions of the great philosopher and scholars like Mill, Bentham, Thomas

Paine, David Ricardo, Adam Smithetc, the movements in the Italian Peninsula, and other

events became tremendous source of inspiration for the students and youth to think and to

do something new. The preliminary reaction of the students was not political nor did it take

the form of movement, they began reacting to the needs of better andwider education,

social change, to spread and share the newly acquired consciousness and social reforms.

Gradually, political tendencies also begin to surface.2They are usually to be found with the

various other sections of youth, middle strata and the rising intelligentsia. The growing

student unrest in India constitutes the social context in recent past. This unrest of the students

may not be entirely new to western countries, but considering the sacred status of the guru

in ancient India, it is certainly new to us.3The explanations of student unrest given by different

academician, scholars and journalists are the psychological, psychoanalytical and sociological.

Ross (1969) classifies students’ protests into five categories: (1) political protests; (2)

economic protests; (3) moral protests; (4) educational protests; and (5) protests for fun.

These protests are often interconnected. There are certain factors which are found in all

types of protests. According to many sociologists and social psychologists one common

factor of all types of students’ protests is the ‘generation gap’. In a transitional and pluralistic

society, it is difficult for students to conform to establish norms.4So many scholarly works

had been done by the scholars on Derozio and Young Bengal Movement. Prof.

SusobhanSarkar had done a great work ‘On The Bengal Renaissance’ in which the early

activities of the members of Academic Association were thoroughly discussed up to 1839.

Anil Rajimwale is another scholar who had expressed his deep concern on Academic

Association in his work ‘History of Student Movement in India’. He argued that social

disparities of the 19th century India had deeply influenced the students who came from

middle class families. Other scholars like GoutamChattopadhyay, Barun De, Susnata Das,

Chandi Prasad Sarkar and ManjuChattopadhyay wrote about students’ participation in the

Indian National Movement from various aspects, but they were reluctant to produce Academic

Association as an organised form of student. The scholars were hardly highlighted the

Academic Association as a students’ organisation. My paper will focus the Academic

Association as purely students’ organisation and their movement from academic point of

view with the help of current available historical sources of information. The article will

focus the following facts and arguments:

o To give a historical account of the growth, development and working of the Students’

Organizations in Bengal.
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o To overview the socio-economic situation of Bengal favouring the emergence of

Academic Association.

o To highlight the difficulties faced by students.

o Why did the students involve in the reform movement?

o How did the students organize themselves before they became popular?

o Was there any connection of the movement with the contemporary global students’

movement?

1:2 Outline of the Earlier Student Movement

The students’ movement of colonial era had its genesis in a special backdrop. The movements

were allowed to develop in the firmament of the movement of the Indian masses against the

British imperialism. The socio-economic condition of India was passing through serious

vicissitudes at a time when the British were in the struggle for the establishment of an

empire in India. The British established its far-flung empire in India taking advantage of the

decadent stage of the Mughal Empire. The heyday of the Mughal Empire had gone.

Thereafter, the British administration as also the British exploitation was started. But the

people of India could not evenly accept the British Rule. They fought tooth and nail against

the British Rule since the very inception of their ascendancy. The students of India stepped

into the shoes of the freedom fighters of the subcontinent.5

At the outset of the 19th century the problems related with the social reforms were the focal

point of students’ agitation. This consciousness of the students was one of the consequences

of modern system of western education introduced by the colonial masters. This insisted the

educated youth conscious about the social, economic and religious inequalities, discriminations

and orthodoxies. These social evils led to the serious reaction among the educated middle

class or the Bhadraloke class and students exemplified more comprehensibly in the ideas

of Raja Rammohan Roy, Derozio and Young Bengal and several other streams. The primary

reaction of the educated youth and students was not only political, but also social, humanistic

and cultural. Their reaction did not take the shape of movement in modern form. They

began reacting to the needs of better and wider education, social change, discussions on

various questions of mutual interests, to spread and share the newly acquired knowledge

and consciousness and to protest against various kinds of injustices.6 But, gradually their

protests began to come into sight with certain political tendencies.

1:3 Birth of Academic Association

In Bengal within India, the first education system with European idealism was initiated and

it was very interesting that the Indian student movement was also initiated in Bengal. The

youth minds were easily attracted by the European knowledge and wisdom and by the
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arguments with scientific analysis.7Actually the British Rulers wanted that the new generation

of English learning Indian would play as a weapon in favour of British administration and

they should be kept alienated from the mass Indian citizens. But in history, the result was

opposite. With the ideas of scientific and analytical European education, the upcoming new

generation with modern learning tried to feel from the core of their hearts to hate the social

superstitions and bondage of their country. This new intellectual segment or, group was

originally influenced by the ingredients of freedom, fraternity and equality of the

FrenchRevolution. They were also influenced by the writings and compositions of the

great philosopher and scholars. For example, it could be mentioned that when the books like

Rights of Man by Thomas Paine, Emancipate the Colonies by Bentham reached at Calcutta

from Europe, the students of the then Hindu College used to purchase those compositions

then and there. In the 1st part of 19th century, the reflection against the superstitions and

injustice was seen on the students’ movement. In spite of that influence, the students’

movement could not attain a proper shape but afterwards, the flow of such student agitation

was spread everywhere. This new wave of students was initiated with the inspiration of

Henry Louis Vivian Derozio(18 April, 1809—26 December, 1831), the young professor of

Hindu College and with the movements of Young Bengal. In one side he was a teacher and

on the other, he was their friend. He was a Calcutta Eurasian Portuguese Indian ancestry,

the son of an officer in an English mercantile firm. His name is occasionally spelt as De

Rozio.His personality brought a new era in the annals of the college, the youthful teacher

drawing the senior boys like a magnet. According to his biographer “neither before, nor

since his day has any teacher, within the walls of any native educational establishment in

India, ever exercised such an influence over his pupils not only in classrooms, but also

outside the hours as well.” In 1828, after a constructive discussion, the formation of Academic

Association took shape in the House of Derozio.8Derozio was its first president and Uma

CharanBasu, student of Derozio, was its first secretary. The students of Derozio were the

forerunner of this mission.It was the first student organisation in India functioning in an

organised and regular manner.9

The vibrant factor behind the rise of academic association was the growing modern

consciousness termed as renaissance among a section of educated Bengali people. This

section of the people was well acquainted to the social problems.  They were frustrated

with the social discrimination in terms of caste, classes, sex, religion, tradition etc. They also

showed their dissatisfaction to the exploitative nature of the British rule.10 It may be said

that this consciousness among the educated people was the by-product of western education

and other movements of European countries and subsequently they reacted against the

social injustice and discrimination. These new consciousness had left a deep impact on the

radical students and they thought to be organised. Derozio organised these students and

trained them to fight against the orthodox practices. He persistently encouraged students to

free thinking, to question and not to believe anything blindly. His teachings inspired the

development of the spirit of liberty, equality and freedom.
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To spread the aims and objectives of newly formed Academic Association, the students of

Derozio took an effort to publish one Magazine named Parthenon in 1829 and finally it was

published in 1830. The worship to idols, superstitions were highly criticized and objected

through this publication and it influenced the people in favour of spreading the scientific

education. In support of the success of the July Revolution of 1830, some students of the

then Hindu College wanted to greet that movement and they hoisted the Flag of French

Revolution on the top of the Monument which carried the impressions of equality, friendship

and freedom and replaced the Union Jack of the British Emperor. Prof. SusobhanSarkar

(1979) opined that 200 students attended the July Revolution celebration in the Town Hall,

Kolkata on10th December, 1830. For such an incident and protest by the reactionaries,

Derozio was compelled to leave the Hindu College. But in spite of expulsion of Derozio, the

new wave of conscious thinking could not be wiped out from the mind of the students.11 It

can be said that the neo-philosophy of life which influenced the youth intellectuals of that

age afterwards shaped and ignite the flame of freedom movement among the students of

that age.

1:4 Activities

The prominent members of the Academic Association were Krishna Mohan Banerjee, Rasik

Krishna Mallick, Peary Chand Mitra, DakshinaRanjan Mukherjee, RadhanathSikdar, Hara

Chandra Ghosh, Tarinicharan Banerjee, RamtanuLahiri, TarachandChakraborty,

RamkrishnaDey, RamgopalGhosh,UmaCharanBasuwhobelieved classical economy and free

trade.These radical students were very critical to the social, economic and political problems

of the period. Their main task was to arrange discussion on the matter such as free will, the

sacredness of truth, patriotism, free ordination, debate on burning issues etc. The discussion

of the academic association attracted the attention of the educated elites of Bengal and

even English administrators. For example, David Hare, Col. Benson, private secretary of

Lord William Bentinck were regularly present to their discussion.12 They also discussed to

the need of female education and introduction of widow remarriage and published articles

on the subject regularly.

The radical student movement of 1830s fought against all kinds of social problems. It played

a noteworthy role in the spheres of social activities. The pioneer of this movement was

Derozians. The students of academic association were vehemently criticised the Hindu

orthodox practices. They indulged in prohibited food and drink. Some of the students used to

repeat lines from Iliad instead of mantras at the time of prayer in Hindu College. Even,

they used to take beef openly. These activities showed the extreme and revolting attitude to

the tradition.A thorough revolution took place in their ideas.13They raised their voice against

the forced labour, introduction of English as court language, press act, political power of the

company, and unprotected status of the peasantry.14They also agitated by the issues like

treatment of Indian labour in Mauritius, the extension of the right of trial by jury, the
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introduction of English as court language, freedom of press and forced labour amongst the

coolies employed by various government departments.15Their main weapon of protest was

small discussions, debates, meetings, hall gatherings, lectures and discourses, petition and

protest letters, public meetings and even strikes. Their strongest weapon of publicity was

various newspapers, periodicals and journals which discussed below in details.

1:4:1 Publications of the Association or Derozians

To spread their ideas, aims and objectives, the students or Derozians had been published

followingperiodicals and journals from 1828 to 1844.

1. The Parthenon: In 1830 only one issue was published. After that it was discontinued.16

2. Jnanannesan: It means quest of knowledge. The journal was started in 1831 and continued

up to 1844. With the active initiative of Rashik Krishna Mallick the journal had last long

aimed to educate the people in scientific knowledge. The Christian Missionaries had also

played an important part in support of the publication of Jnanannesan.17 The journal

propagated the new philosophy of Young Bengal and specially made some suggestions for

the improvement of colonial administration and eradication of some social evils. Rashik

Krishna Mallick demanded the abolition of political power of the East India Company and

the establishment of full parliamentary democracy. He also criticised the rampant corruption

in the police force and demanded its remedies.18

3. Enquirer: It was started by Krishna Mohan Bandyopadhyay in 1831. The journal highly

criticised the orthodox ideas of the then Hindu community as because they were always

against the young radicals.19

4. Hindu Pioneer: The journal was started in 1838. It showed the social and political

consciousness among the members of academic association or the Derozians. It published

several articles on ‘India and Foreigners’ which complained of the people’s exclusion from

any share of the government and inexcusable burden of taxes.20

5. The Quill: It was started by TarachandChakrabortyin 1834 aimed to criticise the policy

of the government. He pointed out the unprotected status of the peasantry under the Permanent

Settlement introduced by Lord Cornwallis in 1793. He strongly advocated the abolition of

the political power of the merchant company.21

6. Hesperus: It was also a journal of Derozians aimed to publish articles criticising the

superstition of the then orthodox Hindu society.22

7. The Bengal Spectator: Most probably, it was the last journal published by the Derozians.

It was a monthly journal starting publication in 1842, but later on it became daily. Its main

objective was to public the social, economic and political problems of the period. The Bengal

Spectator began to agitate for competitive civil service examination.23The journal also

published the articles favouring female education and widow remarriage question.
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8. The East Indian: The journal was started by Derozio himself with the assistance of his

students and continued till his death.24

9. Athenium: It was a monthly journal started by Madhav Chandra Mallick, member of

Academic Association aimed to propagate their views in public.25

1:5 Impact

It can be kept in mind that from the beginning of the twentieth century and before the

starting of organized student movement, the students moved unorganized way by writing

against the irregularities, bondage and conservative attitude of British ruling. It was also

observed that such student agitation against the British administration was initiated at Bengal

first. The cause of such movement was to some extent for Bengal Renaissance. After

Derozio the Academic Association did not stop their activities. They were alive till about

1839. David hare accepted the presidentship after Derozio. It was supplemented by an

Epistolary Association in which the Derozians exchanged opinions in the true renaissance

humanist style. It left a deep impact on the contemporary social and cultural organisation.

For instances, in 1838, on 12th March, with a view to form a permanent organization to

discuss about different problems and crisis of the country, Tarinicharan Banerjee,

RamtanuLahiri, TarachandChakraborty, RamkrishnaDey, RamgopalGhosh and many others

convened a meeting at Sanskrit College in Calcutta. Out of 200 participants who remained

present in the meeting, most of them were the students, particularly the students from Hindu

College. The outcome of the meeting was the formation of Society for the Acquisition of

General Knowledge (1938). Its president was TarachandChakraborty, Vice president

RamgopalGhose and Peary Chand Mitra was the first secretary. The society published

three volumes of selection of papers presented at its meetings between 1840 and 1843. It

was an intellectual organisation which began to take shape as an anti-British sentiment.

Their main agenda of discussion was civil and social reforms among Indians.26In 1841, the

students and youths progressed one step more and they formed a half-shaped or, partial

political platform or, organization in the name of “DeshhitaishiSabha”. The chief exponent

of this Sabha was Sarada Prasad, an ex-student of Hindu College. It was declared that the

Sabha or, organization was made for all the Indians irrespective of caste, creed or religion.

“The objective of this newly made platform was stating the reasons that as the British

rulers never allowed any political freedom to the Indians and they deprived of their

right, which was the main cause behind the crisis and miseries of Indian people. So to

get rid of this situation, Indians have to be united first to arrange to get relief from

such torture and improper administration, the formation behind such unity would be

the patriotism or, love for the country and the said platform or, organization would be

run on the basis of welfare to the nation and its people in general.”27The Derozian

societies were youth cultural associations but they were being drawn towards politics.
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1:6 Conclusion

The Academic Association did not last long because it failed to gather mass support from

the Bengali society as well as intelligentsia. Even, Raja Rammohan Roy, the architect of

renaissance Bengal did not support them.The contemporary society was dazed beyond

measure by the activities of the Derozians, and yet they formed more of a group with a

certain viewpoint than a real sustained movement with a solid basis and growing support.

Being a group of brightest student of the country they created sensation and stir, but they

failed to develop a definite progressing ideology. Their ideology was shaky. Therefore, they

did not succeed to develop any movement outside their charmed circle. Practically, western

type radical politics were hardly possible in Bengal at that time. Contemporary Bengali

society was not prepared to expedite the radical movements.

Paradoxically, the members of the Academic Association were not able to evaluate themselves

properly. Even, they were not committed to sustain their radical ideology after Derozio. If

we meticulously study the profile of the radical student leaders of Academic Association we

find that most of them were compromised with the traditional system. Some of them adopted

Christian religion and few came back to Hinduism and others were involved with the

Talukdari system. We can cite few examples here; DakshinaRanjanMukhopadhyay had

started his new life as a Talukdar in Ayodha; Rasik Krishna Mallick, Kishori Chand Mitra

and many others had joined the Government services. Actually what they thought, it could

not be materialised properly. They had done little for their country, they professes to do, but

hardly ever does anything. They did discussions and no action. Sometimes, they supported

the policies of the British for the establishment of their own.

Apart from all these, the Derozians or the radical students attracted much attention for

several years. We did not raise question of their patriotism, but due to their lack of experience

and way of action they did not get mass support from the society.

To sum up it can be said that few student organisationswere emerged in that period in a

scattering way, but academic association was the well organised apolitical student wing

under the leadership of Derozio, a strangest figure in the history of Bengal Renaissance.

The members and followers of the association were conscious both socially and politically.

Even, the British rulers get alarmed and think how to tackle this rising dangerous trend! But

they confine their attention in the elite society and later on deviated from their original

motto. They were very much orthodox and it was one of their main reservations. It was

irrelevant to the enlightened students’ movement of the time. As a blind follower of westernise

concept they failed to recognise the positive aspects of Hinduism.
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Developments in Tobacco in the Princely State of Cooch Behar

Tapas Debnath1& Dr. Tahiti Sarkar2

Abstract

Tobacco was a very popular intoxication content in colonial Bengal. Though several

countries imposed certain restrictions on the use of tobacco, the colonial period became

a mark on the growth of tobacco consumption and trade. Due to the growing demands,

there was a need to improve quality and quantity of tobacco in India. A number of

scientific approaches were suggested and adopted for the improvement of quality and

quantity of tobacco. Princely states of Cooch Behar took keen interest in this matter.

The main aim was to make the tobacco trade of Cooch Behar a profitable one. The

Commissioners of Cooch Behar and Maharaja Nripendra Narayan had taken various

experimental measures for the improvement of tobacco. A modern farm was established

for that purpose. Prince Gojendra Narayan was also interested in tobacco cultivation.

Victor Nityendra Narayan, visited famous tobacco growing countries. Though the

investment and efforts on these experiments were much, the success rate was not

satisfactory. There was always a fluctuation in the quantity, quality and rate of the

tobacco in Cooch Behar mainly owing to rainfall and hailstorms. 

Keywords: Tobacco, Intoxication, Cooch Behar, Bengal.

Introduction:

“Tobacco is a plant grown for its leaves, which are dried and fermented before being put in

tobacco products. Tobacco contains nicotine, an ingredient that can lead to addiction, which

is why so many people who use tobacco find it difficult to quit. There are also many other

potentially harmful chemicals found in tobacco or created by burning it3.”

Tobacco is a harmful substance. Therefore rulers of several countries imposed a ban on

Tobacco. In the 16th century, rulers like King James I of England, Shah Abbas of Persia and

the Mughal emperor Jahangir of India tried to ban it. According to King James “a custom

loathsome to the eye, hateful to the nose, harmful to the brain, and dangerous to the lungs”.

Khalil Pasha had ordered to cut lips and eyes if someone caught smoking. Even Russia had

tried to regulate smoking. In India, Jahangir had prohibited tobacco smoking4. The Sikh

Guru Gobind Singh prohibited smoking among the Sikh community. According to him, “Wine

is bad, Indian hemp (bhang) destroys one generation, but tobacco destroys all generations5.”

1The author is a Research Scholar in Dept. of History, University of North Bengal.
2The author is working as an Assistant Professor in the Department of History, University of North

Bengal, Darjeeling.
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In India, the Portuguese introduced tobacco6. Although there is ample evidence from ancient

Indian literature about tobacco use, but some varieties of tobacco were already there in

India long before the Portuguese introduction7.

Tobacco was perhaps introduced into India about 1605. This was mentioned by an Englishman,

Edward Terry8. At the very beginning, tobacco was grown in Gujarat (Kaira and Mehsana

districts) from Gujarat it spread to other areas in India9.

Major thrust in tobacco cultivation began in 1787 with the establishment of the Calcutta

Botanical Gardens and the Imperial Agricultural Research Institute10.

Tobacco cultivation had reached its peak in India during the colonial period. India was a

leading tobacco producing country outside of the western hemisphere since the beginning of

the 17th century11.

Tobacco was a profitable crop. It had been a popular choice and regular consumable item.

Tobacco production was a very beneficial business. Sophisticated scientific measures,

experiments, special care was taken for the improvement of tobacco cultivation. Due to the

exports and internal demand, the cultivation of tobacco was developed. 

Tobacco in Colonial Bengal:

Tobacco was a trade article between 1656-1668 in Bengal markets12. Along with exportation,

the tobacco cultivation in Bengal had met the local demand13. The consumption of intoxicants

was the normal act in the eyes of the British in 19th century Calcutta14. Smoking was very

popular in Colonial Bengal. Rajas, maharajas, landlords and other elites of the society were

easily attracted by tobacco through ‘Hookah’. The consumption of tobacco increased with

the introduction of ‘Babu’ culture in Bengal. They were consumers of high quality tobacco.

During various festivals like Durga Puja, Kali Puja, Charak Puja and so on, a huge quantity

of tobacco and ganja would be bought. Tobacco consumption was common among the

British since the pre-colonial period. It became very popular during the colonial period with

the introduction of ‘Cigarettes’ and ‘Club’ culture in India. Many English officials became

the slaves of their hookahs. Smoking made both the students of school and the college goers

fascinated.

In colonial Bengal, tobacco smoking opened a new arena of social interaction. Some small

clubs also come into existence in mufassal or small marketplaces. Smoking represented

manliness. The concept of masculinity and westernisation influenced Indian women adopting

tobacco consumption. Even lower class women also consumed tobacco smoking through

‘Biri’. Cigarettes and hookah were mainly confined within the elite people and on the other

hand ‘Biri’ was of the common people15.

Marketing strategy to spread tobacco business was also very impressive which attracted

many people16.
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The growing internal and external demand of tobacco was too high in Bengal. The total

value of the product exported from Bengal according to the custom House returns were:

1871-72 (Rs. 11,72,154), 1872-73 (Rs. 14,10,648) and 1873-74 (Rs. 22,96,045)17. The tobacco

of Rangpur, Tirhoot and Purnia were cultivated mainly for trade and export18.

The chief tobacco producing districts of Bengal were:

District Areas Declared value of export Rupees

Rangpore 60,000 16,05,000

Tirhoot 40,000 Not Stated

Cooch Behar 24,000 12,93,750

Dinagepore 20,000 1,20,000

Purneah 15,000 to 20,000 8,00,000

Monghyr 10,000 1,30,000

(The Cultivation and Curing of Tobacco in Bengal 1874, 3)

Tobacco consumption was very common among various sections of the society in Bengal.

It became a regular choice of the common people. The tobacco trade was gradually increasing

in Bengal. 

Tobacco in Cooch Behar:

North Bengal was a major tobacco production area in Eastern India19. North Bengal was a

region which produced four-fifths of total tobacco in Bengal and one-fifth in India20.

Cooch Behar was a prominent princely state in North Bengal. Tobacco was one of the main

trading items in Cooch Behar. Cooch Behar was the exporter of tobacco, jute, rice and

mustard seed and mustard oil. The Magh, Marwadi and other local traders had a control on

the Cooch Behar trade. The tobacco trade with Burma was mainly conducted by the Magh

merchants. Though river routes played a key role in Cooch Behar trade, but the extension

of the railways had a considerable importance to jute and tobacco trade21. The Burmese

merchants would come to Mekhliganj and Lalbazar in Cooch Behar to purchase tobacco.

The Cooch Behar tobacco was much appreciated by the Burmese22.

The Burmese merchants would purchase tobacco from Mekhliganj town. Then, it would be

sent to Rangpur by boat. In Rangpur, tobacco leaves would be shorted out. Then, again it

would be shipped to Burma23.

About one lakh mounds of tobacco was purchased in different markets of Cooch Behar

in 178724. The net quantity of tobacco exported from Cooch Behar Division was 1,75,000

mounds at Rs. 7,00,00025.
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Cooch Behar had a reputation for its local tobacco. There was a gradual expansion of

tobacco land in Cooch Behar26. The area under tobacco cultivation in Cooch Behar was

around 55 square miles. The Burma cheroots were usually made from Cooch Behar

tobacco27. In 1876, tobacco export to Burma alone was valued at Rupees 10 lacs28.

The internal demand for tobacco in Cooch Behar was very high. People of Cooch Behar

were also very fond of tobacco. The ‘Hukka’ or the ‘Chillum’ smoking was universal. The

habit of smoking among both man and woman would start from their infancy. Tobacco was

chewed with betel leaves in a raw state also29.

The four main crops in Cooch Behar were Jute, Tobacco, Paddy and Mustard30. But among

these, tobacco cultivation was very popular and profitable in Cooch Behar. According to

Harendra Narayan Chaudhuri, “Of all the crops tobacco is the most profitable31.”

The Cooch Behar Division had two main centres of tobacco cultivations viz. Cooch Behar

and Jalpaiguri. The Southern and Western Cooch Behar were most suitable for the growth

of tobacco. The area under tobacco cultivation in Cooch Behar Division was gradually

increasing. The total area of Cooch Behar in the 1870’s was 8,23,937 and the area under

tobacco cultivation was 50,000 acres. The average tobacco production was 10 to 15 mounds

per acre. But special care could take it up to 20 to 30. Cooch Behar had 67.5% cultivable

land and the area under tobacco cultivation was 5%, but it was steadily increasing. The soil

suited for tobacco cultivation was in Lalbazar and MathabhangaParganas. Tobacco cultivation

was tried to extend to the other suitable Parganas32. The highlands of Cooch Behar were

generally suitable for tobacco cultivation33.

Two species of tobacco would be found in Cooch Behar viz. ordinary and Hamakoo.

Cultivation of Hamakoo was extensive in Mekhliganj34. Lalbazar, Mekhliganj and Dinhata

were tobacco growing regions in Cooch Behar. In Tufanganj, tobacco was produced for

local consumption. Gosanimari was also gradually growing in tobacco cultivation35.

In 1903, the total area under tobacco cultivation was 1,05,898Bighas or about 35,000 acres.

According to W.W. Hunter, the Eastern portion of the state of Cooch Behar was very

suitable for the tobacco cultivation36.

The major tobacco growing parts of Cooch Behar were as follows:
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(Chaudhuri 1903, 181-182 & 185)

Experiments & Tobacco Farm: 

The growing market requirement had demanded to enhance the quantity and quality of

tobacco in India. Indian tobacco was not equivalent to the quality of the famous tobacco

growing western countries like Cuba, Macedonia etc37. So, at that time adoption of up-to-

date and scientific methods was a need to improve the quality of tobacco. But there was a

problem of tobacco curing because the people of Cooch Behar were not versed in curing

tobacco leaves.

A number of experiments, examinations, observations were performed with Cooch Behar

tobacco. In Cooch Behar and Jalpaiguri, Colonel Houghton experimented with Virginia

tobacco, but it failed due to not sufficiently manured and tended. The introduction of foreign

seeds need to be accompanied by the knowledge of nature of soil, climate, season, cut etc.

was missing38.

The Deputy Commissioner of Cooch Behar wanted to manufacture cigars from the tobacco

of Cooch Behar. This experiment was done under the supervision of trained personnel.

Burma was successful in making cheroots from Cooch Behar tobacco. On the other hand,

Colonel Houghton became successful in manufacturing cheroots from Cooch Behar tobacco

in Calcutta in 186439.

The Deputy Commissioner of Cooch Behar wrote to the Commissioner of Cooch Behar

Division in 9th June, 1874 that tobacco seeds of American and other foreign kinds had a

little success in Cooch Behar40.

The Bengal government intended to develop quality and quantity of Bengal tobacco. Rangpore

and Cooch Behar were chosen to produce the quality tobacco. For that reason, the government

tries to introduce modern methods of tobacco cultivation and curing. The government planned

to hire skilled tobacco growers and curers from Manila or elsewhere for Bengal41.

Name of the 
Pargana 

1st Class 
tobacco in 

Bighas 

2nd Class 
tobacco in 

Bighas 

3rd Class 
tobacco in 

Bighas 

Total 
Area 

In Bighas 

Produce of 
tobacco in 

mounds 

Value in 
Rupees 

Mekhliganj 1,474 5,220 5,097 11,791 55,000 2,75,000 

Mathabhanga 7,477 15,276 8,624 31,377 1,55,000 7,75,000 

Lalbazar 17,935 8,695 3,080 29,710 1,45,000 7,25,000 

Dinhata 2,867 5,484 3,640 11,991 60,000 3,00,000 

Cooch Behar 3,364 7,545 9,035 19,944 1,00,000 5,00,000 

Tufanganj 36 107 942 1,085 5,000 25,000 

Total 33,153 42,327 30,418 1,05,898 5,20,000 26,00,000 
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The quality of Cooch Behar tobacco was a major concern. The Commissioner of Cooch

Behar took charge in 1877-1878 to improve the quality of tobacco. 100 Bighas of land42 was

taken for the experimental cultivation in Cooch Behar. Mr. Peterson was appointed in Cooch

Behar. But his experiments on tobacco had failed financially and unfortunately Peterson

died in December. Senor Montfort, the Manila curer arrived in July. The experiments of

Senor Montfort had a little success. But he could not get 100% success. He opined that he

could prepare second class Manila tobacco quality from Cooch Behar tobacco, but first

class Manila quality could never be prepared from Cooch Behar tobacco. In his opinion,

tobacco of Cooch Behar was not compatible with the highest Manila brands. Total money

spent for the salaries and operations of Montfort and Peterson was Rs. 10,757. But money

raised from the sale of their tobacco was around 5,000 or 6,000 Rupees only43.

Senor Montfort was not proficient in English. He was a Spanish speaking person. The

Canoongoe of Lalbazar learnt a little Spanish and managed to understand Senor Montfort44.

In 1879-80, these two experts conducted two parallel experiments viz. the American system

and the Manila method on tobacco. But both of them could not adapt Indian climate. Even

Senor Montfort faced health problems and he had to leave India. Initially, the experiments

on tobacco were not successful45.

Some princely states had agricultural farms. The agricultural farm in princely Cooch Behar

was established in the last quarter of the 19th century. The development and success of the

farm was sloth. However, the agricultural officers of this farm expanded modern agricultural

knowledge and methods to the peasants. New varieties of seeds, implements, manures etc.

were distributed and sometimes sold to the cultivators46.

The establishment of the Department of Agriculture and Forest had a little success in Cooch

Behar. The department had four branches under it namely home farm, cattle breeding

farms, fruit garden, and forest & plantation. In October, 1882 under the supervision of

Kumar Gajendra Narayan (Jr.47) had little success in the matter of agricultural development.

In 1897, after nine years, the Home farm of the Department of Agriculture and Forest had

to be closed due to some factors such as unsuitable soil (Only suitable for jute and paddy),

expensive experiments, financial loss and indifference of the common people on expensive

cultivation. According to Dr.Voelker, experiments on tobacco may prove beneficial on the

extensive tobacco growing places. Rs 5,000 was invested in the experiments of the farm

excluding the charges of the infrastructure48.

The experimental farm, once again came into existence. In 1902, 82 Bighas were placed

under tobacco cultivation and six apprentices were appointed through entrance examination.

The total expenditure on the experimental farm was 13,00049. According to the “The Annual

Administration Report of the Cooch Behar State for the year 1907-1908”,

BabuRajnikantaBhowmik was the in charge of the farm and the area of the farm extended

to about 180 Bighas whereas tobacco cultivation occupied 150 Bighas. A godown (40 feet×20
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feet) was constructed at a cost of Rs. 2,575 for the storage of tobacco in the tobacco

plantation50. A big curing shed was built for tobacco farming51.

Manure played a key role in tobacco cultivation. Organic manure such as Buffalo dung,

urine and cow dung were suitable for the cultivation52. Artificial manures were high priced.

At this point, cow dung was used as cost effective. American and altogether seven varieties

of foreign tobacco seeds were tested in Cooch Behar. The yellow prior (American tobacco)

gave good results. Success was also obtained in making a bright yellow tobacco from which

cigarettes could be made. Munger based tobacco products making company (‘The Peninsular

Tobacco Company’), purchased the whole tobacco at Rs. 15 per mound. 

Though there was little success in tobacco cultivation. But the yield was not satisfactory

owing to bad weather conditions and insufficiency of manures.

Royal Endeavour:

Agricultural exhibitions were organised in 1883 and 1893. In 1893, Pooneha exhibition mela

was held in Jenkins school. Along with other items nineteen sorts of tobacco were displayed.

Maharaja Nripendra Narayan says the future of tobacco and jute trade in Cooch Behar

was very promising53.

The Maharaja of Cooch Behar made provision to grant land for raw produce business in

Cooch Behar. Mr. M.V. Apcar of Calcutta got land on lease at Dewan Hat and Chowra

Hat for jute and tobacco54. Maharaja Nripendra Narayan visited Mathabhanga on the 14th

of April, 1907 where he delivered a speech on tobacco cultivation and experiments. The

Maharaja of Cooch Behar was interested in conducting tobacco trade and hopeful about

the ongoing experiments at Sadar station in Mathabhanga on valuable tobacco55.

The cheap foreign cigarettes were becoming very popular instead of Hookah and Biri in

India. So, the production of the finest quality tobacco for cigarette making was the main

task of that time56. The Maharaja of Cooch Behar had realised the importance of cigarette

manufacturing. He wanted to establish a cigarette factory in or near Calcutta57. Maharaja

Nripendra Narayan of Cooch Behar made an adjustment in the budget for the purchase of

a share of the proposed cigarette factory of Rs. 70,00058.

Kumar Gajendra Narayan, (Jr.) of Cooch Behar in contrast to the French system, gave a

memorandum on tobacco cultivation and curing at Gazipur (U.P.). He had given an account

of the tobacco cultivation in France in 1881. This memorandum describes the whole process

of tobacco production59.

Prince Victor Nityendra Narayan, son of Maharaja Nripendra Narayan of Cooch Behar

went to Cornell University, New York to learn scientific agriculture. Victor N. Narayan

began studying at Cornell University, New York in March, 190860. He was the first among

the Indian princes to do so. His primary aim was to develop Cooch Behar’s agriculture. He

visited tobacco growing famous countries like Cuba. He closely learnt about curing, culture,
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and manufacturing of the famous Havana tobacco cultivation methods. Cuba was very

famous for its ‘Havana Cigars’61. Victor N. Narayan and Mr.Majumdar spent a few months

in Cuba62.

He had observed that Indian agriculture was too ignorant. There was no proper combination

of capital, labour and skill in Indian agriculture. Indian agriculture depends in the hands of

the poor and the ignorant people. In the case of tobacco, expert knowledge, scientific handling

and capital investment were important. He pointed out that there were a number of tea and

indigo plantations running successfully in India. But there was no tobacco plantation with

improved modern machinery and up-to-date scientific methods in India. According to him,

the development of tobacco in India could not be achieved without the involvement and

participation of the enterprising capitalists63.

Mr.Majumdar64 went to some of the famous tobacco growing countries such as the United

States, Cuba and visited some tobacco factories in those places a few in England, France

and Egypt. Mr.Majumdar also visited countries like Macedonia and Asia Minor. These

countries were famous for the best Turkish tobacco. 

He was of the opinion to use the principles of tobacco cultivation in the United States of

America and other successful countries. Tobacco had become a specialised industry. Proper

manufacturing of tobacco was important for trading. Tobacco products like cigars, cigarettes

and chewing tobacco products required special care and attention regarding culture, curing

and preparation for the market. Nature of soil, climatic conditions and fertilizer are also very

important to tobacco cultivation. 

A three point principles were suggested by him:

1. Improvement of the crop by breeding and selection.

2. Adoption of up-to-date methods of curing.

3. Introduction of superior varieties from other countries.

The first two phases viz. (1) by breeding and selection and (2) by the adoption of up-to-date

methods of curing were directly related to the indigenous tobacco crop which was already

present in India for years. But the third phase, related to the introduction of superior varieties

of tobacco from other famous tobacco growing countries. In this third phase, proper climatic

conditions, suitableness of soil, manuring etc. had been emphasised for the foreign seeds.

Foreign varieties of tobacco had been introduced in India for experimentation. But the

commercial tobacco production was still absent then. Yellow tobacco (American seed) had

an excellent success in Cooch Behar. It was sold at an average price of Rs. 33 per mounds65.

When Victor N. Narayan returned to Cooch Behar, the Maharaja had brought out machines

from America and a piece of land for tobacco cultivation66.

The Cooch Behar state offered on nominal rent or rent free land for the establishment of

factories or mills regarding four major crops (Jute, Tobacco, Paddy& Mustard) of the state67.
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Fluctuation in Tobacco Production, Trade, Rate:

“The cultivators say that each plant of tobacco requires as much attention as a child does

for some time after its birth”. Quality and quantity of tobacco largely depends on some

conditions such as choosing tobacco as the secondary crop, manuring and water supply etc.

So, adoption of up-to-date scientific methods and much more attention to this crop are very

important68. Although much attention was paid to tobacco cultivation in Cooch Behar, the

weather conditions for tobacco cultivation in Cooch Behar were not much favourable.

Tobacco cultivation in Cooch Behar was affected by excessive rainfall and hailstorms.

These factors retarded the growth of tobacco, decreased the quality and quantity of tobacco

and varied prices of tobacco.

Tobacco trade was dull in 1878-79 owing to heavy rainfall69. In the year 1880-81, tobacco

crops were damaged owing to heavy rainfall and hail storm70. Tobacco trade in Cooch

Behar was not satisfactory in 1882-8371. Tobacco trade was dull in 1887-88 like the previous

year. Hailstorm and excessive rainfall destroyed the tobacco crop72. The price of tobacco

was little favourable in 1891-92. It was from Rs. 8 to Rs. 1373. Owing to rain in October and

November, the production of tobacco crops were not favourable. The price of tobacco was

not so high in 1892-9374. In 1893-94, tobacco crops were damaged owing to rain and

hailstorms75. There were dull markets in tobacco trade for the last 2-3 years in Mathabhanga.

In the year 1897-98, 60,000 mounds of tobacco was imported into Kalikaganj Bandar against

64,500 mounds of the preceding year76. The tobacco culture was also unsatisfactory. It was

damaged by insects and hailstorms. The year 1902-03, witnessed importation of 65,800

mounds of tobacco at Kalikaganj Bandar in Mathabhanga against 57,876 mounds of the

previous year77. The tobacco market was dull in 1906-07. It was under Rs. 1078. There was

improvement in the prices of tobacco which rose to Rs. 12 in 1907-08. The quantity of

export was 37,920 mounds79. The area under tobacco had been reduced in 1908-09 from

180 to 75 Bighas. The growth of the tobacco plants was abnormal in 1908-09. But the

American tobacco experts from the Peninsula Tobacco Company, Munger had praised the

colour of the tobacco. According to them, it was the best Indian tobacco in the market80. On

15th October, 1917, the Dewan of Cooch Behar wrote (No. 1407) to the Maharaja of

Cooch Behar that there was a decline in the tobacco trade in 1916-17. Cooch Behar imported

33,704 mounds of tobacco against 35,263 mounds in the previous year81. The rain of October,

November, January and February became beneficial to the tobacco crops. The price ranged

from Rs. 10 to Rs. 25 per mound in 1918-19. Export from Kalikaganj Bandar was 51,759

mounds against 35,995 mounds in the previous year82. In 1919-20, heavy rainfall affected

tobacco83. The tobacco production was not satisfactory in 1925-26. Sowing of the tobacco

seeds was delayed due to heavy rainfall84. In 1927-28, 29,853 mounds of tobacco had been

exported from Kalikaganj Bandar against 4,608 mounds in the previous year85. The production

of the tobacco was normal in 1928-29. The price of the tobacco was from Rs. 18 to Rs.

4086. Tobacco export from Kalikaganj Bandar at Mathabhanga in the year 1929-30 was

2,700 mounds against 22,484 mounds in the previous year. Tobacco production was not up
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to the mark in 1929-30. Insufficiency of rain retarded the growth of tobacco. Tobacco price

was from 10 to Rs 30 per mound87. The rate of tobacco was from Rs. 6.12 to Rs. 24.8 per

mound in 1930-3188. The price of the tobacco was ranged from Rs. 5 to Rs. 7 per mound in

1932-33 and tobacco export from Kalikaganj Bandar was 20,231 mounds against 22,040

mounds of the previous year89. The average price of tobacco was between Rs. 8 to Rs. 15

per mounds in 1933-34. Total tobacco export was 2,256 mounds in 1933-34, against 20,231

mounds in the previous year90. The average price of tobacco was from rupees 5.6 to Rupees

9 per mounds in 1934-35. The export from Kalikaganj Bandar was 13,603 mounds against

2,256 mounts of tobacco of the previous year91. The export of tobacco was 29,853 mounds

in 1935-36 against 4,608 mounds in the previous year. Seasonal rainfall affected the growth

of tobacco plants. Tobacco price was from Rs. 6 to Rs. 8 per mounds92. Rainfall affected

the growth of tobacco plants to some extent in 1936-37. The price of the tobacco was Rs.

5 to Rs. 16 per mound93.

Conclusion: 

Tobacco was an important crop in Cooch Behar. The State of Cooch Behar conducted

various experiments on tobacco from the time of the Commissioners to the Maharajas of

Cooch Behar. These experiments were mainly related to the enhancement of the quality of

local tobacco and making foreign seeds adapting to the environment of Cooch Behar. Though

the efforts and investments of the Maharajas of Cooch Behar were much, the success rate

on these experiments were not satisfactory. Modern methods of tobacco plantation, culture,

manuring, curing etc. were applied in Cooch Behar, but the outcome was not as same as in

the famous tobacco growing countries. The local climate of Cooch Behar was not much

favourable to the cultivation of tobacco. The introduction of the foreign seeds also faced

adaptation problems. Most of the time, tobacco crops were damaged by heavy rainfall and

hailstorms. Tobacco quality, prices and production were heavily influenced by these factors.
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Negotiated Physical Spaces and the Economic Landscapes in Early Colonial

Bengal (C.1757-C.1857)

Dr.Varun Kumar Roy1

Abstract:

Bernier has vividly described the wealth of Bengal about a century before British

conquest. According to him, Bengal mass-produced rice in such profusion that it not

only supplied its neighbors but many remote places. Bengal’s excess rice was

transported by sea to Masulipatam and the ports on the Coast of Coromandel, Maldives,

and Ceylon. Its sugar was exported to Golkonda, Arabia, Mesopotamia, and Persia.

Of commodities of value, silk and cotton cloth exported as far as Lahore and Kabul

but also for all the neighboring kingdoms and Europe.2Verelst ascribed the prosperity

of Bengal before Plassey to the “cheapness and quality and the huge traffic of the

products manufactured. Besides the huge investments of the many European nations,

the Bengal raw silk, cloth, etc., to a vast amount was dispersed to the West and North

inland as far as Gujarat, Lahore, and even Ispahan.” 3 This research article tries to

address how Bengal which was once very developed in trade and commerce was total

ruined.economic degeneration of Bengal began since the days of Alivardi (if not

earlier, from MurshidQuli’s time) to hold that the oppression of the company’s servants

and gomastas were alone responsible for the decline of Bengal manufacturers and

industries and that this began closely after Plassey, is to see from only one side of a

coin.

Keywords: Calcutta, Trade, Company, Gomasthas, Raid

Commerce plays an important part in modem history. It is one-half of politics. For in the first

place, the importance of a nation significantly depends on its prosperity, and its wealth

greatly depends on commerce. Thus, a desire to develop commerce, rather than a merely

scientific inquisitiveness, has been the impetus of adventures in pursuit of new lands. The

same spirit has led to military expeditions. Conquest and occupation have been encouraged,

in modem times, not by a love of authority but by adoration of wealth. No Authority cares to

proclaim supremacy over a miserable and barren terrain. The personality of a discrete is

said to be identified by his company. With identical truth, it may be believed that the condition

of a nation is known for its fortune. The prominence of nations as Powers is measured,

according to European standards, by their fighting capacity, but that it is very fundamentally

1The author is working as a Senior Assistant Professor in the Department of History, University of

North Bengal, Darjeeling.
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an issue of wealth, they say, is the sinews of War. Trade and Commerce played a great role

in the development of Calcutta—possibly the greatest—and some account of it as effect

this town must be attempted. It may be left to antiquarians to decide when the populaces of

Bengal first had commercial intercourse with other nations and countries.4Heeren,

Macpherson, and other convincing writers have thrown substantial scholarship on this subject

matter. Sir William Hunter, on Orissa,5 has inscribed that the decay of Tamluk as an important

seat of maritime commerce, gives an explanation of how the Bengalees stopped to be a

sea-going people. In the Buddhist era, we can see that they sent belligerent fleets to the east

and the west and had colonised almost all the islands of the Archipelago.

Mr. Walter Hamilton estimates6that “occasionally fewer than one million sterling in

clothes fitting to the native merchants was placed, in Calcutta for sale, and other species of

products in an equivalent quantity.” The overall capital of the native monied and the commercial

interests was estimated to surpass 16 million sterling, employed by them in Government

Funds, loans and discounts to individuals, internal and external trade, and in numerous

additional ways., The Calcutta Government Bank was established in September 1808 with

a capital of mere 50 lakhs of rupees, of which the Government had ten lakhs and entities the

balance. The notes dispensed are not less than 10 rupees or more than 10,000.”7

The following table, taken from W. Hamilton’s East India Gazetteer, shows the

state of trade in the country (Trade from 1st June 1811 to 30th April 1812).

IMPORTS 

Merchandise                     ……… 1,13,38,692. 

Tressure                     …….. 67,85,698. 

 Sicca Rupees 1,81,24,390. 

EXPORT 

Merchandise                    ………… 3,40,03,009. 

Tressure                    ………… 6,14,673. 

 Sicca Rupees 3,46,17,682. 

Total                   …….. 5,27,42,072. 

 

Table 2: Showing Imports and Exports from 1st June 1811 to 30th April 1812 (source-

W.Hamilton, East India Gazetteer, London, 1815, p 217)
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The ships and vessels that arrived at Calcutta in 1811-12:

TONNAGE

Under English colours 193 78,504.

Under Portuguese colours 11 4,180.

Under American colours 8 2,313.

Under Indian colours, 389 66,227.

including denies

Total 601 1,51,224.

Table 3: Showing the ships and vessels that arrived at Calcutta in 1811-12

(Source, W.Hamilton, East India Gazetteer, London, 1815, p 218)

Ships and vessels departed from Calcutta in 1811-12:

       TONNAGE

Under English colours 194 77,072.

Under Portuguese colours 10 4,020.

Under Spanish colours 1 650.

Under American colours 8 2,369.

Under Indian colours 386 65,650.

including donies

Total 599 1,49,761

Table 4: Showing the ships and vessels that departed from Calcutta in 1811-12. (Source, W.

Hamilton, East India Gazetteer, London, 1815, p 218)

Much valuable information can be acquired from Milburn’s Oriental Commerce,8

TRADE AND COMMERCE WITH LONDON

The following is an account of the merchandise imported into Bengal from London of the

East India Company’s during the years 1802 to 1806; similarly of the products and
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treasure transferred from Bengal to London for the duration of the equivalent period;

together with the list of articles of which the imports and exports consisted in 1805.

IMPORT INTO BENGAL FROM LONDON

             years Merchandise Treasure Total

Sicca rupees Sicca rupees.               Sicca rupees

1802 35,90,683 12,63,387 48,54,070

1803 30,55,400 9,85,601 40,41,001

1804 29,34,485 7,97,680 37,32,165

1805 36,28,301 8,69,576 44,97,877

1806 59,12,500 5,68,921 64,81,421

Total 1,91,21,369 44,85,165                      2,36,06,534

Table 5: Showing imports into Bengal from London in the year 1805. (Source, W.Hamilton,

East India Gazetteer, London, 1815, p 219)

EXPORT FROM BENGAL TO LONDON

YEARS Merchandise Treasure Total

1802 1,11.45,261          ……… 1,11,45,261

1803 1,08,15,545          ………. 1,08,15,545

1804 89,16,168           ……… 89,16,168

1805 60,99,065           …….. 60,99,065

1806 90,34,869           …….. 90,34,869

Total 4,60,10,908           ……… 4,60,10,908

Table 6: Showing Export from Bengal to London in the year 1805. (Source, W.Hamilton,

East India Gazetteer, London, 1815, p 219)
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ARTICLES OF IMPORT IN 1805 IN RUPEES

Books 90,656.

Boots and Shoes 54,735

Cutlery and Hardware 1,39,144.

Copper 135.

Carriages 1,16,218.

Cordage 14,178.

Glass and Looking-glasses 2,79,575.

Hosiery 1,06,794.

Haberdashery 95,448.

Hats 80,629.

Jewellery 28,630.

Ironmongery 65,907.

Millinery 97,746.

Malt Liquors 1,35,212.

Oilman’s Stores 1,67,763.

Perfumery 63,624.

Provisions 16,444.

Plate and Plated ware 56,591.

Piece-goods 67,792.

Saddlery 1,32,827.

Wines and Spirits 7,87,265.

Metals 1,03,775.

Naval Stores 55,693.

Stationery 61,487.

Woollens 1,15,580.

Sundries 6,94,453.

Treasure 8,69,576.

                                                      Total 44,97,877.

Table 7:  Showing articles of import in rupees to Bengal from London in the year 1805.

(Source, W. Hamilton, East India Gazetteer, London, 1815, p 220)
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ARTICLES OF EXPORT IN 1805 IN RUPEES

Piece-goods 3,31,582.

Indigo 45,23,124.

Sugar 54,478.

Raw Silk 7,87,106.

Cotton 1,18,912.

Elephant Teeth 9,278.

Gums 24,160.

Ginger 2,750.

Cossumba 4,815.

Sal Ammoniac 2,680.

Cutch 1,025.

Shell-lac 12,139.

Sundries 9,466.

IMPORTS RE-EXPORTED, viz.

Wines and Liquors 55,176.

Camphor 72,009.

Spices 20,366.

Cassia 24,983.

Books 14,354.

CoculusIndicus 5,571.

Coffee 4,676.

Galls 2,520.

Sundries 17,895.

Total 60,99,065.

Table 8:  Showing articles of export in rupees from Bengal to London in the year 1805.

(Source, W. Hamilton, East India Gazetteer, London, 1815, p 220)

From the account of the merchandise and treasure traded into Bengal from London as well

as of the merchandise exported from Bengal to London, in the years previous to 1802—

from 1795 to 1801 inclusive—we find that the imports into Bengal amounted to SiccaRs.

1,64,03,175, and the amount of merchandise exported was SiccaRs. 5,30,43,579. Evidently,

then the ‘exports surpassed the imports by 3,66,40,404, and when we take into account the

quantity of treasure imported into Bengal from London, during the same period, which was
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about Rs. 82,23,924, we also find that the balance was in favour of Bengal abut Rs. 4,48,64,328,

which, at 2s. 6d. Per rupee, it is £5,608,041, at an average of seven years £8,011,485. 12s.9

According to Milburn, in 1715 the loftier skill of the English in triangulation tempted all types

of merchants of Bengal to merchandise most of the goods which their exported to overseas

markets on the freight belonging to the colony and this in ten years amounted to 10,000 tons,

by which many private prosperities were assimilated, without harming the Company’s trade,

or endangering their possessions to arguments with Government; and people of different

denominations in Calcutta relished a degree of independence and freedom unknown to the

other inhabitants who were oppressed by the Nabob. The East India Company in the year

1795 appointed a Reporter of External Commerce for this Presidency, and particular directives

were given as to the mode of keeping the accounts; since which period a clear and

comprehensive account of the volume of the merchandise and treasure imported to Bengal

and shipped from Bengal, has been yearly calculated and communicated to Europe along

with the articles list of which the imports and exports comprised.10

The commerce of the Presidency is arranged under the followings heads, viz.

(I)        Act 33, Geo.111, Chapter 52, allowed the cargoes of the officers and

commanders of the company ships exclusively of the East India company

trade to and from England. The cargoes were allowed to move from Bengal to

England and return with European commodities.

(II)       To and also from the United States of America

(III)      Under the quantity of Foreign Europe to and from other parts of Europe,

comprising Hamburg, Denmark, Madeira, Cadiz, Lisbon etc.

(IV)       To and from British Asia, which known, in 1801, the under-mentioned places;

and nonetheless the procurements which have since taken place, is continued

under the same arrangement:

1.      The Coast of Malabar, which comprises the whole of the western part

          of the Peninsula.

2. The Coast of Coromandel including the entire eastern coast.

3. The Island of Ceylon.

4. Coast of Sumatra.

(V)        Under the head of Foreign Asia, to and from the named places below in 1801,

and though some of the places have since been added to the British possessions,

the same arrangement is continued.

1. Arabian and Persian Gulf

2. Pegu
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3. Penang, and places to the eastward

4. Malacca

5. Batavia.

6. Manilla.

7. China.

Trade and commerce from port to port in India, commonly known as the country

trade, is handled by the individuals, and the East India Company did not interfered in their

business. “Calcutta possesses the advantage of excellent inland navigation, foreign imports

being transported with great facility on the Ganges, and its subsidiary streams, to the northern

nations of Hindoosthan, while the valuable productions of the interior are established by the

same channels.

In 1762 money was first devised in Calcutta, and it is mentioned that as late as

1770, no copper coin was issued. Pice was then hardly in use. Cowries (a kind of shell)

were then in extensive use. As early as 1680, Mr. Smith was sent out from England as

Assay-Master, on an annual salary of £60. The Old Mint was situated west of St. John’s

Church, where the Company coined its rupees for 1179 tom 1832. The New Mint on the

Strand Road was opened in 1832. Previous to 1791, the coinage was accomplished by

contracts, the copper coin chiefly by Mr.Prinsep (father of the late James Prinsep), who

showed an establishment at Fulda. Coining their own names (though with the Moghuls’

head and a Persian inscription) was an object of early spirit with the English and other

European Powers.11

If English commerce made Calcutta what it is, it is also true that it benefited English

capitalists no less by a rich return. But there were men in England who were jealous of it.

“There was a strong party in England opposed to trade with India, who raised clamorous

complaint loud and general.”12 At the end of the eighteenth-century, trade was opened with

many countries, notably with America, China, &c.13 In 1789 European commodities were

offered to the Indian markets almost at a half-price of their original cost. It is said that in

consequence of the market being overstocked, such a course was adopted. The officers of

the Company’s ships experienced very heavy losses, and after the authorities being satisfied

with their hardships complained of, the payment of the Company’s duties on their outward

investments was remitted.

In the “Gentleman’s Magazine” for 1784 the following appeared:

 “There is no branch of European commerce that has made so rapid a progress as

that to the East Indies. The total number of ships directed to Asia by all the seafaring

countries of Europe at the beginning of the present century did not amount to fifty sail, of

which England sent 14, France 5, Holland 11, the Venetians and Genoese together 9, Spain

3, and all the rest of Europe only 6; neither the Russians nor Imperialists at that period sent

any. In the year 1744, the English increased their number of ships to 27, the Venetians and
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Genoese sent 4, and the rest of Europe about 9. At this period, 300 sails of European ships

belong to the several powers are employed in the East India traffic, of which England alone

sends 68, being the whole of the East India Company’s shipping. The French, last year,

employed 9, the Portuguese 18, the Russians and Spaniards make up the remainder. But

neither the Venetians nor Genoese now send a single ship to India.” In those days, trade

was also carried on by the officers of the Company on their own private and personal

account, and not infrequently, the interests of the master clashed with those of the servant,

and the consequences can better be imagined than described. According to Mr. Bolts, a

private company was formed in Calcutta among the servants of the Hon’ble Company to

carry on trade in salt, betel-nut, and tobacco. The Company existed for two years, and it is

stated that the shareholders had a net profit of Rs. 10,74,002. The Directors at home put a

stop to this private trade, as it clashed with that of the Hon’ble private trade of the officers

at the Company’s sales at London, during the period (from 1784 to 1791), amounted sums

which including the goods imported from China. This amount comprises duties of this period

the whole of the duties, on goods exported and also used at home were remunerated by the

Company, and drawn back on exportation.”14

Bolts pointed out that “town duties included a duty on licenses to carry at the rate of

3 Sicca rupees per party,” but I have failed to trace the issue of any such licenses in the

records of the office; also, a percentage on the sale of slaves” and “sloops and boats.” He

also states that “all-grain brought into the gunges or public granaries, and other articles to

the bazaars or public markets in Calcutta, pay duty upon importation, the collection is

supervised by the collector. The rights of selling items s farmed by the collector in lieu of

sums against the license of exercising and taking part trade.”15

The Calcutta Committee of Revenue, the 1st March 1774, mentions that according

to Nabob Mahammed Reza Khan, merchants and traders of earlier times used to export,

after extensive local consumption, various indigenous and manufactured articles to different

parts of the world.

The decline of industries, once so famous, is indeed is a tragic story in the economic history

of the Bengal Province. It did not commence or end at any definite day but was a long

process continuing through many years much has already been said on this subject. The

influence of the Maratha invasions on the manufactures of Bengal remained highly

catastrophic. “Uncertainty of person and property overwhelmed the merchants and weavers,

and the production of the country was greatly affected many of the inhabitants, weavers,

husbandmen fled, the Aurungs were in a great degree deserted, the lands untilled, and

despicable fugitives escaped with nothing but their wives and children along with whatever

they could carry in their hands believed there was no security for them until they reached

the eastern shore (of the Padma river).’’16  Even gurrahs and other piece goods were

available with great difficulty. 17 The ruinous effect of the Maratha ravage also stroked the

silk manufactures also, and thus the” weavers and the inhabitants fled, silk (was) often
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carried away wet, and the Reels and piece goods before (being) manufactured –the one

wound off and the other finished in utmost hurry and confusion.”18A letter of 1751 from the

Cassimbazar factory to the Council in Calcutta indicated: “the dearness of raw silk and silk

piece goods for some years past, they find, is owing to the maharattas constantly entering

Bengal, preying and scorching the houses and destroying the chief aurungs, from which

the workmen have fled to distant places.” In the same year, Mr.Kelsall wrote from

Bulrumgurrhy that the disturbances occasioned by the return of the Marathas had prevented

him from being able to purchase any ready money goods as almost all the weavers had been

obliged to abscond.19

Thus, in the light of these foregoing facts, it may be affirmed that the economic degeneration

of Bengal began since the days of Alivardi (if not earlier, from MurshidQuli’s time) to hold

that the oppression of the company’s servants and gomastas were alone responsible for the

decline of Bengal manufacturers and industries and that this began closely after Plassey, is

to see from only one side of it. Nobody will deny that their oppression increased as a result

of the power gained by them by then after Plassey. But this also is to be acknowledged that

there were already certain cankers eating into Bengal’s economic vitality. Her capital

manufactures, and agriculture had been disturbed and had lost respectively, their original,

strength purity and productivity when the horrible storm of the Maratha incursions had

blustered over her soil.

The company’s servants only passed this bad state of things to a worse by their unjust and

cruel conduct to the native traders, manufacturers, and weavers. It may be fairly asserted

that the economic decline was a natural sequel to the general political disorders which had

begun many years before 1757 but which were certainly aggravated later due to the

intercession of the East India Company. Mentioning about the commercial decline of Dacca,

Rennel remarked in august 1765 – “we may effortlessly account for its deterioration, by the

continual wars which have of late years wasted the whole country, and in the fomenting of

which we have had too large a share.”20
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